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mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

Eight Dollars

Terms:

a

vance.

is published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

a

Kates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week

after; three insertions, or less. $1.00; continuing
every other day after tirst week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents jier week after.
Special Notices, one third addi Jonah
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertion*
r le- s $1.50.
Advertisements inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 i»er square for tirst insertion,
and 50 cent s per square tor each subsequent nsertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PlfBLTSHTNG Co.

BUSINESS CARDS.
HOOPER,
U E> Hr O LSTERER
H.

Suits, I.ounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
flcUououxh I'Hient Bed lioungea, Enameled Chaira, Ac.

neatly doue. Furniture
oct5-*69TT«&Stf

repairing

BROWN,

E D G A It S
Counsellor

Caw*

at

All collections promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Kill Collector.

-XdTTTNTVr XT' GrP

on
mv

9__dti
W. C. CLARK,

ASSETS.

Cash.$79,710 55

Premiums...r..
Interest.

402,856 35
16,597 91

Losses, Returns, Premiums, Re-insurauce

and all other Ex]>enditures.
Income over Expenditures.

MACHINEWORKS
Engineers, lrou Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.
OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators. Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

INJECTOR

HUE’S

laid nine
The sewer is of 12 inch cement
feet deep, to a point fifty (50) teet nortlierly from terminus and five and eight-tenths (5.8) feet at terminus.
$710.92
Cost of Sewer,
236.97
City’s proport ion (one-third)
473.95
Sum to be assessed,
57,434
Area assessed (sq ft),
0.82J
Rate per 100 sq it,
Area. Rate. Amount.
Owners.
8694 $0,825
$73 37
Rufus E. Wood,
44 31
5371
Wm. H. Hyde,
11 60
1406
Ruths E. Wood,
9 93
1204
Wm. H. Hyde,
11 15
1352
Cornelius Casey,
33
4025
21
Sweetsir, F.O. Bailey, Ag’t,
19 45
2357
Mrs. Wm. Lindsey,
.*
16 64
2015
Heirs of Mr. Palmer,Dr.Hutch21 15
2564
inson Agent,
Heirsof Mr. Palmer,Dr.Ilutch21 85
2648
inson Agent,
17 28
2094
Mrs. .John Duulap,
17 io
2151
Pettengill,
15 02
18?1
Hilborn,
2183
!j
Timothy Stuart,
15 06
1825
Hilborn,
17 70
2146
Daniel Garland,
13 28
1610
Wra. H. Williams,
17 49
2120
Wm. Hammoud,
16 82
2039
Mrs. M. A. Johnson,
02
34
4124
John Hasty,
28 75
3485
✓
John Fisher,

14

116,135 28
303,318 86
14

DIRECTORS.
BAKER McNEAR,
S. C. BLANCHARD,
R. B. FULLER,
JOSEPH NICKERSON,
WILLIAM II. KINSMAN, H. J. BOARDMAN,

F. H. ODIORNE,
LATH LEY RICH,
F. B. DOLE.
J A MKS LITTLEFIELD,

GEORGE HINMAN,
THOMAS DANA, 2d.
K. B. FULLER, President.

HENRY WASHBURN, Secretary.

MARWICK.,

Canton Street Sewer.
Beginning at a point in the centre ot Canton St.
hundred ninety-eight (298) leet from the northerly line if Potter’s lane, thence through the centre
of Canton street one nundred and eighty-eight and
five-tenths (188.5) feet, thence on a curve to right
fourteen and live-tenths (14.5) feet to east line of Canton street, thence easterly through land of W. W.
Thomas one hundred ninety-eight (198) feet, thence
on a curve to left through land of Heirs ofC. Q. Clapp
one hundred (100) feet to centre of Brattle street
where it enters old fewer, said point beiog thirty-six
The
(36) feet south of centre of P. & R. R. Track.
first oue hundred fifteen (115) feet ot sewer is built of
ten (10) inch, and the remainder cf twelve (12) inch
stone ware pipe. The sewer at point of beginning is
laid nine (9) feet deep belo v surface of street; at a
beginning is
point one hundred fifteen (115) leet from
eight and tour-tenths (8.4) feet deep, and six (6) leet
deep at terminus.
$314.84
Cost of sewer,
two

Exchange Street,
OF STATEMENT OF

INS.

CO.,

January lit, 1875.

Capital Stock (all paid in).$1,000,000
ASSETS.
Cash on hand, in bank and cash items..
Kents and accrued interest.
Iteal estate unincumbered.
Loans on bond and mortgage (1st Lien).
Loans on collateral Security.
U. S. State, bank, R. R. stocks, and
bonds owned by Company.

00

157,912
29,566
398,175
586,750

15,880

15
02
60
00
00

1,169,623

82

$2,757,907

59

outstanding claims.$173,219

67

Rate

GEO. L. CHASE, President.
J. D. BROWNE, Secretary.
JEBEilllAH DOW, Ag’l, Portland, Hie.
dtf
Ja25
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the

public

that I have taken

Business ot Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
I shall enpromptly to all jobs entrusted to me.
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
ha. held for so

^ gCHUMACHER,
satisfy.
Ecclesiastical Decorator.

no2ltf

L.

W.

XEILER,

FRESCO PAINTER,
NO. 16 MARKET STREET,

Portland

JOBBER,

Apparatus, See.,
36 MnrketWtreet. Printer* Exchange,
PORTLAND, NIK.
P.

BABCOCK.

_d&wly

my 19

at

Counsellors

Coals, and will

Law,

Cana Bank,)

below

*

■+■»

PORTLAND, MAINE.
oc2dtf_
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^

ffieok) Job

(gatol

FOB THE PIANOFORTE.

real merit and worth, anti
regret using it in their course
of instruction. This work Is a power in
the musical advance of the day, and has
been a most important agent in the recent
tremendous increase of technical knowledge of the Pianoforte.
The success of RICHARDSON** NEW
METHOD is world-wide, and prompts
many competitors, bnt its sale surpasses
that ft a|l others COMBINED, and it
stands to-day incontestably superior to all
for

teachers

other Piano Methods.

Used by thousands of Music Teachers and
sold by all Booh aud JTI usic Dealers
iu this Country and Canada,
All books

No. 37 Plum Street.
«

oc2Q_

C. ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,
STREET,
'**

1

(In Canal Bank Building,)

MAINE.

PORTLAND.

$3.75.

sent, post-paid, for retail price.

CHICUMTEER

PATENT

DOLL S CRADLES.
Evjry little girl should have one. Name “Chichester” on every cradle. Beautiful, Cheap and
Durable. Chichester Toy Chairs to match. This
Cradle cannot be equalled for a present to a little girl
for

Will practice in Androscoggin and

Oxfotd^Ccnnt- Birthday or Holiday Gift.
doll 20 laches long. For sale by all
It will hold
and furniture dealers. If your dealer does not
CHARLES H. KIMBALL, toy
him to send for catalogue, aud take
ask
have them,
but the “Chichester.”
ARCHITECT,
CHICHESTER PATENT.
a

none

MIDDLE

1-2

ISO

STREET,

(Hoyd Block,)
PORTLAND,

de*
Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every
Qe(
ription of building._

WM.

M.

SWING CRADLES.
yOn should have a Chichester Swing Cradle,
who try them will have no other.
save your time by using a ChiclieBter.
Mothers buy no other till you see a Chichester.
Mothers
Mothers
Mothers

MAINE.

MARKS

THE CRADLE AMONG CRADLES
No rockers to

Book, Card & Job Printer
ion exchange it.,

wear out carpet.
No rockers to tumble over.
No rockers for child to tall upon.
No squeaking treadle to get out of order.
No cradle equal to Chichester Swing Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to

GEORGE T. CONINM,
154 North Street, Boston, and

(DAILY PRESS TEIXTIXG HOUSE.)

d3m

oct29

131.17
262.33

assessed,

sq

Rate. Amount.

$56.70

$0,885

51 77
47 79
53 10.
53 10

$271 75

Cost of sewer,

90 58
181 17

City’s proportion,
Sum to be assessed,
Area assessed,
Rate per 100 square

feet,

Names.
Hatch, F. A. Turner, agent,
Ann Woodman,
Connellan & Scanlan,
E. F. Nason,
D. M. Phil brook,
E. P, Nason,

Area.
2073
3653
54U0
2199
4763
5210

In nil
The

Styles, Grades and Sizes.

State,
Largest ami Best Assortment in the

combining

all

the

latest

Improvements,

called

THE PEERLESS.
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ka»e of ITIanaueuieul, Ourabilily, UrynrM aud Purity
of Air and ECONOMY of ICE*
Wholesale and Retail at Manutact.nre^ .Pirices.
K 1 HL ADCheaper than anv other. CAN SA\
VANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying ol manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact !>ofore buying.
#
Sdesroom SIJ3 Fore Wt*, J. F.OTEBBlIiL,
Manufactory, Bear of No. IO Cr©""St.
PORTLAND, 1A?NE.
may26dtf

Cheapest

Rate. Amount.
$16 12
28 42
42 01
17 10
37 05
40 53

Congress Street Sewer.
Beginning at a point in the centre of Congress
and fifty-nine (459) feet easterly
hundred
four
street,
Washington street, thence

from northeast line of

ot lour hundred
through Congress street, a distance
and fifty-nine (469) feet to old sewer. The sewer is
of fifteen (15) inch cement pipe laid nine (9) feet deep

throughout.

Gray’s Norwich

Moulded Collars,
Elunvood and Warwick Collars,

Beadquartrni for all the above goods.
Manufacturer* of

GENTS’ NECK WEAR.
EMERSON, LELAND & CO.
IT Bo lalon Street, Boston.
nois

189 62
379 24

Area.

18
27
26
27
16
27
20
18
19
16
43
3
12
18
32

3104
4536
4407
4536
2778
4.536
3348
3026
3217
2690
7224
5288
2100
3098
5376

Heirs of P. Bradley,
Ernesto Ponce,
Bernard Daly,
Ernesto Ponce,

Williams,

Boyd,
Jas.McGlinchy,
Margaret Muagrave,

Wm.

S. L. Carleton,
B. F. Noble,
Sarah J. Griflin,
Geo. Trefethen,
S. L. Carleton,

62
22
44

22
67
22
09
16
30
14
34
73
60
59
26

City ot Portland.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen 1
January 4.1875. J
Ordered, That the assessments contained in the
foregoing report of the City Civil Engineer be made
upon the lots adjacent to the sewers therein described, towards defraying the expenses of constructing and completing the same, and that the City
Clerk give legal notice of such assessments, returnable at the Aldermen’s room in City Building on
Monday the first day of February next A. D. 1875.
at. 7£ o’clock P, M. and certify the same to the
City Treasurer for collection.
And it is hereby determined that the lots assessed
as aforesaid are benefited by such sewers in proportion to the rate of such assessments, and that said
assessments do not exceed such benefit, nor do they
exceed in the whole, three fourths of the cost of said
sewers, and we deem them just and reasonable.
Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest,
A t. ue copy:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest,
m viuuiiui

$1000 Reward.

Book Store in the World.

Warranted.

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
Publisher" aud Rooknellere,

ag’»ti

FOR SALE.
of the best Victualing Saloons in this city,
doing a large and paying buBiueas. For further
information and terms inquire of

ONE

j
l\o.

ja!9

I’ll

G R A F F A

OT,

fixrhnn,. III., Portland.
eocttw

Building on Monday tbo first day of February next,
A. I>, 1875, at 7* o’clock P. M„ when and where
any person dissatisfied with the same, may appear
and object thereto.
Per order
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
16-23-30

jan9

$500 REWARD.
Will be paid at

NO. 52 FREE STREET.
—

BY

—

For any case of Catarrh, Asthma, Bronchitis, or
the incipient 6tage of Consumption that cannot he
by his

cured

CONSULTATION

A Reward of

On nil discaaea.

HUNDRED DOELARS,

<8 hereby offered for the recovery of the Money and
Bonds stolen from the Safe of the County Treasurer 0
Office, and

HUNDRED

Office hoar,

f

Choice

at

iliin Office.

ja2dtf

Vermont

Baker & Co,

BLACK SHEEP

and roaring farce of
OLD GOOSEBERRY.
Evening Tickets 35 cents; to be had at SchumachMusic by Chandler.
er Bros, and at the door.
Doors open at 7, curtain rises at 8. Ushers in attendance.
ja25d7t

FURNITURE

FOR SALE

BY

BY THE

MANUFACTURERS

AT

Removal.

Cor.

Treasurer of the Portland,
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,bas removed bis Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing of the Co’s Steamer,
dtf
mar 2 3

ROSS,

WILLIAM

CHAMBER,

PARLOR,

Now is the time to buy.

And other First-Classs

THE

FOR

FURNITURE.

NEXT 60 DATS
Ten per Cent. Lower
than hag

been

Which

take this method to dispose of

we

gSP“Those desiring FURNITURE will find it
greatly to their advantage to inspect these goods beial5d2awFM3m
fore making a purchase.

FURNITURE

offered in Portland
and will

fTAT TTk

Parlor, Hall, Library, Chamber
and Kitchen Furniture,.
Spring Beds, Mattrasses and Bedding
OF EVERY KIND.

fall Iiine of

Easy, Fancy and Reception Chairs;
PATENT FOLDING BED LOUNGES, &c„

Brackets, Wall & Slipper Pockets,
PAINTED CHAMBER SETS.
Fine
found

as

Assortment

as

can

be

Upholstering, Repairing and Painting
done to Order.

REMEMBER THE NUMBER,

EXCHANGE

51
You

will

see our

ST.

Banner Hang from our

Building.

DEANE

no28

BROS.
eod2m

SPECIAL^ NOTICE!

Butter.

~~

183 FORE STREET.
l*tl

X IlilPAi.

Parties looking for Holiday goods for Christmas
and New Years Presents, can find a large assortment

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.
—

Photograph Gallery,

518 1-2 CONORESS STREET.
Directly Opposite mechanics’ Building,
1 have purchased of Mr. Geo. E. Collins all of hia
interest In the Photograph Rooms which be has occupied for toe past live years, including his Negatives. I hav3 made a great addition to the light,
I now
which gives me the finest light in the city.
have facilities lor doing Photography in all it* varirooms
will
be
ous branches.
My
open MONDAY,
January 18th. I now invite my friends and customers, also those who have i>atronized Mr. Collins, to
call and see for themselves what L can do in the lino
of Photography. Pictures madefrom Carte de Visites
All negato lite size and finished in Ink and colors.
tives neatly retouched, by which all imperfections
of the skin are removed in the picture.
Copying of
all descriptions done with neatness and despatch.
Extra inducements ottered to clubs. 1 shall keep in
stone a goood assortment ot frames, Matts and
Cases.
Ferreotyping will receive mv attention as
usual.

JOHN. M. PECK.
jalo

SUCH AS-

In

great variety.

In fact every tiling to be
a first class

lound in

FI. INITITRE STORE.
Our sttrck is immense, as our Ware Rooms occupy
the
nearly three entire blocks, onr sun is not to sell
cheapest Furniture, but to sell a good article and sell
ot
will
sell
the
same
firm
other
quality
as
as low
any
Our motto is not to b£ undersold as our facij.
no
that
are
such
and
manufacturing
for
buying,
firm in Maine can undersell us unless they sell less

than cost. What Furniture we do not manufacture
And as we carry the largest stock
we buy for Cash.
,n the State, we bay in large quantities and always
get bottom prices.
Upholstering, Painting and Cabinet Work ot all
kinds d' ne to order in the very best manner. We
have on hand a very large stock of Parlor Snits, and
Walnut Chamber Sets, which we will sell at
bargains. Parties looking fir any kinds of Furniture
will do well to call on u& before purchasing. We will
show our very large stock of Furniture with pleasure
whether parties want to buy or not*
_

,,

$reat

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.
No. 46, and

over

38, 40,

42 & 44

Exchange Street.
decs

PORTLAND.eod2m
TO

A. f)p. F0U.ER,
Hannfactnrer of

VARNISHES
AND

NEW!

Self-Folding Tucker

and

ble Hemmer.

Adjusta-

SPERM, LARD,
BURNING, AND WOOIt

OIL S.
208

STREET.

FORE

<16m

octl8

STATEMENT OF THE
—

OF

THE

CONDITION

—

Tha only one which han a Folding Slide,
which keeps the tuck or hem perfectly even,

Eagle Sugar Refining Company.

with creasing, measuring or folding by
Doing
hand, thereby making a great saving of time and
labor. It will tuck any thickness of goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth. The liemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.
Reduced Prioe $3.50.

Capital Stock allowed by charter..,..$250,000 00
subscribed.
160,000 00
157,625 47
paid in.
Interest in Heal Estate, Building, and
Machinery. 154,407 19
Last Valuation us tixed by the assessors.. 109,400 ®0
ibe Company owes at this date not

—

Hole A cent

ju30tf

NO.

far Portland,

137 OXFORD NTREET.

Nod. 9 & 11 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK
Issue CIRCULAR NOTES aad LETTERS OF
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND THE
EAST, available in all the principal cities; also for
TELEuse in tlie United States, West Indies, Sc.
GRAPHIC TRANSFERS to LONDON, PARIS,
CALIFORNIA, HAVANA, MEXICO, CHINA, JAPAN, &c. Accounts of Banks, Bankers and others
received.
Ja7eodly

3,000

exceeding..

00

JOS. P. THOMPSON, Treasurer.

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,

Subscribed and Sworn to before me.
WM. M. SARGENT,
Justice of the Peace.
Portland, Jan. 15,1975.
ja25d3t

EMPLOYMENT
MBS.

B.

K.

has opened

an

OFFICE.^
BlITLEB
Oihce at

No. 13 Cahoon Block,
next to city building, where she is prepared to furfood
nish good help at short notice. Those
girls to do general housework or work in hotels will
please give me a call. None but good help will bo

wanting

furnished.

are

way

Ja22eodtf

English

com-

of

Texas, to

railroad

build a

not

easy to build

so

these times.

However, Chicago is very hopeful, and in six
years hopes to see the irrepressible Chicago
“drummer” devastating the halls of the Moutezumas.
__

has been

The religious controversy which
distracting Germany is now dividing Switzerland, and serious disturbances, consequent on
attempts of the Old Catholics to baptize children, have broken out in two villages of the
Canto* of Geneva. These religious dissensions are peculiarly unfortunate and dangerous for Switzerland, because of the conflicting opinions of the Cantous and the consequent serious disturbance iu the Federal
Council.

_

The Illinois Farmers’ Convention, held
last week, introduced a novelty in the shape
of resolutions. A resolution was passed apof “the plain, neat and unostentatious attire, and simple, cordial address” of
Governor Beveridge and his wife.
Really
the Governor must feel highly gratified at

proving

the “neat and unostentatious” manner in
which he has been complimented.
The death of Charles Kingsley, which is
announced by cable, took place in London,
Sunday. He will be remembered as the foremost leader if not the founder of that school
of thought which for want of a better name
we may call liberal orthodoxy, as the apostle
of muscular Christianity and as the author of
“Alton Locke.”
Current Jlotes.
Some insinuations have been made to the
effect that the committee does not desire to
probe this affair to the bottom, but they appear to be utterly groundless; and it would
take a great deal of unanswerable evidence
to convince the public that Mr. Dawes is not
in good faith, or that he has auy
to conceal any part of the truth.—yew

rea-

acting
son

York Times.
Instead of showing to the country,by their
selection of senators, for instance, that they
had taken a new departure in principles and
leaderships, the Democracy have proved that
the ante-war machine still runs in the old
ruts.
Eaton in Connecticut and Wallace in

Pennsylvania, simply illustrates that the
Democratic party is precisely what it was 20

years ago. The defeat of Schurz in Missouri
and the election of Gen. Cockrell, an officer
of the southern army, is a suggestive and unfortunate fact. It is a blunder that never
should have been committed by a wise party.
—New York Herald
It was the Bayard family’s turn to carry

the senatorial election in Delaware this year.
Next time the house will belong to the Saulsburys. None but a Bayard or a Saulsbury
need

ship

apply for either governorship or senatorin the little principality of Delaware.—

St Louis Globe.

The Republican party unfortunately had to
become the administrator of the troubled estate of slavery—dead by the act of God. The
settlement of the ill-gotten estate has been a
burden of great perplexity and responsibility.
With the very best intentions it was natural
and unavoidable that we should at times
make mistakes. We have made them—most
of them, however, in consequence of mistaken generosity.—Philadelphia Press.
Have we mistaken the character of the
white league ? Have we misun lerstood the
temper of the rebel element? Is it an innocent and harmless body ? Has this organ-

ization been armed and equipped for none
but peaceful and orderly purposes? nave
the massacres of Colfax parish and Coushatta and Vicksburg and New Orleans been perpetrated only with the most benevolent intentions? That is what the country wants
to know.—Albany Journal.

Judge Christiancy, Senator Chandler’s

suc-

ic idea and renders the increase of the aggreof the aggre-

cessor, was the latter's chief rival when he
was first elected in 1857, and, a few years

that all this is irrelevant,
and that constitutions and statutes have lit-

before, ran against him for governor, Christiancy being the free soil candidate aud Chandler the whig. Since 1857 he has been entirely out of politics, on the Supreme bench.

gate wealth a doubtful promoter
gate happiness and virtue.

where a remorseless
supreme, aud that the

sphere

economy

is

confiscation

are

not so

Our Sew York Letter.
Tilton-Bceebrr Trial—A Han Devoid
Honor—The Pacific Mail InvrsligaKevenue
of Imporiant
tion—Neglect
Teglnlaiiou for ficandal—Senator Han»lin’i Re-election.

The
of

dreamed of
But it is withand moderation to

much

as

this side of the Atlantic.

in the bounds of reason
ask that the law shall not be directly contributory to making the rich richer and the

New York, Jan. 25, 1875.
The way in which the Beecher trial has dawdled along for three weeks, has sorely vexed
the patience of that great multitude whose
faith in the Plymouth pastor is so undoubting
that they can see no occasion for a resort to legal technicalities to sustain his cause. Moul-

poor poorer.
Among the features of the different American state constitutions that aid in conforming our society to the old aristoeratic models

has been in the witness box for eight days,
and nothing has been elicited during all that
time, which throws any new light upon the old
story. There may have been some occult purpose in the tedious verbosity of the cross examnation, but it is not discernible by the non professional eye. The chance to make a fine draton

are:

First, the too great power and independence of corporations, tending directly to
anti-Republican monopolies.
Second, the toleration of large state or
municipal debts, the burden of which always
rests on the mudsills, however skilfully the
fact may be disguised and however indirectly
the weight may be made to bear.

matic point out of the circumstances attending
the “confession" was not judiciously improved.
The conduct of Moulton on that eventful evening furnishes a key to his whole character

The constitution makers of other states
have grappled boldly and well with the subject of corporations and of debt and taxation.
What we ask of our commissioners and our
Legislature is that they will not be content
with going almost as far as others have done
in liberalizing our institutions, but that they

Pretending to be a triend, he acts as an accomplice in entrapping and terrifying his victim,
jots down a few impassioned ejaculations, out
of a great number that fell from his lips, as he
listens to threats that his name will be associated with a social scandal. That was the supreme moment when Mr. Beecher displayed the
weakness which proved so fruitful of unhappy
consequence during the succeeding four years.
But in extenuation of his error, we must bear

will, so far as in them lies, see to it that
Maine continues to be, as it now is, the
characteristically democratic state.

in mind that an accusation against a clergyman is sufficient to inflict upon him irreparable
Injury, no matter whether it be true or false.
He undoubtedly felt keenly that the slightest
hint of impropriety on his part would subject
him to widespread detraction. But what possible excuse can be found for the role that

project of a reciprocity treaty with
Hawaii is receiving very serious consideration,
and some arguments worthy of attention
have been adduced in favor of it. Possibly
the visit of the Brummagen King David was
TnE

intended to awaken that ridiculous enthusiinto which our people fall at sight of
If so it failed. But there apa monarch.
reasons why the prosubstantial
to
be
pear
posed treaty should receive attentive examination. The Hawaiian Kingdom occupies a

Moulton enacted in that scene? It seems to
me that counsel missed a great opportunity
in not insisting upon a rehearsal of that performance by Moulton. It occupied an hour and
Of all that Mr. Beecher said the while
a half.
only so much is jotted down as could be uttered

asm

very

prominent military

and

_1

ne1nO

strategical posi-

--*

f'soaf

in ninety seconds. To this, the reluctant signature is gained, and then it is coolly passed
over to the fellow consDirator to be used accordsometimes to extort money,
sometimes to gratify reveugo. Now the cold diabolism of that one act constitutes a new chapter iu the record of human depravity, and the

Ing to his caprice,

DnDnlr,

r. r.
-----

plan ot forming a great
island dominion in Polynesia, and is eudeavoring to secure large tracts of land in Hawaii.
In case she succeeds we cannot hope to gain
further or even retain our present commercial advantages in those islands.
The total value of articles, chiefly sugars,
coffees, spices, ornamental woods, arrowroot,
the

who could be guilty of it, never should be
to leave the witness stand until his
treachery lias been held up to the gaze of court
and jury iu all its naked deformity. Theu they
can judge of the credibility of a man who appears to be entirely destitute of moral sense.
man

permitted

Long

and tropical fruits,“imported into this country from the Hawaiian islands last year was
$1,250,000. It is proposed to admit all these
articles free of duty. Coffee and hides are
already free. The Hawaiian government propose to admit from this country free of duty
lumber, agricultural implements, iron, wool-

as

this trial bids fair to

continue,

it is

very doubtful whether auy new facts will be
developed. Tilton and Moultou will repeat
what they have said so often and so voluminously before. Both of them have asserted Mr.
Beecher’s

innocence, and proclaimed

his guilt.

One or the other of these averments must have
been intentionally false. It is quite as reasonable to suppose the accusation so as the excul-

manufactures, cotton, stationery, lime
and cement, being almost all the articles at
present shipped to the islands. The value of
these articles shipped last year was $1,000,000. It is reported that if this treaty is rejected the Hew Zealand colonial government
will offer one to Hawaii quite as advantageous, and with it a loan of $3,000,000 for a
long term of years. As this loan would
probably never be paid the British would obtain a lien upon the islands, aud finally make
a British colony of them.
en

The Chinese Empire is getting enlightened
with preposterous rapidity. For the first
time in its history it is in the money market,
endeavoring to make a loan. True the sum
desired is only a trifle over three millions, but
three millions, though a small loan to the apprehension of the “supreme Caucasian mind,’’
will do very well for a Mongolian novice.

a-uvacu.

UIIIU

lie IB UitllCd kU
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IV can

hardly he

said to have really begun. The preliminary skirmishing is more a matter of form
than of substance and the dull and wearisome
repetitions of ‘'statements" which have grown
stale by constant iteration would render attendance in court uncomfortably monotonous, if it
for the amusement afforded by the
contests of the opposing counsel.
The best that Tilton’s sympathizers hope for
and the worst that Beecher’s friends apprehend
is a disagreement of tbe jury. Either that or
were not

gladiatorial

verdict for the defendant will lead to a conclusion of the whole matter. Life is too short,
to justify the consumption of so much of it in
And law is too exan inquiry of this kind.

a

pensive to warrant any
to it

one

party in appealing

second time. Unless the lawyers in this
case give their services gratuitously, it must
make a fearful inroad upon tbe means of either litigant to pay the bills.
The Ways and Means Committee after wada

ing through an immense amount of bar room
gossip and curb stone tittle tattle have traced
the money which Irwin is alleged to have spent
procuring the Pacific Mail subsidy, to the
paid it to. Tbe parties most deeply
implicated are our Democratic Congressman
from Brooklyn, Mr. Jno. G. Scbu maker and a
Republican Representative elect from Minnesota, Mr. W. S. King. Nearly all the others are
chronic lobbyists, who are perfectly well known
at the capital, and pursue their catling with a
in

persons he

charming affectation of unconsciousness that it
is disreputable, Iu fact they call themselves
attorneys and hold that they are a necessary
adjunct of the national legislature, preventing
bad and promoting good legislation. If you ask
them how they can excuse tbe takiDg of money
for influencing the votes of members, they will
answer as the journalist did to Talleyrand
“We must live!" Talleyrand’s rejoinder never
could have applied more admirably, “I really
don’t see tbe necessity of it."
The revelation shows that there are no politics in
are

jobbary.

It also

shows that

subsidies

demoralizing alike to those who give and

those who receive them. There never will be
another
measure
pass
through Congress,
which “has money in it," as the phrase goes,
which will not subject those who vote for it to
the imputation of dishonesty. Whatever the
fact may be injurious inferences will be sure
affirmative
to be drawn from every such
vine.

But while tbe committee have been in pursuit of information about the subsidy, the recommendations of the President respecting additional revenue are permitted to lye unnoticed
and the session is already near its end. It is
is an unpardonable blunder tbat tbe Pacific
Mail investigation was ever referred to this
committee. Their business is of a different
and vastly more important kind. Tbe ex.
chequer should have been there foremost and
The government hasn’t inconstant care.
come enough.
Congress has recently declared
in favor of specie payment but in spite of that
gold is going out of the country rapidly and
the premium increases. Tbe next Congress
will be more of an electioneering than of a
The anticipation of the
legislative body.
Presidential election always has produced, aud
always will produce,that state of things. And
such will be so much more tbe case when one
house is Democratic and tbe other Republican.
there is an overwhelming necessity that such provision should be made for
meeting the current expenses of the government by this Congress as shall relieve tbe ad

Consequently

ministration of all the embarrassments which
may seek to throw in its way in
view of possible advantages to be gained at the
polls. If we are to make the resolve to re.'

partisans

at a future day any
than a hollow pretence we ought to
a financial
policy which will check the
outflow of the precious metals. The President's
mode of strengthening the public credit is one
that can be resorted to without perceptibly in-

specie payments

sume

thing
adopt

more

tbe public burdens. The tax on tea
and coffee ought never to have been rcmittedThat was a device of the protectionists to save
other articles in which they had a pecuniary
interest from curtailment. As for whiskey,
that may properly be taxed all it will stand.
It is a fruitful source of evil in every conimuni

creasing

tySomo people may argue that it is better to
let tbe new Democratic house take the responsibility of providing means for the support of
That is rather a uarrow
the Government
view to take of the matter. The deficiency bus
arisen and ought to be taken care of “here and

now.”
The dominant party is in honor bound to asall responsibilities which actually belong
to it. Everybody remembers when Democracy
abdicated its sceptre what a forlorn condition
the treasury was in. The first thing the suewho fled to
cessor of tlie outgoing Secretary
the rebel camp did was to negotiate a loan for

sume

democracy cau be reached
only by the destruction of commerce and industry. But, be the legitimate influence of
law ever so little in maintaining equality of
condition, so far as it goes it should be exerted. Sumptuary laws and measures of

long entertained

MACHINERY,

au

from Leon to Laredo on the Rio Grande,
From Laredo to Rockdale is 285 miles, and
Chicago is connected by rail with Rockdale.
Hence the prospective connection between
Chicago and Mexico. But 285 miles of rail-

“laboring classes,” lower classes,” “common;
people,” will be in general use. With the
development of our resources, bringing with
it many things that are desirable, will come
that unhappy social differentiation which
marks the decline of the primitive democrat-

_1
tlAI UUU

fhe most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

away

railway company

tion in the North Pacific, and is the only
position of Polynesia not under the control of
European powers which is of much commer-

eodlm*

SOMETHING

and power, but to the ever growing tendency
to inequality in their distribution which is
encouraged by the establishment of great corporations that do not hesitato to claim superiority to the state which has created them
and given them special powers and privileges.
The epoch is near at hand, if it has not already come, when for the first time the words

on

Wall Pockets, Slipper Backs and
Slipper Pockets. Fancy Towel
Hacks, Music Stands. Work
Tables and Desks, Fold*
ing and Reception
Chairs, Pedestals,
Cents’ Smoking chairs. Patent
Rocking Chairs, Brackets.

J. M, PECK S
New

one

by

pany from- Mexico to Leon. A contract has
been signed in behalf of the Internationa^

dead level of ideal

mn A IkTI

V

K*

in the State.

which seems to us
should be taken
care
Special
important.
while giving the organic law the shape it will
probably retain for the next half century, to
make it popular in the sense of contributing
to the perpetuity of the condition of civil and
social equality which now happily characterizes in a peculiar manner the people of
Maine. There is undoubtedly some foundation for the declaration that the purity of our
democracy irf“ impaired by the accumulation
of immense fortunes, and by the monopolies
which are rendered possible by the growth of
The evil, is
manufactures and commerce.
not by any means in the increase of wealth

political

OF

CONSISTING

n

A

nULIl/A 1

First-Class Furniture

They may fairly be the bolder, as their
work is only preliminary, and if they should
make any serious mistake, it would hardly
find permanent lodgment in the revised constitution after running the gauntlet of the
Judiciary Committee, the Legislature and
a popular election.
As suggestions have been invited we are
ture.

tie to do iu tlie

FOR THE

COMPETITION.

WE HAVE A FULL I.INE OF

There is no
used while they are buildiug.
doubt that these requirements will be rigidly
observed by the commissioners who have now
entered on their labors. They will, if we
mistake not, need to be encouraged to go
boldly forward rather than to take counsel of
their doubts. Their strong conservative tendency is illustrated by the gingerly way in

about to be constructed

It will be said

ever

Also

Boston

ing of

Brothers.
WILL

—

Owing to the general depression of the Wholesale
Trade we h*ve accumulated a heavy stock, consist-

AT

WE

AND

Haymarket Square,

FURNITURE
Dean

Washington St. Extension
—

few days and a very well soundiug one, too;
but somehow it has not the element of stability and is soon superseded by another or
swept by a coup d’etat or a plebiscite into
oblivion. But our constitutions are made for
use and it is desirable therefore that due consideration and careful deliberation should be

emboldened to make

OF PRODUCTION.

COST

tire.

ion among the people, viz: the abolition of
the Governor’s Council and the substitution
of biennial for annual sessions of the Legisla-

-OF—

—

editor, will not set
And certainly nobody
wants the Kennebec set on fire, or any rasb,
crude or incendiary proceeding on tbe part of
the sober decemvirs. The constitution of an
American state is a solemn thing and it is not
fitting that every theorist and upstart doctriand an able

on

which they approach two topics on wuicu
there is pretty substantial unanimity of opin-

BEAL&HOOPER

BANKERS.

D. B. RICKER A CO.,
dec8

G. A. R. HALL (Mechanics’Building,)
MONDAY EVENING, Feb. 1, 1835,
on which occasion will be presented the pleasing
comedy of

ST.,

DUNCAN, SHERMAN & CO.

10 Brls. New Orleans molasses,
—

—

Bwedenborginn .Society,
will be given in

TO CONSUMERS,

Where the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds, Mattrasses,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, &c.
Repairing of all kinds neatly done.

circular..

from 8 A. HI. to 8 I*. HI.

85 TUBS

Jaltf
PRINTINO of every description neatly

Bee

FREE

Portland Jan. 4,1875.

DOLLARS

for the arrest and conviction of the person or persons
who committed the robbery on the night of the 30th
ot December, 1874.
SMITH BARBER,
County
)
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND,
WILLIAM SMALL,
) Commissioners.

executed

Inhaler.

Vaporizing

Cumberland, ss.

FIVE

128 and 130 MIDDLE

FABRAND’S IMPROVED

DR. N. I. DONALDSON,

FIVE

THE

We have

$0.60
Rate. Amount.
23 69
3948 $0.60

feet,

FOR

—

of the

Benefit

the stand of Harlow & Hunt, will continue the business at

63,212

J.J. Murphy,
Arthur Bradley,
Deering heirs,

d3in

ENTERTAINMENT

THIRD

undersigned having taken

$568 86

Sum to be assessed,
Area assessed,
Rate per 100 square
Names.

33.

13.

^———■

room

119 EXCHANGE STREKT.

100,000 Book" without regard to cant,
t.ood Clock", Watched and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaning well done and

OFFICE NO. 160FOBE STREET.
eod3w

$0,778

N

SHIRTS,

$L0q,

A Plea for Democracy.
The constitutional commission now in session at Augusta is undoubtedly a very conservative body. No danger of any rash or crude
action from that commission! Those grave
elderly lawyers, associated with a learned col-

naire should try his prentice hand on the venerable structure.
A committee of a Paris
commune will turn you off a constitution in a

Ladies, 12 les»oii
Ja2C-d3t

$G.

12 lessons

THE

Center, Library and Fancy Tables

23,298
$0,778

a

Be*t, Cheapent, and the Beat Fitting
in the Market.

Army and Nary Hall, on ThurNday Evenivg, Jau 48, at 8 o’clock.

Tickets—Gents,

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not ueeessarily for publication
but as % guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not nsed.

the Kennebec

IMMENSE SALE

subscribers have formed a copartnership under the firm name and Ht jleof J. W. MUNGER
the purpose of carrying on the general
for
& CO.
Marine Fire and life Insurance business.
J. W. MUNGER,
PHIL. F. TURNER.
Portland Jan. 1, 1875.

DEFY

Washingtoii fetreet Sewer.

WHOLESALE
City Clerk’s Office, 1
January 5, 1875.)
is
hereby given, that hearing will he
Paper Collar Warehouse NOTICE
had by the Municipal officers of the city ot
Portland ujion the subject matter of tbo above desSAVE THE ADVANCE ON ]CE
lIl Kt.IK K
AND HANS PARGIB
in City
cribed assessments, at the Aldermen’s
WHITE

•

regular attache ofthePRF.33 is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen. Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
mauageis will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
onrnal, as we have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.
a

lege president

Mr. J. W. Raymond will commence a private class
for thosel that wish to learn all of the FANCY
DANCES, at

Copartnership Notice.

jaO

Angelo,
5t

GOODWIN, City Civil Eng’r.

vi

The

riTTT 11

SELL OITR STOCK

Beginning at a point in mu veuuc ut nasuiugwu
street twenty-one (21) feet northerly from southerly
side line of Cumberland street, thence southerly
a distance of
through centre of Washington street,
two hundred (200) feet, thence in u curve to left
northeast cortwenty-eight (28) feet to culvert pipe
ner of Washington and Congress street. The sewer
is of twelve (12) inch cement pipe laid nine (9) feet
deep to a point twenty-live (25) feet from terminus
and eight (8) feet at terminus.

and carefully
Every Description of work promptly
tecuted. and at tlie lowest. prices

Dry Air Refrigerators

OF VOCAL

_<|tf_

0.885

Area.
6407
5850
5400
6000
6000

Owners.
J. H. Fletcher,
George P. Wescott,
T. C. Hersey,
T. C. Hersey,
T. C. Hersey,
WM. A,

|

MUSIC,
58 PLEASANT ST., NEAR HIGH ST.

29,657

ft,

Cost of sewer,
City’s proportion,

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CliAS. H. DITSON Oc CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
d<Sfcw2w
Jal2

S.

88 MIDDLE

Aiea

FRANC RIPLEY.

44 45

a

Rates per 100 sq ft,

ST.,

Sells 35,000 yearly,
It stands the test!
No
and is gaining friends everywhere.
piano ins traction book ever issued ap-

$44

45

Sewer.

Street

Sum assessed,

jsew jaetuoa

PRICE

6528 $0,681

and

City’s proportion,

■■—«—•-

mcnarasoirs

STEPHEN BERRY,

anti

of our

*1

—,,

and

point in the centre of Spring street
28 feet east of the east line of Neal street, thence
through Spring street a distance of 313 feet, thence
on a curve to left a distance of 37 feet to sewer in
Thomas street. The sewer is of cement pipe,15 circle and laid 9 feet deep.
$393 50
Cost of Sewer,

Nearly 0pp. New Custom House
tt

no

84 MIDDLE STREET,
(2nd door

attention to the preparation
sell at the lowest cash prices.

give special

0.681

Rate. Amount.

6528
23673

Spring

NEVER FAILS TO SUIT.

proaches it

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

35
55
25
73
18
07
91
21
05
46

1 61 21
J. B. Brown,
Portimid Real Estate and
54 28
7972
Building Co.,
*
Portland Real Estate and
11 00
1616
Building Co.,
58 56
8600
J. B. Brown,
WM. A. GOODWIN, City Civil Eng’r.

Beginning at

The Spring Term will begin February
15th, and continue 11 weeks.
For particulars address
G. T. FLETCHER, Prin.
ja23d&wtfebl5

54,917
Area.

Building Co.,

decll

Watch and Chronometer Makers’ Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, Scnndl

10
10
16
16
15
21
20
15
19
12

186.95
373.90

Estate

Real

Portland
our

Harleigh Lehigh Coal

60 COMMERCIAL

OF

o.

Building Co.,

use.

Wc will warrant them to give satisfaction: they are
durable and tree lrom slates. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces,the

BABCOCK,

MANUFACTURER

Winter

Randall & McAllister

Me.

MODEL MAKER &

mined for

John’s and Hickory Coals!

___

C. V.

are

For Cooking Stoves and Rauges, try

We

Residence Cor. Market & Congress St.
JylT

that

BOARD ON REASONABLE TERMS.
must be at least 16 years of age,if female?,
and 17 years if males. They must bring a certificate
of good character and ability.

Applicants

t» mYT r*n

26th,

—

SUBJEOT-Iflicliarl

Tuition and many textbooks Free.

a

Jan.

7 l-‘J o’clock,

at

D. H. INGRAHAM, Esq.,

School.

anl2

Area assessed,
Rate per 100 sq ft,
Owners
Portland Real Estate

VERY BEST COALS

—^NLSCHCMACHEK.

CAR'D.
A
I take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
best bouse decorators ever
one
of
the
as
Schumacher
in Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schuwork
entrusted to him duraall
execute
will
macher
bly. tastily and
i

Amount,
$0,828 $72 20
Rate.

City’s portion,
Sum to be assessed,

We have with a great deal of care and expense, selected and have on handa large stock ot the

Tuesday Evening,
Commencing

26, 1875

—

REMOVALS.

Carroll Street Sewer.
Beginning at a point in the centre of Carroll street
68 feet east of the ea9t line of Vaughan street, thence
through the centre of Carroll street a distance of 418
feet to old sewer. The sewer at point of beginning is
6.7 leet deep, 7.7 feet deep at the east line of Neal
street, and 7.1 feet deep where it enters old sewer.
Cement pipe 15 circle.
$560.85
Cost of sewer,

PAINTER,

respectfully Inform

8721
1250
1275
1963
2021
1834
2545
2526
1837
2301
1505

John McLaugb,
Plaisted,

Office at Schumacher Brothers,
I
the

Area.

Patrick Connors,
Chas. Brown.
Granville Miller,
George Collamer,
Abner Paine.

RPII___1
WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

BLOCK.

ON

Private Dancing School.

The aim of the school is to prepare teachers for
their work by means of thorough instruction, lecorganization,
tures and discussions upon school
methods of teaching and government, together with
the expractice teaching In their own classes, and in
cellent town-schools now connected with the Normal

UurAA i n mvonii

Lecture.

Library Room, cor. Congress & Casco sts*

0.828

Roger McGrath,
Mrs. L. A. Sturgis,

POll SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse,
power, built to order.

DEERING

Association

Ja21

State Normal aud Training School,
CASTINE. MAINE.

de3

SdD

3VX. c

BY

Unsurpassed advantages. Inquiry solicited.
AMBROSE P. KEL8EV,
Farmington, Maiae*
janleodlm

MISS M.

dtf

The next lecture In this course will be deli vered
in the

JANUARY 11th, 1875.

TEACHER

INDIA.

JAN.

Every

HALE.

—

IN

jo25

ociutt

FOR BOVS.
WINTER TERM BEGINS

27,778

per 100 sq It,

Owner.
W. W. Thomas,
Alfred Dyer,

LIABILITIES.

All

AM)

—

SKETCHES

Oscar L.

Send for circular,

CITY

DORA

PORTLAND._dtt
Family School

114.94
229.90

City’s proportion,
Sum to be assessed,
Area assessed, (sq ft)

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

FRESCO

pipe,

WM. A. GOODWIN, City Civil Eng’r.

FIRE

H. A.
A., Rector.

Rt. Rev.
B

THE

This Monday Evening, Jan. S5lli,

Abbott

Street Sewer.

sion.

&<X).

HARTFORD

op.hum, Me,
Neely, D. D., Visitor.

TUESDAY MOUSING
with

Schaal

Family

Frankliv
l

Billings,

J.A.WATERMAN, Sec.

OPPOSITE

School for. Boys,

St. Augustine’s

dell

the centre of rackett St. at a point
hundred feet southerly from the southerly side
line of Danfortli St., thence southerly through the
centre of Brackett St. a distance of four huudred
ninety-four (494) teet to the sewer in York St. exten-

Net Anris to each $IOO at Risk, $14 40.
This Company writes Marine Bisks only,
on favorable terms.
CERTIFICATES issued, payable in London
at Counting House of Messrs. BROWN, SHIPLEY

ABSTRACT

or

Removed M

one

PORTLAND.
1a25<12%v

PORTLAND

FOB

419,454

EX PEN DITCHES.

5

jal2deod&w6w

Beginning in

supposed Losses.
IN IS74.

Ml? Itf

IFANDFACTCBEBS

Brackett

INCOME

FRANK N. THAYER,
ALANSON LONG,
JAMES BLISS,
THOMAS H. LORD,
J. Q. OILMOltE,

The Spring Term will commence
TUEHDAV, FEBUARV 33rd,
and continue eleven weeks. Four courses: Commercial, Classical, Normal, and Ladies Collegiate.
Commercial work a specialty. Students provided
with a home by the term or year. For particulars,
JOEL WILBCgL Princl,
terms, etc., address

C HICAGO is uream.ug oi railway communication with the city of Mexico. A road is

TJtdL

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

Instructor of Violin and Piano,

Sewer Assessments.

None.

34,110 00

SEMINARY.

—

AGENT.

PIPING.

AGENTS

unpaid.

ALBERT

WATER

AND

GAS

CITY OF PORTLAND.

LIABILITIES.
Losses due and
All known and

ENTERTAINMENTS.

FRED. TER LINDEN,

$601,092 97

Temple *t.i

S l>oora East of

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

City of Boston Bonds. 76.500 00
City of Cambridge Bonds. 24,875 00
Boston and Albany It It. Bonds. 21,400 00
10,200 00
Bank Stock.
Loans on First Mortgages and Collaterals. 97,532 90
Premium Notes. 288,183 18
2,691 34
Accrued Interest and other Items.

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Stock

THE

JANUARY 1, 1875.

419,454

Parlor

jpgrA 11 kiuds of
oxed and matted.

Breeders’ Association,
annual meeting of tills Society will be held
at Waterville THURSDAY, .Ian. 28. 1875, at 10
ENOCH KNIGHT,
o’clock A. M.
jalleodtd
_Sccretaiy.
Maine

Company,

St.,

MANUFACTURER OF

of this company for choice
Annual
business, will he held at
office.
Exchange street, on WEDNESDAY, the 27th Inst, at 3 o’clock P. M.
H. J. LIBBY, Sec’y.
ja21d6t
January 20,1875.
Meeting
of officers and other
THE
their
No. 28

—

BOSTON MARINE
Insurance

THF MAINE STATE PRESS

Nos. 31 and 33 Free

OF THE

ADVANCE^"

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN

-»«*

_____

EDUCATIONAL.
GORHAM

JAIN U AH Y

MUHm-WU,

vti
i,rt-iirnT
ITJLSDAi
PORTLAND,
*

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862.

patlon.
The couusel for plaintiff make no secret of
opinion that the important witness in the
case is Mr. Beecher.
They will make every effort to worry him with an exhaustive cross
can
questioning. They ronlize]tliat unless they
But
break him down their cause is hopeless.
their

he is not the sort of person to fail in a critical
on great occasions.
emergency. He is greatest
While ho was trying to preserve the secret his
conduct was vacillating and irresolute. As
soon as it found voice his courage and strength
His pluck has been tested in
were renewed.
some notable instances. He faced surging mul-

1

titudes of hostile Englishmen iu the mother
country in the days ef the Rebellion. He is
not likelv to quail before a corps of lawyers iu
It will be a thrilling speca Brooklyn court.
tacle though. All other parts of the trial will
be tame and insignificant compared with this

When he leaves the stand the

case

will have

at twelve per cent per
interest
The re election of Mr. Hamlin is bailed with
great satisfaction by the Republicans whose
recollections date back to -the Fremont campaign, and who have never faltered in their
allegiance to the cause of equal rights. His

temi>orary necessities

annum

triumphant electiou as Governor that year—
his return to the Senate—his subsequent association with Lincoln in the revolution of 1860—
coupled with the universal regret felt, after the
latter’s martyrdom that he was net on the liue
of succession to the Chief Magistracy—and his
upright and consistent private and public
life, have given him a strong hold upon
the sympathies and the respect of loyal people
all over the Union. His political career has
been marked by a degree of success, which has
few parallels in American history. It must be
thirty years since he entered the House of Representatives. It is twenty years since his first
election to the Senate, and though he has been
chosen to that office five times, if my memory
is not at fault, he never has served out a complete term. He begun as the successor of Mr.
Fairfield deceased, in 1848, the term expiring
March 4,1857. He was re-elected but resigned
in the summer of 1856 to run for Governor, and
Nourse served out the remnant of his term. He
was sent back iu 1857 and resigned to run for
Vice President iu 1860. He was elected again
iu 1869, and when the 4lh of
as you know
March arrives he will have finished his first
full term in a senatorial life of eighteen years.
It has been bis good fortune daring this long
and conspicuous pnblic service to enjoy the
high reputation for probity and honor which
his exemplary character entitled him to. It is
not

always the

name even

case

when he

that

a man

gets

eminently deserves

a

good

it.

Yarmouth.

Contemporary Opinion.
WHAT JOURNALISTS THINK OF THE PRESS.

[From the Saco Independent.]
The Portland Press, now in its teens, deserves the success it appears to enjoy, judging
from the Ireshness of its type, the quality of Us
paper, the quantity of its advertising aud other
indications of prosperity. It has tbe same telegraphic news as is furnished to the associated
press throughout tbe country, beside local despatches from private correspondents iu various parts of the state and county, and can lay
them before its|readers iu this vicinity Jive hours
earlier than the Boston dailies; so that a man
can read his Press at or before breakfast aud
then go about bis ordinary avooations, conscious that he is fully informed of the chief
topics of discussion iu social, scientific, political, literary or religious circles. Its well-writid thought and
teu editorials are indepeudeut
style; its collection of news items throughout
aud
accurate, aud
ths state is remarkably full
aud its correspondence—notably that af “Yarmouth” ( Hod. Isaac H. Bailey), who writes
from New York aud WasliiDgtou, ou political
aud other topics —full and entertainiug. As
we hear that some
proof of its indepedence,
rabid partisans threaten to start a new Republican paper iu Portlaud, that shall be more subservient to dictation; but an “organ” that
grinds out that tune will soon “play out.” Our
citizens, especially those having business relations iu Portland ar.d this stale, can better afford to do without tbe Bostou papers than without tbe Press, unless they can take both.
[From the Piscataquis Observer.)
The Press is ably edited and conducted, and
full of news. The Maine State Press is a first
class Weekly, made up from the Daily. The
telegraphic news is carefully rewritten and givWeekly Review. In
en under the head of a
additiou to this there is an agricultural department ably conducted. Oil the whole the two
front rank among Maine
papers occupy the
newspapers.
[From the Rockland Free-Press.)
One of the best exchanges that comes to our
table, is the Portlaud Daily Press. It is a first
class news paper, giving full telegraphic reand treatports, of domestic aud foreign new*,
ing with enterprise and ability matters of pubissued
by the
lic interest. Tbe weekly Press,
same publishers, is also a desirable newspaper.

in TELEGRAPH.
FROM AUGUSTA.

the members will be present to-morrow. Messrs.
Pike and Kimball have been busy putting the
amendments agreed upon in form. There are
believe that the comits labors the present

those so sanguine as to
mission will complete
week. It can hardly be done.
Those interested in the maintaining of the ap
propriatiou for the large volumes of the Secretary of the Board ef Agriculture have sent petitions into many sections of the state for sig-

against any reduction

a

or

strong remonstrace
retrenchment in that

direction.
The Senate order for a special retrenchment
committee was tabled in the House not because
there is any purpose to hinder such a work, but
because the whole matter is properly before the
financial committee.
Reports from various parts of the state indicate that business is greatly impeded by the
drifting snow. Eggemoggin Reach, which sep.
arates Deer Isle from the main land, has blocked up so that no mails therefrom have been

received,
The bond of state Treasurer Hatch was signed to-day. The signers represented over two
million dollars, viz: G. W. Pickering, S. H.
Blake, C. P. Browu, A. L. Simpson,of Bangor;
B. H. Cushmau and G, \Y. Stanley of Augusta,
aud S. E. Spring of Portland. The bond is for
8150,000.
Some two weeks since tne Masonic iraiernuy
of Bethel had a lunch at which Boston cheese
was served. Several members were taken violently ill, and on Friday last Mr. Roach of
that town, died from the effects of the poison.
Auother gentleman is daugerously ill from the
S.
same cause.
[To the Associated Press.]
The Senate in Favor ol the Abolition of
Death Penalty.
A canvass has been made upon the question
of the abolition of the death penalty, and the
vote in the Senate will stand 16 to abolish, 13
the

majority
and two uncertain, leaving
in the full board to abolish capital puna

opposed
one

ishment.

FIFTY-FOURTH LEGISLATURE
SENATE.
to the

[Special

Press,]

Augusta, Jan. 25.
The papers from the House

passed

in concur-

rence.

order from the
Senator Haskell presented
Committee on Education to inquire into the
an

expediency of

an

compelling compulsory
Foster also presented a

act

education. Senator
draft of a bill looking to the same thing, which
The bill provides
was ordered to be printed.
that every child between seven and fourteen
years of age, unless excused by the school committee of the town, shall be required to attend
the public schools, and the parent or guardian
who neglects to send such child or childreu to
school shall be liable to a fine of five dollars;
and every male child who neglects or refuses to
attend the school shall he liable to the same
fine.
Senator Cutler presented an order that the
Committee on Legal Affairs inquire into the
expediency of so amending the pauper laws, so
that the State shall reimburse towns for neceswho
sary expenditures on account of the poor
have no legal settlements the State.
An act to ineorporate the Stedman R. R. Co.,
and an act to revive the charter of the Ticonic
Bank of Waterville, for certain purposes were
passed to be euacted.
This comprised all the business for the day,
and the Senate adjourned till 10 A. M., Tues-

day,
house.

Senate papers disposed of in concurrence,except an order for a joint special committee
ou retrenchment, which, on motion of Mr.
Hawes of Deering, was tabled, the whole matbeing practically before the Financial Committee.
Petitions, bills, etc., presented and referred:—
Of Saline F. Berry and A. K. Higgins for deeds
of land in Aroostook; of James Tirnony for
aid to build a bridge across the east branch of
the Madawaska; of citizens of Caribou and
ter

Fort Fairfield for grant of land to build a railroad; of John Sterling for compensation for labor on roads; of citizens of Cooper for bear
bounty; for aid to build a county road in Crystal Ridge; of several parties for deeds of land;
resolve authorizing the Land Agent to sell
State land in Island Falls and expend proceeds
on roads within the town; of several parties for
deeds of land; of James Johnston of Houlton
for a pension; of J. M. Laughton to be annexed
to Mill bridge; of H. B. Cleaves to extend
wharf into tide water on Little Chebeagus Island; of D. C. Nutter of Eastport, and C. H.
Haskell of Steuben for same; for incorporation
of Cape Elizabeth Steam Ferry-boat Company;
of Portland Stone Ware Co. for increase of
of capital stockto $200,000; of citizens of Eden
for modification of lobster law; for incorporation of the Arundel Mutual Relief Society; for
legalization of doings of town of Amity; for
reprotection of deer in Mt. Desert Island; forand
peal of Calais court bill; of Luke Sawyer
others of Madison for charter for railroad from
Augusta to Lewiston; of John Wasson and als.
of Anson for same; of John Mclutire and als.
of Camden for amendment of Secs. 28 and 31,
R. S., relating to meeting houses; of Joseph
Sterrett and als. of Warren for repeal of free
high school act (large part of names in one
handwriting); resolve directing tne payment of
$5200 to Lubec and other towns iu Washington
Co., for soldiers’ bounties; to incorporate the
Saccarappa Savings Bank; bill to amend charter of Martha’s Grove Camp-meeting Association.
Orders passed—Directing the Ways and
Bridges Committee to inquire into the expediency of requiring counties to build aHd maintain all bridges costing $200or more; directing
the Judiciary Committee to inquire if further
legislation is necessary respecting the pay of
court stenographic reporters; that the same
committee inquire into the expediency of
amending Sec. t>5, Chap. 18 R. S., relating to
injuries on highways; directing the Legal
Affairs Committee to inquire if legislation is
necessary to protect pedestrians in cities and
punish fast driving; directing the Judiciary
to inquire into the expediency of requiring
testimony in equity suits to be taken at trial
and reported by the official reporter of tl«e
court; that same committee inquire into the
propriety of allowing Judges to express their
opinion as to facts while the case is progressing; that the same committee inquire if legislation is necessary to protect the rights of
parties in courts against the misconduct of

juries.

The Committee on State Lands reported resolves appropriating $900 to roads in Indian
township iu Washington county; of John

Rowe for deed of land, assigned to Wednesday
for second reading.
A bill re lating to the schools in the city of
Portland was reported by Mr. Cleaves and presented under the rules.
A bill relating to fencing railroads, giving a
complainant $100 if a road neglects to build or
a fence after thirty days’ notice,
read twice and assigned for to-morrow.

repair

was

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Absconding Singe Driver.
[Special to Press.]
Skowhegan, Jan. 25.—Amos Campbell, a
stage driver between Skowhegan and Bingham
left town Saturday morning on a supposed visit
to a sick sister in Castine, with some $600 or
more that bad been sent to the Express office in
his eare. It has been ascertained that he
bought a ticket at Danville Junction for
Chicago, and told the ticket ageut there that be
It is supposed be
■was going to San Francisco.

has taken other sums.
A Man’* Hand Blown off.

Gardiner, Jau. 25.—A sad accident occurred
here this afternoon, caused by the explosion of
two bottles of a chemical powder used in the
manufacture of torpedoes, while in the hands
of Mr. T. H. Spear of this city. Mr. Spear's
face and eyes were filled witli powder and badly
bnrned. One hand was blown entirely away,
and the other so shattered that it must be
amputated. The full exteut of Mr. Spear’s

injuries

yet ascertained.
iTo the Associated Press.]
Ice in the Penobscot.
BedeAbt, Jau. 25.—The steamer Katahdin,
from Boston, reached her wharf here yesterday
and remains unable to proceed farther, on
account of the ice which embargoes Bucksport
are

not

The passengers and a portion of the
freight have been forwarded to Bangor by land
She reports large pieces of ice between Monharbor.

hegao and White Head.
Cose Decided.
Lewiston, Jan. 25.—In the case of Peter O.
Strong, surviving partner of G. W. Itiley &

Co., Boston, vs. James Hirst,
of wool purchased iu 1865, a
dered for the defendant.
settlement in account.

THE SCANDAt.
Continuation of Moulton’s Cross-examination.

New York, Jan. 25.—The self-same crowd
people tilled the Brooklyn court room this
morning who hare occupied it during tne previous davs of the trial. A very few new faces
The Beecher
are to be observed in the throDg.
abparty and Mrs. Tillon and her friends were
Mr. Evarts
commenced
When the trial
sent.
Porter,
of
the
absence
for
ex-Judge
apologized
who was unable to come out owing to the severe weather prevailing.
Mr. Moulton resumed the stand. Mr. Shearman
stated that they had got the original
s
charges as printed in Woodhull & Clatfinhe
weekly in Nov. 2nd, 1872, and from which
a
few
read,
Shearman
Mr.
read extracts.
to
clauses, when ex-Judge Fullerton objected
that portion of the article inculpating the three
arThis
Moulton.
and
parties, Tilton, Beecher
ticle counsel argued was only a promulgation of
the doctrines of Mrs. Woodhull and he did not
as evidence.
see why it should be admitted
Mr. Beach said it would raise side issues and
the only object in reading this paper he thought
was to introduce accusations against the plaintiff and the witness on the stand.
The court decided that the article should bo
read, subject to his decision paragraph by paragraph. The portion relating to Mrs. Woodhull’s views of the marriage relations are ruled
out by the court, who stigmatized them as
“atrocious seDtimeuts.” An exception was taken to this ruling
by the defence. The pistol
scene was read and was allowed to remaiu in.
Counsel read a statement made by Mrs. Woodhull in the article which set forth in regard to
Theodore Tilton, that he was no vestal virgin,
and this was ruled out. Mrs. Woodbull’s endeavors to get Beecher to preside at the Steinalso. The
way Hall meeting were ruled out
cross-examination of Moulton was then continued by Mr. Tracey.
Witness said:—I heard the most part of Mr.
Tilton’s “true story” read; it was prepared in
the latter part of December, 1872; I do not remember if the story was presented as an answer to the Woodhull charges; there is only one
nart of the story which I now recollect; this
statement was not publisnea.
Counsel for the defence called for the paper
whicn they said was in the hands of the prosecution, hut ex-Judge Fullerton said it was not
in their hands, having been destroyed.
Witness continued:—I remember that portion of it only which bore on the relations of
Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton; do not recollect
how many pages the story was contained iu;
don’t think the statement contained the letter
of contrition, but it may have contained a portion of it; 1 do not know if this was introduced
as a portion of the charge of Mr. Tilton against
Mr. Beecher; do not remember if Mr. Tilton in
that statement eulogized his wife for the delicate manner in which she had resented the advances of her pastor.
Mr. Tilton seemed already willing to make a
statement which should protect his wife from
the charge of adultery; I remember the publication of Mr. Tilton’s letter to bis complaining
friend; X do not kuow that it was brought ou iu
an emergency in the case; it was the object of
an interview between Mr. Beecher aud myself,
but I do not remember that he said he felt
called upon to deny the charge in this letter.
Witness was handed a letter which he said
he never saw before.
Judge Fullerton asked to see the letter, to
which Mr. Evarts retorted that it was not in
evidence. Judge Fullerton insisted that the
letter should be shown to him.
Mr. Evarts said it would be produced iu evidence again, when the court said that Mr. Fullerton could see it. The letter written by Tilton to Bowen, reciting the charge preferred by
the latter against Mr. Beecher, was shown to
witness, who continued:
I do not rember reading this but may have
been told of it. X do not know how the press
do
got hold of this letter and I had nothing to
with the furnishing of it to the papers. X asked
said
and
he
to
be
it
came
how
Tilton
published
he did not know. This publication brought on
another emergency and caused great exciteI
ment. I think X saw Mr. Beecher about it.
think this was published on April 20th, and
Mr. Beecher gave me the $3,000 for the use of
I don’t remember how soon after the
Tilton.
publication of this article that I had talked
I had
with Mr. Beecher about the money.
several interviews with him about the money,
aud I think the last one was immediately beI never recollect hearing
fore I received it.
Mr. Beecher saying that Mr. Tilton was talking about him. I never heard rumors that Tilton was talking about Mr. XJeecner.
Witness was shown a letter which recalled
to his mind on one occasion hearing of the ruHe did remember
mors against Mr. Beecher.
hearing of it on another occasion. Another letter was shown witness which he recognized as
bis answer to Mr. Beecher on Sunday morning
June 1st, 1873, some of the words were under
scored which the witness thought was not done
by him.
The letter was read saying to Mr. Beecher
that he could stand if the whole case were
published to morrow. The witness continued.
The tripartite agreement was published prior to
the writing of this letter on the 30th of May.
tt,n oa nr Juno
Mr
Tlppoher nnblished a
card exculpating Mr. Tilton from be<ng the
This card
author of Mr. Bowen’s charges.
on the Sunday
was agreed upon in my study
the
on
Saturday afternight before. I heard
Tilton was about to
noon previous that Mr.
publish this card, and on Monday I learned he
This was after
was not going to publish it.
Mr. Beecher had announced his intention of
told of his
Tilton
had
been
Mr.
and
resigning
determination. The draft of the card pubTilton but
Mr.
lished June 2d was prepared by
The
was altered somewhat before published.
card dated June 25th was drawn up in Delraonico’s in Chambers street, when Mr. Tilton,
Mr. Carpenter and myself were present. I dictated the letter. Becess.
After recess Moulton resumed his place on
the witness stand and was handed a letter by
Gen. Tracy. He said:—I saw this letter in the
latter part of December, 1872, after the publication of the letter to the “complaining friend.”
I think it was left with me by Tilton. (Letter
and was written to
was read by Shearman,
Moulton by Mrs. Tilton, stating she was innocent of the impure crime imputed to her, and
acknowledging her faith in her husband not
making the charges against her.) The letter
was offered in the evidence.
Witness continued:—I have no portrait of
Beecher hanging now in my house. I took it
down about a year ago. I may have published
was a
as a card, after Aug. 31, statiug that I
member of the congregation of Plymouth
I
of
no
other
as
was
a
member
congrechurch,
gation. I do now know that it was my habit
of lying in bed Sunday mornings which prevented my wife attending the communions held
after the service. I made my first statement
July 13th; the second was, I think, on August
6th.
Ex-Judge Fullerton rose to correct a mistake
he said be made during the morning session,
when he stated the “True Story,” as it was
called, had been burnt. He desired now to
say that there were some fragments of it left.
Gen. Tracy asked the counsel for the prosecution for the original copy of Moulton’s first
statement, which caused some delay, during
which witness continued:—I dictated it to Tilton and copied from what Tilton had written.
The long report which was drawn up by Tilton
for the investigating committee was then read
by Shearman, which witness said was drawn
up at his own house when Tiltoa, Gen. Tracy
and himself were present.
Witness continued:—I went down to the door
with Tilton and told him to get reconciled with
his wife. This report was submitted to me the
next morning or tne morning after that. Tilton
and his wife, I understood, then remained together till she went to Mrs. Ovington’s. Both
of my long statements were published after
Beecher’s statement. I think the drift of the
first one was prepared before Beecher’s was
published. 1 do not recollect having expressed
violent hostility to Beecher after the publishing
of his statement. I may have expressed hostility violently toward him 1 never threatened
him in the presence of Wallace Caldwell or
Augustus Storrs within the past three months.
1 may have expressed myself in terms of hatred
toward Beecher to U. S. District Attorney Teuny. I do not remember calling Beecher a liar,
I do not remember
a cheat and a libertine.
saying that I would crush Beecher and drive
I may have said he
him out of Brooklvn.
ought to l>e uriveu out, out li so 1 ucn t recollect it.
The witness was asked in relation to a threat
made to Charles Stores in which the name of
Miss Edna Dean Proctor was mentioned.
The court stated that lie had ruled before
that the names of third parties would not be
admitted into this controversy.
jY long argument ensued as to whether withad first used
nesi or counsel for tile defence
her name, the court fiually ruling that the
names of third parties were entirely irrevelant
to the issues in this case.
Witness continued— I may have told Win.
A. Baker that Beecher is a perjurer and libertine, as be is. I never threatened any persons
who should appear against me in this trial.
Witness was asked whether he had ever
made statements to several parties raeutionoil
that Beecher was as pure a man as ever lived.
His answer was in general that he had given
the impression that Beeeher was guiltless,
though he did not think he had used the expression which the counsel suggested.
Defense stated that they might finish the
cross-examination to-morrow, after which the
court adjourned,
Francis B. Carpenter will be the next wit
of

■

ness.

Mcanilal GoMip,
Ex-Judge Potter has beeu advised by his
physicians to refrain for the present from continuing the cross-examination of Moulton, but
will be present to-day and guide Tracy in so
doiug. It is believed that Moulton will be kopt
on the stand till Tuesday. It is also believed
that Ben Butler will join Judge Fullerton ill
cross-examining Tracy to prove that he (Tracy)
used the information as Moulton’s counsel in a
I'overnment case to the latter’s detriment in
this case. Bntler and Fullerton are to make a
Tracy as soon as the trial is

for

$11,000

defence was

launching.
Bath, Jan. 25.—Launched this afternoon by
E. & A. Sewall, a fine ship of about 1700 tons

Testimony
25.—The Ways and Means
Committee met this morning.
Mr. Garfield, chairman of the House Committee on Appropriations, appeared and said
his committee had been delayed in action in the
postoflice appropriation bill, waiting for the
report of this committee, and they now desired
to have the benefit of suggestions in regard to
making appropriations for the Pacific Mail
steamship service. They did not know officially whether or not anything had been said ta
show that the subsidy should be abrogated eithIn regard to additional
er iu whole or iu part.
subsidy for which no appropriation was made
last year, the committee were with the opinion
of the Attorney General, that the contract for
it was still in force. They would like to have
the suggestions of this committee very soon
and to day if possible.
R. B. Irwiu was then recalled and questioned
as to what services his
payments were made
for. The witness substantially repeated his
of
the character of the
previous descriptiou
services rendered by Moran, Sherrell and Ingham, and explained the importance of being
accurately informed of the number of votes
that could be relied on from time to time.
Irwin said he paid Cormick to keep out of
his way. Randall kept them informed of what
Forney,
was going ou and used his influence.
Corwin and Shaw were employed by order of
Irwiu stated that he paid Whiting
Stockwell
Witness himself
$65,000 instead of $100,000.
selected and employed Schumaker. The amount
agreed upon to be paid for his services was fixed by Schumacker. It was wholly contingent
en success, and did not strike witness as unHe himself had several times
reasonable.
been offered sums as large as $100,000 for simiHe conlar services, and had declined them.
sidered that if be were worth that much,Schumaker was worth what he asked. Witness had
no knowledge of what was done with the $300,000. He had no agreement or understanding
whatever with Schumaker looking to its disposition.
Irwin said $140,000 had passed through his
hands in addition to the 75,000, but he had already given the committee the names of all
persons to whom money was paid. Schumaker
never gave him any intimation that he could
control any votes. Witness was not aware that
any congressman changed their votes. $25,000
draft from Caliwere seat to Schumaker by
fornia. In response to the remark by Mr.
Wood that it was to he hoped the witness would
make clear why he had paid out such suspiciously large sums he said he had known
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work on another matter.
Irwin said he would charge $500,000 to work
for another subsidy. The large sums were all
contingent, and were not paid till after the
passage of the bill. The witness was strictly
cross-examined by several members with reference to the employment of Shaw, and answered
unhesitatingly that Shaw was employed by
Stockwell in pursuance of arrangements made
by Shaw, Stockwell and Clews in regard to
pools and stock operations, and that Shaw’s
employment had nothing whatever to do with
newspaper influence, or with any other newspaper man,
Irwin, in reply to the question of Kasson,
swore that he had no knowledge where the
money he had paid out ultimately went. He
agreed to write out a brief statement covering
all the material results of his seven days’

examination.

Adjourned.

Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances for

to-day:—Currency, $9,204,541; special deposit

of legal tenders for redemption

or

certificates of

deposit, $47,575,000;coin, $71,671,874, including

coin certificates, $27,631,300; outstanding legal

tenders, $382,000,000.
Variaus Matters,
Maxwell B. Field died yesterday.aged
53. He secured the release of Horajxs Greeley
when arrested in Paris some years since.
Senator Anthony will preside over the Senate
during the absence of Vice President Wilson.
The Secretary of the Treasury is still confined to his room from the eftects of the sprain
of last Friday.
The Senate Committee on Railroads did not
act on Tom Scott’s bill to day, but was engaged in a hearing on Kibbe’s bill for the construction of a double track railroad from New
York to Omaha. The Pacific bill was laid over
till Friday.

Judge

__

Fort)-Third Congress—Second

Session.

SENATE.
Jan. 25.
The Secre tary called the Senate to order and
read a letter from Vice President Wilson dated
Saturday last, announcing that a pressing engagement would prevent his attendance at the
opening of the Senate to day.
Mr. Boutwell submitted a resolution declaring Henry B. Anthony of Rhode Island, President, pro tern. Agreed to.
Mr. Morrill of Maine presented the credentials of Hannibal Hamlin as Senator for the
United States from Maine for six years, from
March 4, 1875. Placed on file.
The Chair submitted a letter from the
Secretary of War, transmitting copies of the
correspondence in relation to certain disorders
in Louisiana. Ordered to be printed and referred to the Committee on Privileges and
Elections.
Mr. Morrill of Vt. introduced a bill to establish an education fund and apply a portion of
the proceeds of the public lands to public education and to provide for a more complete endowment and support of national colleges for
the advancement of scientific and industrial
education. Ordered printed and laid on the
table.

Washing’(PN.

MX. Morrill
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House bill to provide for enlistments in the
navy was indefinitely postponed.
Senate bill to amend act of July 17, 1862, for
a better government of the navy of the United

Stases,

was

passed.

The Senate resumed the consideration of the
resolution of Schurz, instructing the Judiciary
Committee to inquire what legislation by Congress is necessary to secure to the people of
Louisiana the rights of self sovernmeut.
Mr. Johnston of Va.. concluded his argument commenced on Friday last.
Mr. Pease followed, but before concluding
yielded to Mr. Sherman, who offered a resolution authorizing the President to appoint a
Commissioner to attend the International Penitentiary Congress at Rome next year. Referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
Mr. Johnston of Va., from the Committee on
Patents, reported back the petition of Win.
Wickersham of Massachusetts, praying for an
extension of his patent for the improvement ot
sewing machines, and the committee were discharged from further consideration.
Mr. Edmunds of Vermont, moved that the
Judiciary Committee have leave to sit during
the session of the Senate.
Agreed to. The
Senate at 4.15 adjourned.
HOUSE.
A large number of bills were introduced and
referred, including two in regard to telegraph

companies establishing

rates.

An effort was made to prevent any filibustering during the rest of the session by giving the
Speaker power to refuse recognizing any dilatory motions, but after a storm of protest from
the Democratic side, joined in by a few Republicans, the effort was defeated.

Ou motion of Mr. Smith of Ohio it was
agreed that it should be in order to move in
amendment to the Post-office appropriation
bill, repealing the additional Pacific Mail

subsidy.

Negley of Pa., from Committoe on Commerce, reported a bill amendatory of act of 3d
of March, 1873, authorizing the construction of
the Mississippi river at St.
a bridge across
Louis.
Mr. Wells of Mo. moved to lay the hill on the
table. Negatived.
The bill requires the bridge to be built of
three straight, continuous spans, each not less
than 400 feet in the clear.
Mr. Stanard of Mo. moved an amendment,
requiring it built of two continuous spans not
less than 450 feet in the clear. Mr. Stauard’s
amendment was agreed to and the bill passed.
Mr. Butler of Mass, moved to suspend the
rules and take from the Speaker’s table the
Senate civil rights bill for consideration at the
present time and continuously till final disposition is had thereof, and no dilatory motion be
allowed till such bill and amendments have
been finally disposed of. Dilatory motions were
immediately resorted to by the Democrats, to
prevent a vote on Butler's resolution. Finally
a direct vote was taken on motion and resulted
yeas 147, nays 93, not two-thirds in the affirmative, so the motion was defeated. The RepubMr.

1:_..A

ltmlnv

r»f Tolln

ITnlir_

Seuor, Sbeats, Sloan, Smith of Va., Stauard, Strait
and Thornburg.
Mr. Denham of Ky., presented a memorial
and petition signed by 6000 residents of Kentucky, asking Congress to submit for ratification an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States, prohibiting the manufacture,
importation and sale of spirituous liquors, such
amendment to take effect Jan. 1, 1876. deferred to the Judiciary Committee.
son,

Hyde, Lafiand, Lowndes, Merrimon,

Adjourned,

__

THE SOUTH.
The Louisiana Investigation.
New York, Jan. 25.—A Times’ special from
New Orleans says the committee were profoundly impressed at New Orleans Saturday
with the damaging nature of the evidence adduced against the action of the returning board
and it is generally believed that in all pertaining to this part of the investigation they will
endorse the report of their predecessors. Mr.
Hoar admitted that the political situation here
He expressed
uovel.
was both peculiar and
himself in favor of a new election, uuder^ the
Both he and Ferry
control of Gen. Sheridan.
freely credit the reports of outrages aud ostrafor
the
committee.
cism’lately prepared

FOREIGN.
TWEWTT-FOOB

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
Jan. 20, (1 A. M.) J
For New FnRlantl,

higher barometer, lower temperature, north or
west winds, diminishing in force, and generally

clear weather.

conflagration occurred in Jackmel, Hayti,
Dec. 27, by which 300 houses were destroyed.
Loss $300,000.
A

building.
Later.—The fire is still burning, hut the engines will, iu all probability, coufiue the tiames
to the upper rooms of the building, where they
originated. No person was burned, as feared
at first, though some of the employees of the
department, and one or two officers of theNa
vy on duty in the building, were iu danger.
The upper floors are now completely Hooded

with water, and many of the official records
will be seriously damaged. Nearly all the bureau officers and chiefs of divisions made aetive preparations for removing their books aud
records, although the fire may be arrested
without further damage. The building is iu a
condition that will call for very expensive repairs before it will be fit for occupancy.
The Flames Extinguished.
The fire at the Navy Department is extin-

Munlencgriu Difficulty C«mpromi»e<l
Vienna,Jan. 24.—The Montenegrin difficulty
has been compromised. Tbe citizens of Montenegro who are implicated in the Podgoritza
The

The evimassacre are to be tried at Cettiijiie.
dence of the Tuikisb witnesses in the case will
of
town
Spusb.
be taken at the frontier
Sturtevant. the Halifax murWilliam
der was sentenced to death at Plymouth,
Mass., yesterday. He made a rambling speech
all knowledge of the crime. He was
T.

denying
pale but appeared indifferent.

White,

packages

For

COAL

Currency 6’s ex in.119*

preferred....

5J

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds..
Union Pacific.

95#

91}

Union Pacific land grants.*.*«??lf
Sinking Funds. .-.fj*81
Domestic market*.
YORK.Jan. 25—Evening.—Breadstufts—Flonr
—receipts8286ibbls; exports7268 bbls; safer 16,484
bbls; the general market is steady; ltye flout is 5c
New

THE

&

some

BEST

wise ordered.
By order of the Executive

Committee,
STEPHEN CBOWELL, Chairman.
dec23«ntl
New York, Dec. 17th, 1874.

CLOAKS !
CLOAKS t

OUR STOCK
CLOAKS

CO.,

Citing
from inattention

CLOAKS,

or carelesurss of oar
T 1C A .31PAITHPCI.
ANU
8TEIM ARE EXCEPTIONS, AN Is NOT
HE RULE.

or

TRC»Tlf

Far 016*00, Worth *08.00,
—

Sc

4

WHARF.

AT

—

JOS. II. POOR A BRO.

STREET.

FREE

fi

is still quite ample far a
large trade. We respectfully call the
nltcalianaf the PUBLIC and PATKONPURCHASER* TO THAT
AOK af
PACT. Oar facillities far the deliver, and
in af COAI. are ramplete as run
and complaints caused by faulty Coal

nr,

Elegant Beaver Cloth, Jet Embroidered

WOOD,

uneodfm

T '".i I

CALL.

STATE OF MAINE.

Senate, Jan. 13,1875.
Read, House amendment adopted, and nassed in
SAMUEL W. LANE, Sec’y.
concurrence.

AND

BO-

are

,

The Book, Card and Job
ate David Tucker, will be
it the Stand,

HOUSE

Printing Business of the
continued, as heretofore,

115 EXCHANGE STREET.
All orders, eithe
1 •rompt attention

personal

or

the

air which

is

by mail, Will receive

Jy24dtlsn

cures

Rheumatism and Neuralgia
in

all their forms. It is sure, sate and cheap. The
worst cases of twenty years standiag cured for
DOLLARS OR LEM.

FIVE

For sale by Druggist and Medicine dealers generally.
Price $1 per bottle, six for $5. Wholesale by

If. Hay, and John W. Perkins Sc €’•#
Portland, Maine.
sndeod&weowtfol

H.

CAUTION.
three years been sending out
Boschke's German Syrup for

We have for the last

Sample
Coughs, Colds, Consumption, and all diseases of
Throat and Lungs. We now find other parties
Bottles of

tho
ad-

vertising Sample Bottles in the same way. All we
seen of these little Sample Bottles contain Ether
or Chloroform, intended only to dry up a cougn for
a day or two.
Be careful to call for BOSCIIEE’S
GERMAN SfRUP which contains no Ether, Chloroform or Opium, but the secret of its success is iu a
German Extract ot the active principles of Gum Arabic, and Physicians bay onr medicines and use it in
their practice successfully.
Sold by W. K. PHILLIPS Sc 00., Wholesale Agents.
have

TTJfrS&weowly

se25

FURNITURE
AT

Dean

Brothers.

Now is the time to
WE

FREE

D.
STREET,

PORTLAND,

ME.
snd&w6m

Ten per Cent. Lower
DEFY

offered in
and will

erer

Portland

COMPETITION.

WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF

HARKISO N’8

First-Class Furniture
CONMIMTINC

««■■

Indorsed by all the Aledieal Journals as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Kfffeotfve and
Sure Keinedy for

Parlor, Hall, Library, Chamber

COST/YE NESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,

Center, Library un<l Fancy Table*

Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain.act promptly,
require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and children, are
the
just
thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
once the next morning.
Warranted in all cases ot
the Piles and Falling of the Kectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour Stomach,
Spiitino of Food,Palpitations ; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins. Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue,Billiousness,Liver Cokplaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faintness Ac.
Travellers find the Lozenges just what they need,
as they are so compact and inodorous that they may

Spring Beds, Mattresses and Bedding

be earned in the veet pocket, and as an aperient or
laxative these Lozenues have no equal.
Trial Raxes 30 c. large Raxes OOe. seat
by mail (roe •( po.tagr to »ay Hddrr...
For sale bv E. S. Babkiso.n & Co., No. 1 Treiuont
se9»neodly
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggist*.

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails.
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations,
49 1-2

F.

A.

EXCHANGE

At'.

STREET.,

LEAVITT.
eodsn

mod

Why Will Y.u ( ought
No
Wild

one

wbo bas used

Dr. Morris’

Syrup

of Tar

Cherry and Horehound, will be without it. Ag
remedy for all throat and lung diseases, cure for
:roup, and preventive of consumption it has no equal.
ii whooping cough it acts like a charm. Contains no
ipium and is pleasant to take. Trial bottles 10 cents.
«\>r sale by A. S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G. Loring,
Exchange and Federal St.; C. L. Holt, 653 Congress
it.; C. B. Woodman, Saccarappa; A. T. Keen, Gorlam; E. P. Weston, Fryeburg; W.F. Phillips & Co.f
Yholesale agents. Morris & Heritage, Philadelphia
oclQeoatf
i Toprieton.

j

THE

HELL OUR NTOC'K

LOZENGES.

j

FOR

WILL

buy.

NEXT 60 DAYS

MORSE, M.

rnmo m auiiv

Every moment ot delay makes your cure more
hopeless, aud much depends on the judicious choice
Df a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for consumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to support the pretensions of any other medicine. See Dr.

—

as

never

Sehenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates of
many persons of the highest resectability, who have
been restored to health, after being pronounced insurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured mauy, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted bv the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. These
additional remedies are Seheuek’s Sea Weed Tonic
ind Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be
;ared.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
jn the following Wednesdays, from 9 to 3 o’clock:
Jan. 13th and 27tb, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
10th an«l 24th. Consultation free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the ltespirometor, the
price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal ofIce, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
•very Monday, where all letters ot advice must be
iddressed.
mhl2
eod&wlysnll

CLARKE’S RHEUMATIC ELIXIR

the

DR.

sneodaeowGm

CouMumptiYei*, Take Notice.

For C'suchH, Cold* and ConNnmplloM«
the most aimroved aud reliable remedy is the wellBALSAM.
known VEGETABLE rllLMONAKY
Be careful to get the genuine.
Price, large Ik >t ties
$1; small (ol<l style) 50 cents. CUTLER BROS. Sc
CO., Wholesale Drugg sts, Proprietors, Boston.
snW*!fcS&laiuw48
no25

tban baa been

TKV LT.

PRINTING

Consumption but what

ot

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

Mold by all Drnggiita.

rUCKEK’S

cases

no7

Tbe following are a few of tbe names of those who
have used ibis remedy: Mrs. Gov. Cony, Mrs. Hon.
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Govemor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lambard, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveleth, Mavor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Ricker. Rev. E. E. Marlin, Rev. C. F.
Penny, Rev. IVm. A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State librarian; i;oi. ueo. vv. oiamey, rrusiJent First National Bank: lion. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, Secretary ot Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor; Charles
D. Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Wm. H.
l'a\lor. Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
jthers in Providence: W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
Mid fifty thousand others too numerous to mention.

—

over

73

examine tbe bottle and see that the words “F.
IV. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta, Maine,,’ are blown
n tbe glass of the bottle.
$5000 for a better article.

Sid Dec 12. ship Fred Tudor, Bearse, New York.
Sid tin Palermo —, brig Mary J£ Leighton, Wallace,

but few

preceded by “Catarrh,”

c.

tlon,

Francisco.

SAMUEL W. LANE, Soc’y.
sndtd

infected surface, becomes “Impregnated” with the “taint,” and deposits it
upon the “Tbraat” and “liiing",’’ laying a foundation for that fearful disease. And the only way of
reaching and removing it is through the medium of
Inhalation.

TANIC COUGH BALSAM lor tbe cure ot Coughs.
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding ot the Lungs and Consumption, lias given rise to spuriouscompounds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protect yourselves from lnnwsi-

FUBB1GN PORTS.

Attest:

jal5
There

deed

sneotlCuiM W F.

In

are

TO

sntf

In House or Representatives, Jan* 13,1875.
Ordered. That the Senate concurring, all petitions for legisldtion. except those for redress of
wrongs and grievances, which may be presented to
this Legislature after Wednesday, the 27th lust, be
referred to the next Legislature, and that this order
be published in the Daily Kenuebec Journal, Eastern Argus, Portland Press, Bangor Daily Whig, and
Bangor Daily Commercial, until that date.
Read, amended by adding Lewiston Evening Journal, and passed.
Sent up for concurrence.
S. J. CHADBOURNE, Clerk.

OP

FAIL,

Prompters.

WOOD.

_SOFT

PORTLAND.

jal

H. Chandler, C. M. Richardson, F. W. Buxton,

declti

—

236 Commercial St.,head Brown’s Wharf,

IMITATIONS

DON’T

ALSO

Coal by the Cargo or Car load
will do well to call on me before purchasing elsewhere. Remember the number,

A true copy.

high reputation gained by ADAMSON'S

The

sad

and parties wanting

Notice.

COUNTERFEITS

MINED,

as

have every facility for handling Coal cheap,

now

breathed

Ar at Melbourne —, sch Jos Clark. Peck, Gefto.
Ar at Yokohama 16th ult, brig J B Ford, Weeks,
San Francisco.
Ar at Hong Kong Nov 29, ships Bunker Hill. Davis
Port Chalmers, NZ; Dec 7, Malay, Clough, trorn San

41

CASE

Lamer of Boolon.

$5000_ GOLD.

BOSTON—Ar 23d, ship Calcutta, Tarton, Iloilo;
Ryerson, Collins, Charleston.
ship California, Bicknell. Calcutta; schs
Brigadier, Norton, Baroaboes: Convoy, Genisb, from
East port; P S Lindsey, Johnson, Eastport.
Below, set L T Knight, Miller, from Newpoit, RI,
ashore at Point AUerton, bilged.
Cld 25th, sch Ella Cliiton, (3r) Kimball, Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 20th, Boh Fred P Frye, Smith,
Grand Meuan, NB.
Ar 21st, schs Trenton,Witham, Grand Menan, NB;
H M Crosby, Collins, do.

coln, Savannah.

I

medicines.

sch Addle
Ar 25th,

Ar at Antwerp 21st inst, ship Pleiades, Chase, tor
Philadelphia.
Ar at Havre 2ist inst, barque J L Dim mock, Lin-

—

Alonzo S. Weed, publisher of Zion’s Herald,
35 Bromfielu St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam have been used in my family with tbs most gratifying results. Wo esteem it as one of the best of

BEWARE

the

LOBERRY,

n

Special

of

LYKENN-VALLEY FRANKLIN COAL
CUMBERLAND COAL,
far Hlacknailh ar Steam purpnn,
CANNEL,
CARBONITE aad
ACADIA COALS
far apea Grates.

Mr. Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire to say a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. I
have been a sutterer from a very severe cough from
the lirst of last November, trying a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, until tbe middle ot March, when a
friend brought this balsam to my notice. I tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and 1 had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the lirst dose the cough
entirely left me. Tne result seemed little less than
miraculous. 1 have sent more than a score of sufferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover St., lor the
remedy, and, so far as 1 learn, in every instance with
marked success.
Respectfully yours,
CHAS. C. NUTTER.
[Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney and CounselorsSt
]
at-Law, 27 Tremont

[Fro

WHARF,

HONEY.BROOK,
SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
WHITE AND RED ASH,

HARD AND

INCURABLE

FOR AN

DiNiinguifthed

n

some

CHANDLER, LEADER.

H.

oc29

HAZLETON,

tion.

$5000

tound

COAL

TKV

TO

Only 35 cents* An unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throat, Chest and
Lungs, and all diseases
leading to Consump-

From

be

such

BALSAM !

BOTANIC

for orders.

Boston.
Ar at Barcelona
inst, brig Mariposa, Fletcher,
New Orleans.
Ar at Messina Dec 31, brig J H Kennedy, Hughes,
Havre.
Sid
inst, schs Eagle Rock, Hammond, and Louisa Bliss, Stroug. United States.
Ar at Genoa 20th inst, barque Fury, Loud, Irom

VAIL

cam

BEST

ADAMSON’S

Feruandina.

Philadelphia.

where

D.

STREET,

BROWN’S

HEAD OF

—

Office 27 Market Square.

removed his Coal Yard to

COMMERCIAL

236

D.

DENNISON

E.

has

K U Jc xi MlirvIiirtiS,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 24th, sch Ruth U Baker.Pinkham. Pensacola.
NEWPORT—Ar 23d, barque Flora M Hurlbut,
Dudley, Galieston for Fall River; sch Clara Fletcher, Sargent. Peusacola for Providence.
Ar 24th, sch H H Seavey, Lee, from Turks Island

k

W.

Miiriil. TiflOk.

denas.

Middling up-

city.

AND

ORCHESTRA.

COAL.-R EMOVA L.-WOOD.

WOOD

162 COMMERCIAL STREET.
sntt
jal2

ship Elcano, Browo, Melbourne; barque
Lincoln, Thom, Genoa; b|ig Marenu, Deasy, for Car-

19jjje:

A

US

BAND

CHANDLER’S
—

OF

UOf fill

REMEDY.—This well-known remedy is still the
best remedy known for the cure of obstinate and long
standing coughs, and Pulmonary diseases In general
Many persons, who for months had been emaciated
by coughing, night sweats and raising of blood, have
been speedily cured by the European Cough Remedy
For sale by druggists generally; *1.00 per bottle, six
de21deod&weow52tfsn
or *5.00.

ALSO—

Pike, Eastport and St

DON’T

EUROPEAN

CI.ABKE'S

ocl

All Orders promptly attended to,
GIVE

sndtf

ja9

D. C. GOLDER, Agent.

■5 3 9 "5 ?' i

LOT

FIRE

OF

BOARD

a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
detection, conviction and punishment of the par
ty or parties charged with the crime “f arson, in
firing the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling or tie,,. I>.
dost, on November 10th, and again on Dee. Oth. 1ST 1 ;
said reward will be paid only on due prisd being
furnished the executive committee of the convict.
and actual punishment of said orlmlnals, and expires
by limitation In one year from this ilate unless other-

the best varieties of Coals

of

REWARD.

Hereby offers

load tor Ells-

aleak.

Blok more,
Cld 23d.

si.tr

the

IN

to be found in the

Ar ‘25th, schs Georgietta, from Darien; Mary J
Ward, lroui Savannah.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 23d, brig Alex Nichols,
Rosebrook. Cardenas.
Sid 25th, sell Carrie Bonnell. for Baracoa.
At Delaware Breakwater 25th, schs Ontara. Pettigrew, from Matanzas. for orders; J R Bod well, from
St George for Philadelphia.
NEW YORK—Ar 23d. barque Oemshok, Bunker,
Muscat 97 days; brigs Tula. Miller, Belize; B Ingi*
nac, Wiley, St Martins; Jeremiah, Ford, Zaza 23 ds;
schs Fred Smith, Smith, Anguilla 16 days; Almou
Bird,Drinkwater, Matanzas 11 days; Allie Bickmore,

quoted

lands
454c.
Chicago, Jan. 25.—Flour is dull and unchanged;
shipping extra held at 4 00 g 4 50. Wheat is firm at
88c for cash and seller San; 88J @ 883c seller for Feb;
89| g 893c seller March; oftereaat 95c seller May.
Corn steady a£ 644c cash; 61gc for seller February;
64|c seller lor March; 714 @ 71 Jc seller ftjay. Oats

STREET.

DNION

—

Boston. I

MieWgpn

STREET, PORT LA AO,

¥

FURNACE COAL,

FORTRESS MONROE—Sid 23d, sch Pride of the
East, for New York.
Also sld 23d, brig Mary E Dana, tor Baltimore; sch
Telumah, for do.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, sch Melissa A Wiley, Wiley, Charleston.
Ar 24t,h, barque Emma & Alice, Gibbs, Calais; sch

dearer shipping extra in moderately fair r6que6t;2000
bbls sold for forward delivery on.prfvate 'tetmsfpliunesota is moderately active: Western Winter and
Southern in limited request.;Buck wheat flour is dull.
urain—wneai—receipts oi ^uuu uusn; exports
bush; sales 92,000 bush; No 2 Chicago spring ^ 09Noi n2
store; do afloat at 1 1O4; 113 afloat tor choice
North Western; No 2 Milwaukee Spring at 112# g
1 13 in store; North Western Spring in store at 1 11;
1 25 for Amber State; choice Amber at 1 26; opened
quiet and closed steady ;No 1 nominal at 119 g I 23;
is
White Winter 1 25 @ 1 30; choice Amber
held at 1 27 @ 1 28; the market closed qUiet. Corn65,sales
bush;
bush;
exports
115,582
receipts 23,308
000 bush; 85 @ 85|c for Mixed Western; 804 ® 66c
for Western Yellow good to choice; 854©oocfor
Southern Yellow; old Western Mixed dull and Beld
above buyers views. Oats—receipts' 18,760bus#); exto
ports none; sales 38,000 bush ; 664 g 69c lor Mixed
White on track; 68Jg for Yellow afloat; 084 g 68J g
the
69c for Chicago Mixed afloat; White at 09%Tfc;
exmarket closed steely.
Kye-receipts flpne;
ports; no sales Canada in bond held lilt 1 02; State
and Pennsylvania at 93 g 95cr; Western at4» @ 93e.
Barley—receipts 5500 bush; no exports; sales none;
market dull and parties apart; Canada held at 1 60;
State 2-rowed 1 30 @ 1 494. Seeds—-receipts 2U&-®ags
of Western Clover at 11c; lie for State not subieet
to rejection; Timothy nominal; no present demand:
Oatmeal
domestic flax seed held 2 30 g 2 40.
at 7 624 @ 7 75 for Western ;7 75 @ 7 754 f°r city; 6 00
102
bbl.
Corn
for
Ontario
8
25
Meal—receipts
g
bbls; exports 600 bbls; sales of 700 bbls at 4 85 for
4
15
for
Western
g
4
60
4
25
Yellow;
g
wine;
brandy
4 30 for Western White; 4 00 g 4 30 for Jersey and
hun1
45
one
Yellow
bbl;
per
per
Pennsylvania
dred pounds for Yellow Baltimore coarse in sacks;
city sacked, quoted coarse, at 1 60; line silted at 1 64;
bolted Yellow at l 70; bolted White at 1 80 for one
hundred pounds; Jersey Yel ow at 1 75 g l 77;White
at 1 80 for one hundred pounes.
Whiskey—receipts
Pork is quiot
700 bbls; sales 300 bbis at 97 g 974c.
at 19 00. Lard quiet at 13J; seller February at 133;
seller March 14c. Tallow steady at 8 15-16. Coffee is
unchanged; fair to good I84@ 19ic; prime to choice
194 @ 2l>4c; Java Coftee 26 g 30c. Itaw Sugar quiet:
sales Saturday 566 hhda; lair to good 8 g 8Jc; reliued
Sugar is steady and in fair demand; standard at 10;
standard crushed 103c; powdered
granulated at
104c. Petroleum dull arid firm, crude in bulk at
64c asked; R S W at 113 g 12c; cases at 17c; Naval
Stores—Rosin steady; strained is nominally at 2 15.
TurTar is dull; Wilmington nominally at 2 374.
pentine firmer; Spirits at 38 g 384c.
Gold opened at 1120 and closed at 112|.
Ocean Freights—Tne Engagements have been as
follows; to Liverpool 56,000 bush grain by steam at 9

market is dull and easier;
^xiie Cotton
at

)

f

CUMBERLAND COAE,

3STEW,&

Hawthorn, Nason, do.
Sid 22d. sch Seventy-Six. Teel, for Stocktqn.
CHARLESTON—Sid 23d, sch Georgie D Loud,
Clark, for New Haven.
Ar 20tb, barque Homeward Bound, Merriman,Liver pool.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 15th, sch S E Woodbury,
Griffin. Baltimore.
Ar 17th, sch S L Davis, Cottrell. Port Spain.
RICHMOND—Ar 2lst, sch A F Bonney, Kendall.
City Point, to load for Savannah.
NORFOLK-Ar 2lst, sch Millie II Lord, Bacon,

103*
Chicago & Rock Island.
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Rail-

/.

UNDERWRITERS

NUT COAE,
EGG COAE,

Providence.
Ar 21st, sch Annie K Eatou, Stanley, Jamaica.
ST MARYS, GA-Ar 14th. sch Mark Pendleton,
Thomas. New York via Charleston.
Cld 13tb, barque J E Woodworth, Frederickson,
Montevideo.
SAVANNAH—Cld 22d, brig George Harris, Stowers, Baltimore.
Cld 23d, ship Jos Fish, Palmer, Liverpool; barque

36#
Union Pacific stock.....
Michigan Central.... . 79
73*
Lake Shore.
Illinois Central, ex-dlv..

preferred.

1

STOVE COAE,

PENSACOLA-Ar 10th, barque Eunice Nichols,
Smith, Bristol.
PENSACOLA—Cld 10th, sch H H Fisk, Wixon,

Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.72*
Pacific Mail...
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.1024
Erie. 2’t
45
Erie

OJ

THE

WOOD !

OF

We have on haml
mined, viz:

3
5
6

Liverpool.

of

X'u xN

S5Q0.Q0

(2nd Floor,)

SAN

Uuited States 5-20’s, 1868, ex-div....'..119#
United States new 5’s.115*
United States 10-40 coupon.116*

xy,

NATIONAL

AND

HEAD

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO- Ar 14th inst, ship Yo Semite,
Mack. Baltimore (Aug 2).
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 22d,sch Elizabeth Edwards,
Townsend, Providence.
Cld 23d, ship Geneva, Macloon. Liverpool; barque
Halcyon, Hardie, Barcelona; brig Caroline Gray,
Pease, Cienfuegos.
Sid fm SW Pass 22d, ship Premier, for Liverpool.
MOBILE—Cld 22d, ship Charlotte W White, Dyer,

119#
1862.JJ5*

X

!i FREE

162 COMMERCIAL STREET

and lighters have gone to save cargo.
Sch Ruth H Baker, Pinkbam, Lorn Pensacola, arrived at Providence 24th with loss of foresail; had
heavy weather on the passage.
Sch Bedabcdee, of Rockland, from Isle au Haut,
with wood, in attempting to run into Carver’s Harbor during the storm of the 22d, got ashore on Lane s
Island and knocked oft keel, damaged bottom and
sprung

$1.89 yard.

LOW PRICE

ALL AT TUE

Xu.

BUY AND TRY.

DEALERS

MEMORANDA.
Barque Annie Kimball, Davis, from Antwerp for
Philadelphia, has been picked up at sea and towed
into St Vincent. The crew have not been heard from
but are supposed to be sate.
Sch L T Kuigbr. trom Newport for Boston, with
Alcargo of schr Pilot's Bible, went ashore at Point
lerton Bar 25th, and bilged. The crew have lett her

ernment securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, ex-div.
United States 5-20’s,
United States 5-20’s 1864.117*
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.119*
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, ex-div.H8i
United States 5 20’s, 1867, ex-div.119*

and Cashmeres

to

of Sixty Nine Cents yard.

sale by

SIIURTEEFF

T
Portland for Baltimore.
Ar at Mobile 25th, sch Mary A Power. Wiscaseet.
R
sch
Ulrica
Smith,
Smith, tin
Ar at Havana 23d,
Pensacola; 24th, sch Canton, Henley, Portland.
Matanzas.
Sid 23d. brig Rabboni, Coombs,
Sid fm Cardenas l2d, barque L T Stocker, Tyler.
North of Hatter as: brig George S Berry, Keazer, do;
sch Lizzie Dewey. Davis, do.
Ar 23d, brig F H Jenuings, Mahoney, New York.
Ar at Matanzas 22d, barque Carrie £ Long, Park,
Portland; brig J B Brown. Bain, do; Giles Loring,
Loring, Key West; 24th, brig Rabboni, Coombs, from
Havana; sch D E Parkhursi, Boston.
Sid 23d. brig Anna M Knight, for Portland.
Ar at Sagua 22d, barque N M Haveu. Ulrick, from
New York; brig Eugenie, Veazie, Baltimore; 23d,
schs Five Sisters, and Nellie Sbaw, from Machias.
Sch Oregon, Tuttle, trom Eastport tor Boston, with
frozen herring, is ashore at Jonesport, bilged and full
ot water. Cargo insured tor $1500 at Eastport.
Sch H H Seavey, from Turks Island, which arrived
Newport 25tb, has been ashore at Point Judith, and
was assisted oft by wreckers.

closed at 112#; the carry rates were 1 @ 3 per cent,
and flat. The customs receipts to-day were $465,000.
The Assistant Treasurer paid to-day $128,000 in interest and $103,000 iu redemption of bonds. Governments were strong. Railroad mortgages quiet and
strong. State bonds dull.
The following were the closing qnotation9 of Gov-

& Northwestern

0

Eastern Railroad.

COAIi I

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANOE.]

York Stock and IHonev market*
New York, Jan. 25—Evenina.—Money was easy
was
2
3
at @
per cent, on call. Sterling Exemmge
dull at 486 @ 486* for sixty days and 489 <g 489* for
demand. Gold opened at 112#, advanced to 112# and

Chicago

STREET.

FREE

$1.14

Worth from

Notice at

NhtrlMt

5

&

—

Thibet*

861-2 Pieces

2d Floor.

Afessrs C. Way & Co:—
Having used your Horn pound Sjnipof Lang*
wort for whooping cough,
c., I can truly say I
never had any medicine that would equal it lor goodin
giving relief.
ness, or for quickness
A. A. NICKERSON,
with Orin Hawkes <£ Co.,
482 & 484 Congress St.
Portland, Jan. 22,1875.
C. WAY & CO.,
Corner Cumberland & Myrtle Street. de22sn3m#

CLEARED.
Steamship EleaDora, Johnson, New York—Henry

New

Stocks:

or

EXCHANGE

1ft

READ,

worth.

mer-

closing quotations

4

ALSO

—

AND BASTING

CUTTING
On

OB

Ja2Csntf

Mondny, Jan. 24.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Normanton, (Br) Leach, St John, NB

(Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Jan. 23.
Boston & Maine Railroad.*.117*

2ne

—
—

ACADIA COAL,

Boston Stock l.lst.

were

Children's Underware.

ORDKB,

BONK TO

and

Ladies

Housekeeping Hoods and

All Kinds Dress and Cloak Making

13.50
Via Boston & Maine

PORT OP PORTLAND,

_

iollowing

BLEACH ANI) BROWN COTTONS.

Ja13

Almanac.Janaary 25.
rises.7.20 I High water.2.30 PM
sets.5.06 I Moon rises.10.30 PM

Pnoilu 9Jth Kill HpIpTI

—

TICKETS TO OB FROM BOSTON

Mi Siam re

in Uonmfnn

SALE

1

It:

SPECIAL NOTICES.

..

v*

or

—

Two doses of Greek’s August Flower will relieve
you at once, and there positively is not a case in the
United States it will not cure. It you doubt this go
to your Druggist, and get a sample bottle lor 10 cents
ami try it. Regular size 75 cents.
Sold by W. F.
PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.
oc2
TT.tS.twfinw

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIP*.
Date.
For
From
New York. .Hav &VCruz. Jan 26
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 26
.Jan 26
Nevada.New York. .Liverpool.
Russia.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 27
.Jan
27
York.
.Liverpool...
City of Brooklyn.. .New
Etna.New York Hsjftt. &c ...Jan27
28
York
.Havana.Jan
City of Vera Cruz..New
Cuba.New York..Havana.Jan 28
Silesia.New York.. Hamburg-Jan 28
Peruvian.Portland... .Liverpool.Jau 30
Colon.New York.. Asninwall... .Jan 30
Oceanic.New York. .Liverpcol.Jan 30
City of New York. .New York -Havana.Jan 30
Samaria.BostoD.Liverpool... .Jan 30
California.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 30
Republic.New York. .Liverpool....Jan 30

A

tlie

Production,

SPECIAL

in the pit ot the stomach, coming up of the food
coated tongue, disagreeable taste iu the mouth, impure blood and all diseases of the Stomach and Liver.

NO.

Steamer New Brunswick,
John, NB—A R Stubbs.

At About 2-3

Pairs Assorted
Cost of

Dyspepnla.
Dyspepsia is the most discouraging and distressdisease
man
is heir to. Americans are particuing
larly subject to this disease au«l its eflects; such as
sour stomach, sick headache, habitual costiveness,
heartburn, water-brasb, gnawing and burning pains

Name.
City of Merida....

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 busti cornmeal to Cl W
True & Co.

The

It

DIED.

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Moravian—9612 bush
oats, 28,876 do wheat, 16,766 do pease, 404 do corn,
79,200 lbs potash, 203 bbls Hour. 3000 lbs tongues, 63,100 do bacon, 22,600 do beef, 35.070 do cheese, 4200 do
tallow, 6000 do hams, 3600 do pork, 82,858 do leather,
2 packages do, 4053 lbs hides, 306,900 do butter, 75,43

tion, they

$2.7.» pair

for

Squautlcook

manufacturer* Price 93.49.

demonstrates.

In Saccarappa, Jan. 25, Mrs. Lucy A., wife of Geo.
II. Raymond, aged 31 years 10 months.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
her late residence.
In Nobleboro, Jan. 11, Mrs. Maggie Kcnniston,
aged 24 years.
In Buxton, Jan. 21, Mrs. Nancy Cobb, aged 87 years
4 mouths.
In Biddeford, Jan. 22, Miss Lizzie E., adopted
daughter of T. P. S. Deering, aged 20 years.
In Hollis, Jan. 17, Mrs. Mary, wile ot Tristram
H. Fletcher, aged 40 years 11 months.

change.

000 do lard, 30 bbls prarrie liens,
chandise, 24 tons copper ore.

29 Pairs

_

Portland Wholesale markets
Monday, January 25.—The markets are still very
quiet. Yellow corn is Quoted at 90 @ 93c. Mixed do
88 @ 90c. Oats 70c. Shorts 30c. Potatoes. are in
active demand for shipment and bring 60 @ 70c. The
no

Agt-uiw Price 95.50.

WM. ALLEN. JR.,

with mdse to John Porteous.
Sch A ,1 Williams, Murch, Boston, to

Price, No Variation.

47 Pairs Holland Blankets for $4..'>0 pair

Diffusible stimulants, provided they be absolutely
are among the most useful medicinal agents
employed by physicians. When the tone of the system is lowered by the depressing influences of disease,

Weit.__

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

grocery market shows

At One

there is an inherent want of vigor in the constituserve to counteract weakening tendencies,
and cheer the mind of the Responding invalid. But
when, as in the case of Hostetter’s Bitters, they
possess tonic and alrerative properties, their eflects
are rendered permanent, and they accomplish a
trebly beneficial result. The Bitters not only relieve
nervous debility and mental depression by their
healthfully stimulative action, but infuse abiding
vigor into the depleted system, and rectify those
internal disturbances which are the real causes of
weakness. The purity and the wholesomeness of
the alcoholic basis of tlie Bitters greatly increases
the efficacy of their botanic ingredients, a fact which
the completeness of their curative eflects sufficiently

New Hampshire.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 18, Briggs H. Jones and Miss
Vesta Hussey, both of Jefferson.
Ill Waldoboro, Jan. 2, Boyd S. Creamer and Miss
Phebe J.

MARINE

BLANKETS

or

In this city, Jan. 21, by Rev. S. V. Douglass, Edward Furbler and Mrs. Anna Jackson, both ot Portland.
In tills city, Jan. 23, by Rev. C. F. Dole, John R.
Gillis and Miss Katie L. Meserve, both of Bartlett,

Sun
San

MILL

pure,

P. M. —Cotton market

—

G1

DWIGHT C. GOLDER, Agt.

Healthful Ntimulatiou.

markets.

Java.New York. .Liverjiool.Feb
Alps.New York. Jamaica, die..Feb
Feb
Sarmatian.Portland_Liverpool

STREET

FREE

5

&

!id FI.OOB,

NPOKE1V.

MARRIED.

The Peruvian rebels have been badly beaten
a pitched battle.
Francis Deak, the Hungarian statesman, is
hopelessly ill.
It is rumored that Lord Dufferin will resign
as Governor General of Canda and be appointed Viceroy of India.
It is reported that the syndicate has been allowed an extension of time iu which to place
the new loan.
A terrific gale accompanied by rain has Drevailed on the British coast for two days. Numerous casualties to sailing crafts are reported.
Tom Johnson (colored) sentenced to be hanged, has had his sentence commuted by Governor Tilden to imprisonment for life.
The bark Annie Kimball, from Antwerp,
Dec. 13th, for Philadelphia, was picked up derelict at sea and towed into St. Vincent, Cape
Verde Islands. The crew have not been heard
of.
The George Washington Bank at Rochester,
N.Y., has been seized by the sheriff and closed
up. Liabilities §100,000.
The wife of the J3arl of Carnarvon is dead.
The Duke Decazes recently sent seconds to
demand an explanation of certaiu letters charging him with violating his engagements, but
the affair has been amicably adjusted.
An autograph has been seut to Queen Victoria formally advising her of Alfonso’s accession.
Steamship Payta struck a rock and sunk at
Sanka. Passengers saved.
A four story block corner of Richmond and
Fulton streets. Boston, occupied as furniture
wardrooms, was damaged by fire to the extent
of §10,000 last night. Loss on stock §25,000.
The Times Washington depatch says the
proposed Pacific
subsidy to Tom Scott’s
railroad involves §300,000,000 from the Treasury.
Several more ballots were taken in the Tennessee Legislature
yesterday, resulting in no
choice. Bates’ name was withdrawn in favor
of Governor Brown. Either he or Johnson
will be elected to-day.
A collision occurred on the Old Colony road
last night. Engines and cars were smashed
but no lives lost.
The President sent to the Senate yesterday
relation to Louisiana.
more correspondence in
The Carlists and Alfonsists are said to have
which peace will be re
come to agreement by
stored.

4

SALE.

MNC

ST.50, 98.00 and 910.00, wnrlh,
910.00,913.00 and 918.00.

26, lat 8 40 N, Ion 27 30 W, ship Elizabeth
Cushing, from Shields tor Mollendo.

lilt? AOllI.

in

Elegant Beaver Cloth Cloaks

Nov

dull and easier; Middling uplands 7§d; do Orleans at
7$d; sales 12,000 bales, including 20v0 bales tor speculation and exort.

The United States surveying party to explore
canal mute on the Isthmus, has arrived at
Aspinwall and will oommence their labors iu a
few days.

_

North of Hatteras.

at

C. K. UKANT
Will receive a limited number of pupils in Oil P»intng, Charcoal Drawing, &r., from life and objects
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Btnk Building, d
Middle Street.
ectlsneodtf

Cuxhaven 5th inst, Chalmett*, Waite, Enderbury, Island.

preferred 44$.

a

CLOAKS!
CLOAKS!
CLOAKS

Rebellion,

Ar at

London, Jan. 25—12 30 P M.—American securities
—Uuited States 10-40s at 104$. Erie Railway 26$; do
Liverpool, Jan.

the 1 »te
Pension

Callao.

Receipts—'2300 bbls flour. 41,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat.
Savannah, Jan. 25.—Cotton is very .quiet; Middling uplands 14|c.
Charleston, Jan. 25.-Cotton dull; Middling uplands 14$c.
New Orleans, Jan. 25.—Cotton is quiet;Middling
upauds at 14}c.
Mobile, Jan. 25.—Cotton is quiet and weak ^fiddling uplands 14| @ 14$c.

25—12.30

NOTICE.-All officer** sailor*
or injured in
however slightly, can «*bt*i® a
B.
K.
I)r.
by addressing
JACKSON.^ Late
Surgeon in United States Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St.. New York City. Communications promptoc'JDsuly
ly answered.

PKK«<!».V4la
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured

New Orleaus.
Passed Anjier Nov 27, Emma C Beal, Bailey, from
New York for Java.
In Flushing Roads 7th, J B Lincoln, Musaus, front

steady;

European

Exchange St.

No. G5

de28sntf

[Latest by European steamers.1

Milwaukee, Jan. 25.—Wheat is |flrin; No 1 Milwaukee 93}c; No 2 Milwaukee at 88$c for cash; 89$c
Corn is quiet;
for seller Feb; 90$c for seller March.
high Mixed at 64c. Oats are steady: No 2 at 51 $c.
No 2 Spring
is
1
at
96c.
No
Barley
Rye dull;
at l 29.

MINOR TE LEE RAMS.
The rumor of trouble iu the Cabinet growing
out of the Louisiana matter, are authoritively
denied.
James Rowan of Laconia, N. H., died yesterday morning from the effects of a railroad accident at Ashland.
Thomas C. Spencer of Pennsylvania, of
Koch’s astronomical coaps, died at Aspiuwall

t«>

HEN It Y DEEMING,

Liverpool 7th inst, El Dorado, Winding, San
Francisco; P J Carlton, Luce, Dubliu.
Cld Gtb, L B Gilchrist, Emerson, New Orleans.
A rat Grimsby 9th inst, Hudson, Nichols, from

Oats—White Western 58c.
Receipts—903 bbls flour, 6948 bush wheat, 1751
bush corn, 1225 bush oats.
Shipments-979 bbls flour, 1150tbush wheat, 3216
bush corn, 18,000 bush oats.

Quebec -Niue Lives Lost
Boocherville, P. Q., Jau. 25.—A fire this
morning destroyed a farm-house occupied by
Pierre Dulude. His wife aud eight children
perished in the flames. Dulude was seriously
burned iu his efforts to save his family, and is
His wife and children
not expected to live.
were literally burned to ashes. Only fragments
of the bodies can be found. The eldest child
was 13 years old aud the youngest was a babe.
Iu Montreal.
Montreal, Jan. 25.—At the tanneries this
morning a block of seven houses belonging to
Mr. Boquet were burned. Loss 820,000.

Apply

of Cross and Middle Sts.

corner

Ar at

nothing doing.

In Bouehet ville,

To Be Leu
and after Jan. 1, 1875. the chamber in saton-l
story now o«cupied by K. M. Kaler & Co., on the

Sagua20th, barque Daring, McDonald, from
Portland.
A'

NOTICES.

On

Philadelphia.
Cld 22(1, brig Jessie Rhynas, Wills, for Boston; sch
Starlight. Stover, St John, NB.
Ar at Havana 22d, brig Clara M Goodrich, Look.
Portland; Sami Lindsey, Gibson, St John, NB; sch
Isaac Obertoii, Crockett, Baltimore.
Sid 22d. brigs Annie R Storer, Adams, and R B
Goye. Harkness. Matanzas; sch Helen J Hoi way,
Thompson, Cal barieu.
Ar at Matanzas 21st, brig Minna Traub, Woodslde,
New York; sell David Ames, Ames, Key West.
Sid 22d, barque J H Chadwick, How, New York;
brig Acelia Tburlow, Gallison, do.
Sid fm Cardenas 21st, brig Elizabeth Winslow,

Shipments—5300 bush Wheat, 30,800 bush Corn,
3,100 bush Oats.
Detroit. Jan. 25.—Flour unchanged. Wheat dull
and easy; No 1 White at 09$; Amber 1 07$. Corn-

guished.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Havana.
Aral Cienfuegos 19th inst, sells Louie F Smith,
Brown. Montego Bay; 20th, sch Saliiu B, Bateman,

Toledo. Jan. 25.—Wheat is dull and nominal; No
1 White Michigan at 110 asked; No 1 Amber Michi1 14 seller April. Corn
gan at 1 08} seller February;
is lower with fair demand; high Mixed 68|c cash; 71|
seller March; 73$ @ 74|c feller May;low Mixed at G8$
Oats steady; No 1 at 58c; Michigan 57c; No 1 While
Dressed Hogs at 7 25 @
at 59c. Clover seed 6 12$.
7 80.
bush
Wheat, 53,800 bush Com, 3,Receipts—7,100
600 bush Oats.

postponed.

IllETEOKOLOUICAL
BOB ABILITIES FOB THE NEXT
HOURS.

that two or three persons are iu the upper story and in danger of burning. The firemen are adjusting ladders to reach the upper
windows. The supply of water does not seem
The wiDd is moderate
to be very plentiful.
from the northwest, iu an opposite direction to
War
the
Department, which is next to the
Navy Department building, and there is little
danger ot that department catching tire. The
The tire originated in the east end of the main
rumors

SPECIAL

22d inst, barque Frank, Wallace,

AratRosari; Noy 30, barque Mignon, Soule, from
Glasgow.
At Aux Caves Gtb inst, sch Trott King, Bradford,
ldg; Hat lie Weston, disg.
Ar at Trinidad 22d inst, sch Georgia, Coffin, iron*

um

up at an early day for the jpurpose of submitting some remarks.
Mr. Ferry of Ct., from the Committee ou
Patents, reported adversely on the bill explanatory of section 25 of the act to revise,
consolidate and amend statutes relating to
patents and copyrights, and it was indefinitely

end^d.

worth

verdict was ren-

The

from Irwin*

Furthtr

Washington—The Upper Sloiy of the
Nnvv Department Building Damaged.
Washington, Jan. 23.—The Navy Department building caught fire in the upper story
shortly after 12.30, and is now burning fiercely.
The fire engines from all directions are iu service. The fire seems conflued entirely to the
rooms just below the roof, but is making much
headway, and fears are entertained that the
building will he consumed. It is not yetkuowu
what caused the fire. The rooms are stored
generally with records of various kinds, which
There are startling
are likely to be destroyed.
■u

Investigation.

Mail

Pacific

complaint against

P

and held at 97c. Barley Is lower and quiet at 1 24 for
seller February; offered at l 24} seller March; 123$
cash. Whiskev uuiet;saleable at 94c. Pork is strong
at 1810 seller February; 18 40 for seller March; 18 70
20 00 for June. Lard is firm
seller tor April; 19 15
at 13 40 @ 13 42$ sell r for February; 13 60 (aj 13 62$
seller Match: 1380 for April. Cut Meats are in fair
demand and held higher; dry salted shoulders sold
ato$cca«h; short at 9$c loose; Dressed Hogs firmer
with fair demand at 7 10 (it} 7 15 for light: and 7 00 for
Green Hams at 9}c lor 15 pounds average.
Freights are dull and nominally unchanged at 35
for grain, 40 for meats.
On the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
firm at 88c seller February: 89$c for seller March.—
Corn firmer at 64$ @ 64gc seller Jan; 62$ @ Gig seller
February; 65 Jc for March; 71$c for May. Oats quiet;
52$ @ 52$c cash and seller Jauuary; 52$c seller February ; 52$ @ 62}c lot March.
Receipts—7741 bbls flour, 94,780 bush wheat, Sl.GGS bush corn, 16,210 bush oats, 1580 bush rye,12,340
bush of barley: 3374 dressed bogs.
Shipments—10,664 bbls flour,33,680 bush wheat 32,
008 bush corn, 1718 dusu oats, 1050 bush rye, 7100
bush of barlev; 5258 dressed hogs.
Cincinnati, Jan. 25.—Pork is nominal at 18 00 @
18 25. Bacon quiet; shoulders at 7}@8c; clear rib
sides at 10$c; clear sides at 10$ @ 11c. Sugar cured
hams at 13$ @ 14c. Cut Meats quiet; shoulders at
6$c; clear rib sides 9$c; clear at 98c seller. Lard is
steady for steam tendered at 13$ bid; 13 40 (a) 13 45
asked; Kettle rendered 14$. Live Hogs are Arm and
moderately active at 6 80 @ 7 50 for medium fair;
7 lfi (g 7 25 for good; common or mixed lots at 6 25 @
6 75; receipts 4160 head. Whiskey quiet at 95c,

Cool.

21st inst, ship W It Grace, Black,

Sid fin Liverpool
New York.
Ar at Bristol E
New York.

steady with moderate demand at 52 @ 52$c cash and
seller January; 52$
52Jo seller for February; 52$ (®
52$c seller March; 56 @ 50$c seller May. Rye dull

FIRES.

WASHINGTON.

S. Bosvrorth

Augusta, Jan. 25 -Tlie Knickerbocker Ice
Company near Gardiner has put up 75,000 tons
of ice this season, working in all hut 14 days.
They will finish filling their houses to morrow.

[Special to tlie Preen.]
Coimlitutionnl ronimimiou-The Ag-

natures in order to make

Capt. Fred

NEW YORK.

rirullural Kcporli, rlr., ole.
Auousta, ,lau. 25.
The delay of trains occasioned by the tlie
drifting snow, prevente d a quorum in the constitutional commission. It is expected that all

of

commands her.

Matters.

Legislative
The

named Continental.

and Kitchen

Furniture,

On KVKRY KIND.
Also

a

full

liiae of

Easy, Fancy and Reception Chairs;
PATENT FOLDING BED

Wall &

Brackets,

LOUNGES, Ac.,

Slipper Pockets,

PAINTED CHAMBER SET*.
We hare

Fine AM*or<uirnf
found in Ibe tttate.

aa

aa

be

can

Upholstering, Repairing and ralntiug
done to Order.

r

REMEMBER THE

NUMBER,

EXCHANGE

51

(« will

»ur

Hnnnrr

Building.

DEANE

ST.

Hang from

our

BROS.

no2*__eod'Jm
I
cheapest Book Store in the World.
lie EXCHAN OK

3TKF.KT.

100,000 Book, without rrgard la cant.
{ 3aad
Claclu, Watches and Jewelry
I Repairing nnd

Cleaning

cheap

well

Warranted.

ALBERT COLBVS
a*5U

Publisher, and

done nnd

SONS,

Baaksrllar.,

the press.
JAX. 26, 1S75

TUESDAY MOBXISG,

IMtESW
ot Fesm9, I,* obtained at the Periodical Depots
& Co., Andrews
Brunch
senden Bros., Marquis,
ami
Chisholm
Wentworth, >!oses, N. B. Kendrick,
out ot the city.
Bros., on all trains that run
At Biddetord, ot Pillshury.
At S:wo of L, Hodgdon,
At V.'aterville, of ,1. S. Carter.
At Batli ofJ.O. Shaw.
Bros, and Stevens & Co.
At Lewiston, of French
THE

"c

1TY AND VICINITY.
flrw Adrcrtineoirnti I o-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Private Dancing School—J. W. Raymond.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Probates Notice*.

Wanted—Two or 1 hree Rooms.
Gth Auiiual Sale—Anderson’s.
For Sale or to Let—M. G. Palmer.
Ticket* to or Irom Boston—Win. Allen Jr.
Notice—Austin & McKenney.
Notice—Cumberland Bar Association.

Keys—Found.

DreMed Hogs—'Woodbury & Latham.
Annual Meeting—Maine Steamship Co.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Morgan & Dyer—Cottage House and

Shop._

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
POSTMASTER.
Assistant Postmaster.

C. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK

Office Hour*.
From 8.00 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted..
^
General Delivery
Sundays open for Carriers and

from 9 to 10

a m.

house

door

The public are requested to adopt the
in greatly
letter-boxes, the use of which will result
iucreasod rapidity in the delivery of letters.
be
secured
will
Carriers
letters
of
Free deli ery
by
to the street and
by having them plainly addressed
have
No person need call at the office, for all may
withmail matter left at their residences regularly,
out risk or charge.
Three deliveries will be made daily, in all the disin
tricts, viz; at 8 and 10 a. m., and at 4 p. m. and
the business portions of Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, (tne
heart of the efty,) an additional delivery at 1.30 p.m.
Collectiou*
Are made on week days at ana 1i.io, a. m., ami
On
m.
Sunday one collection at 8 p.
at 2 and 8 p.
....

ni*

IflailM.
Deparlnre
Arrival
Arriveat 1.00
Boston ami intermediate offices.
Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.40 suid 9 00
and 8.00 p m.
of

and

and the West. Arrive at 5.00 pm.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Arrive at 1.00 and 8.00 p m. Close at
Railway.
8.30 a iii anil 2.40 pm.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 1.00 p m.
Boston

ami 4.45

Cluie at 8.00

a m.

m, 2.40 anil 9.00 p in.
and connecting routes.

a

Bangor, Mattawamkeag,
Arrive at3 pm. Close at 12 m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 0.05 a
and o p m. Close at 12 m and 7 20 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 12.45

Close at 9 pm.

am.

Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3 pm. Close at 12 m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 3 p

Close

ni.

at

42.45 p

in.

Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 9 a
m.
Close at G.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.05 a m, 3 and
m.
a.IOpui. Close at G.15 a in, 12 m, and 7.20 p
Rochester, N. H., and intermddiate offices. Arrive
and
am,
at
7.30
Close
1.25
m.
at 10.10 a in, and
p

1’North

Con wav and other offices

P.

on the
m.

& O. R.

Closest 7.00
Arrive at 10.50 a m, and 5.00 p
a. in. and 1.00 pin.
_.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3p m. Cleseat
6.30 am.
a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at G
Close at 4.30 pm.
MillCastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert,
bridge, Jonesport and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at Gam. Close at 9 pm.
Nova Scotia ami Prince Edwards Island. Arrive
Thursday at G a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
sailForeign Mails, via New York, day previous to
ing of steamers. Close at 2.40 p m.
close
this
from
Line
Allen
port
Foreign Mails for
every Saturday at 3 p m.
R.

Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
The rognlar meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
Tile School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of each month.

At

MASONIC
Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
YORK rites.

Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third
Blue

Wednesday.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. B. & S. Masters, second

Monday.

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday: St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednes-

BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.

Monday.—Susan M. Pullen, administratrix of
David P. Pullen, vs. Grand Trunk Railroad Company.
Aetion to recover for injuries to her liusband re-

every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.
LODGE—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, fir

Friday.
cond FriCouncil—Portland Oouncil P. of J
day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday iu Maich, June, September and December.
I. O. O. F.
--

w

Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
on Friday
Brothels, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia,
of
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D.,
Saturday.
fourth
and
second
K.,
Encampments—Machigonne, flrst and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays ; Portland, first and third Satuiuays.
BELIEF ASSOCIATION—Every third Tuesday in the
mouth.
TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars’ Hall, No. 100 Mrchanye Street.
Codncil—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday
evening.
Samaritan Brotherhood.—Eastern Star
Assembly, No. 1, meets in Peering, Wednesday eveStar Assembly, No. 2, meets at Sons of
Rising
nings;
Temperance Hall Saturday evenings.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Comer of CongresB and Casco streets. First Thursday in each mouth.
Young Men’s Christian Association-Comer
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Portland Fratkrnit y—No. 3531 Congress street,
Every evening.
3
Knights of Pythias—Bramball Lodge, No.
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6. MonNo.
evenings.
11, Friday
ay evenings; Pine Tree,
t their Hall, Clapp’s Block. Market Square.
Portland Army and Navy Union- Corner
In each
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday
mouth.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—CorSecond Saturday in
ner Congress and Casco streets.
Good

each mouth.
Payson Literary

Society.—Meetings

.Monday evening, Brown’s 1 lock,
Congress streets, at 71 o’clock.

cor.

every
Brown and

Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Bioik. Second Monday In each month. Delivand evening.
ery of books, 2 to G, 7 to 9. day
Pobtland Temperance Reform Club—Every
Thursday evening at Allen Mission Chapel.
BOSWORTH Post G. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
ami
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, comer of Congt ess
Casco streets.

No*
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camp
corner
1 convenes at Arcana Hall, Williams’block,
No.
of Congress and Chapel Sts., Tuesday evening;
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,
and
Frida, evening; No. 3 on Wednesday evening No.
at Temperance llali,
No. 4 on

Monday evening
351 i Congress street.

Independent Order of Good Templars—At
Forest City
cana, Mouday; Mission, Wednesday;
in Williams’ block. Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
bt.
of
Congress
at
Sons*
Hall,
Teinperauee
day,
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.

Nelson &

Co.

goods adopted to

are

constantly receiving
the season in
Head their adver-

the wants of

choice and desirable styles.
tisement. _'__

Anderson’s annual closing out sale of

cor-

sets will afford an excellent opportunity for the
ladies to get a supply at much below the usual

prices.
MlflCELLANEOUH
JrOULTRY

OllUH.—AUUUI

NOTICES.

aw

»* w

v...-

»'»•

tweutv-five
leading varieties, fifty pigeons, at
the room
ducks, rabbit-, Sec., will lx» sold
to day,
of F O Bailey & Co, 170 Fore street,
some very fine
at 10 A. M. There is said to be

specimens

among them.

Mbs. Manchkhtkb, tbe celebrated physician,
will remain in Portland till Feb. 1st, only.

Ivory in coral set,

When 'twixt parties’ lips yon see,
SOZODONT, ’tis safe to bet,
Beautifies the ivory.

at

labor

upon
in Lisbon to
my husband left our home
Central
the Portland water works; took the Maine
Trunk train
trainat Auburu; waited for the Grand
trains connected,
at Danville Junction; the two
under the directhence proceeded towards Portland
and arrived safely
tion ot a Grand Trunk conductor
switched oft on to a
at Yarmouth station and there

side track and delayed some fifteen minutes, waiting
for the coming of the Grand Trunk express train
from Portland to Montreal, which that season passed
through without stopping at Yarmouth station.
While delaying, the conductor, brakemen and many
of the passengers, Pullen among the number, left the
train, went on to the station platform, Pullen went
behind the tank to answer a call, and hearing the
signal for his train to leave, rushed upon the narrow
platform in partial dishabille, springing forward for
bis train, when he was met by the engine of the express train full in front; tried to swing round and
clear the engine, but was caught by the cylinder and
knocked prostrate upon the platform. The stroke of
the engine ruptured his lungs. From the effects of
this blow, alter surviving three hours, he died. I
charge the Grand Trunk with causing his death by
negligence and want of care in four particulars.
First. In running their express train too fast.
Second. In signalizing their passengers to come on
board when they did and before the express train had

adjudication,
upon the bench, we
it is a rule ot the common law that the death
of a person generally shall not he the subject of a
cause

pecuniary consideration, on the ground that human
life is entirely beyond all pecuniary estimation. This
is a new case occurring under our statute and I instruct you on the matter of damage in this else and
for the purpose of this trial that you should be governed by the same directions which I have suggested
to jou would have been the rule if Pullen had survived to bring the action in his own name, and in
addition to that which his services over and above
his own support would have been worth in money,
had he not been thus injured.
The verdict was for the defendant.
Haskell with Talbot for plaintiff.
Hands for defendant.
There being no more cases for the Jury they were

discharged finally.

_

Fob scrofulous diseases, skin
ter, salt rheum, blotches, spots,

eruptions,
pimples,

tetpus-

tules, boils, carbuncles, ringworms, scaldhead,
sore eyes, erysipelas, itch, scurfs, discolorations
of the skin, humors, and all diseases of the
skin of whatever name or nature, are literally
dug up and carried out of the system in a short
time by the use of Dr. S. D. Howe’s Arabian
F'or nervous debility,
Tonic Blood Purifier.
lost vitality and broken down coustitftion, I
challenge the lilth ceulury to find its equal.
Sold at retail by all druggists. W. F. Phillips
de31dlawTtf
& Co. wholesale agents.
Down.—Remember

if
that
coughs, colds, and other affections of the lungs
and throat are not met in the beginning with
the proper antidote, they may soon become fatal. Put them down with Hale’s Honey of
Horebound and Tar. It is infallible. Crittenton’s 7 tith Avenue. Sold by all druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one. minute.
Pot

Them
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Job Print tNG.—Every description of Jol
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, Ot
TVm. M.Marks.
Exchange St.
Does Advertising Pay?—There is no instance on record of a well sustained system ol
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My successis owing to my liberality in ad

yertising,”—Bonner.

Superior
JANUARY

Court.

SYMONDS,

CRIMINAL TERM, 1875,
PRESIDING.

J.

Monday.—At eight o’clock this morning Judge

Symonds charged

the

jury

in the

case

of State

vs.

Mary Jane Stafford, indicted at this term for letting her tenements in Stafford block and two buildings adjacent thereto, for the illegal sale and keeping of intoxicating liquors, and in some of the counts
for knowingly Jetting her tenements for the purposes of houses of ill-fame. The offences under
these charges are set forth in twelve counts, the only
difference in them being that they were let to different tenants, and that they cover a different period of
time. The thirteenth count charges the respondent
with keeping a house of ill-fame herself, and the
fourteenth count charges her with keeping a disorderly house.

The jury found her guilty on the first twelve counts
and not guilty ou the last two counts.
The counsel for the respondent filed exceptions and
the respondent was admitted to bail in the sum of
five thousand dollars.

Libby, County Attorney.
Tbe next

case

Mattocks & Fox for defendant.
in order was that of State vs. Jona-

than Watson for arson. Tbe respondent is charged
with Betting fire to the building of Simon Jordan in
Cape Elizabeth in January, 1872.
Foreman,
The jury were impannelled as follows:
Lewis M. Libby; Ezra M. Lunt, Smith C. Gould,
Enoch F. Beal, Joseph fL Hezelton, Henry Goll, Allen H. Jordan, Ephraim H. Harrington. Charles W.
Thornes, Aaron Gatcomb, Joseph C. Brown, Moses
Plummer.
After County Attorney Libby made bis opening tbe
court adjourned. The jury aro quartered at the
Preble House under the charge of two deputy sheriffs.
_

Joltings.
less late yesterday, owing to the storm.
Tbe Christian Mirror is to be changed back
Jfrief

The trains were all

more or

folio.
The new Business Directory will be out tbe
middle of next month. Mr. Beckett computes
the increase of population in the city for the

to

a

last two years at 2500.
Charles J. Stenborn, wbo boards at tbe New
England Honse, was arrested yesterday for tbe
larceny of a shirt aud stud, tbe property of one
of the boarders.
There will be

temperance meeting next
Friday evening at the Congregational church,
Saccarappa, under the auspices of the Cumberland Temperance Association.
a

Tbe Cumberland Bar Association will hold
their annual supper at tbe Falmouth this even-

ing.
There will be a temperance love feast at tbe
Allen Mission this evening. The public are
jnvited, and especially tbe different temperance organizations. The doors will be closed at

quarter to 8 o’clock.
The pair of partridge Cochin pullets sold to
F. F. Harris for $65 during the poultry show
were sold by N. B. Dalton, not Dutton as
stated.
Ex-Governor Hendee of Vermont arrived at
tbe Falmouth last night.
The cross walks arc in a bad condition.
The entertainment at Congress- Square vestry
last evening was well attended, and the actors
admitted themselves finely.
Luther Benson.— Last evening a large audience assembled at Cbestuut street vestry to
hear this gentleman on the subject of temperance, and were entertained for over an hour
and a half with one of the most sound, combining and entertaining addresses that it has been
The effort last
our good fortune to listen to.

grand success as a logical arguTo-morrow evening he will be at City
Hall, wlion his address will be more practical
than argumentative, and we advise all to hear
him as it will in all probability be the la t op
was a

portunity in this city to do so.
will be taken to defray expenses.
Forest C'itv Sugar

A collection

Kefinerv.—At the

annual meeting, Monday afternoou, of the
Forest City Sugar Kefiuery |Co. the following
officers were elected:—H. J. Libby, T. C. Her_
Edmund Phinney, Geo. S.
sey, Jas. H. Smith,
Geo.
Hunt, Directors; H. J. Libby, President;
S. Hunt, Treasurer and Business Manager;
Geo. O. Cram, Clerk.

A Hard Case —Last Saturday a keepe
and the
put into the Nova Scotia House,
to feed
the occupants of the house were told
him. Yesterday he sent word to the sheriff
fire
that the people had left, that there was no
in the house, and that lie had had nothing to
was

cat

since

Saturday.

Prudent.—A gentleman in this city called
at a certain hot-house on Spring street, Sunday

THE

IliOve,

distinction of being called the handsomest man
in Portland, had, and still has, we presume,
two women. It
the good fortune to be loved

by

his misfortune to love both. Ouo of them,
who seems to have had the first claim upon his
affections, was a golden blonde with the bluest
of eyes, and the fairest of complexions, and the
was

most luxuriant of tresses, one of those women
who answer the conventional idea of angels,
but whose tempers are by no means angelic;
who look as mild as lambs, but whose wrath
when once aroused, aud it is aroused with remarkable celerity, is like red-liot steel.
The other woman was a brunette, small,
saucy aud very pretty. With her the young
man got acquainted, and forgetting that injunction which commauds the tickle sex to be
off with the old love before being ou with the
flirtanew, proceeded to indulge in a desperate
tion. He did not forget the first love, but divided his attentions impartially between the
two, hovering over them lake a fly over two
as
lumps of sugar, trying to make up his mind
At times the deep
to which was tke sweetest.
would
eyes of the blonde, blue as a June sky,
command his homage, and anon tbe quick
glittering glances of the brunette would bring
him to her side. So he passed bis time iu a
close but divided allegiance.
But this condition of affairs could not last
long. No man can for any length of time successfully make love to two women in tbe same
This is proved by the experience of
towu.
the
ages. The golden bloude soou|leamed of
Her wrath instantly
existence of a rival.
flamed up. It required no nursing, for like
She took
Hercules it was a giaut at birth.

and Capt. Enos Blanchard, all of Cumberland,
who played respectively the bass viol, violin
and flute.
Selections were performed from The Church
Welcome, under the direction of Mr. N. Rideout of New Gloucester; from The World’s
Peace Jubilee, under the direction of Mr. D. C.
Mclntire of New Gloucester; and from Father
Kemp, under the direction of Mr. John T,
Merrill of Gray.
The selections were judiciously made, and
were rendered with spirit and good taste. The
attendance was large and appreciative, and the
best of feeling prevailed. Ou the whole it was

generally pronouuced

one

of the most success-

ful of musical couveutions.
The association adjourned to meet in September next at the call of the Recording Secretary.
An interesting praise meeting was held in
connection with the convention in the Congregational church on Wednesday evening.
County Commissioners’ Report.
The report of the County Commissioneis
was issued yesterday. From it we learn that

during the year 1874 $117,940.91 were received
into the County Treasury, of which sum $30,806.70

balance

was

from

the 7ear

previous;

$27,530 90 unpaid taxes, 1873; $33,364.89 the
County tax for 1874; $9,273 from the Municipal
Court; and $15,469.40 from Clerk of the Courts
for fines, fees and costs.
There were $87,165.87 paid out of the Treasury, of which $28,788.04 were the costs of the
Superior Court; $11,949.04, expenses of the
County Jail; $5,635.91 expenses of Court House
and offices; $4,086 20 costs of officers for suppressing the sale of intoxicating liquors; $6000
Uli

Vliuut)

UUUUO
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prerne Judicial Court; $9,700, county salaries;
$3,042.50 for county coupons; $2,397.10 for
county bridges; $3,464.24, stationery and printing. There are $978.96 still due tbe County.
The amount of the county tax tor 1874 was
$60,21311, of which $26,848.93 remain unpaid.
Of this sum Portland’s share was $34,019 23, of
which $17,01S.23 remains uupaid.
The immediate liabilities of the County debt
$47,055 53. The resources $57,841.47, of
which the amount robbed from the County

are

$9,973.95.
There must be $71,820 raised for 1875. of
which $20,000 are for Superior Court bills, $11,000 for the County Jail, $9,600 for salaries, and
$2,000 for the index. The rest is for the other

Treasury

was

expenses.

Entertainments,—To-morrow evening Mrs.
Anna Granger Dow will sing at the chapel
concert at the vestry of Sfate street church.
She will be assisted by the State street choir
and other home talent. The proceeds will go
to aid the Williston Circle. Refreshments will
be for sale at the close of the concer*. Ticket!
can be had at Stockbridge’s.
The Turnverein entertainment also occurs tomorrow evening. The buys will give a good
entertainment, and should have a full house.
Their tickets are in good demand.
This evening the regular Mechanics’ lecture
will be delivered at their hall by D. H. Ingraham, Esq. The subject of the lecture will be
It will doubtless be a fine
“Michael Angelo.”
lecture, and the hall should be crowded.
The D. S. D.'s will give the third entertain"
meat in their course at Grand Army Hall next
Monday evening. The comedy of “Black
Sheep” and the farce of “Old Gooseberry” will
be given.

Barnabee’s approaching appearance at Music
Hall will attract a crowd.
great demand for tickets.

Alrendy

there is a

Fires.—Just before six o’clock last evening,
an alarm was sent in from box 27. The engines
made rather poor time as the light enow imThe alarm
progress greatly.
false as the light seen was from a
building where they were drying the plas-

peded their
proved to be
new

night

Db Staples lias removed to No. 7 Cahoon
block, Myrtle street, opposite City Building.

Jealousy mid Vitriol.
One of those dramas of passion in which the
lu licrous overpowers the tragic element,hasjust
beeh “enacted” iu this city. A young man
who shares with some dozen others the proud

Third. In the arrangement of their siding, running
their down tram out upon the siding and giving the
accommodation ot the station to the express train
which did not stop there.
a
Fourth. In starting out their train before the exprompt and decisive measures. Procuring
press train went by.
bottle of vitriol she started ou the war path,
his
own
life
bis
Defense—Pullen lost
neglithrough
aud a few days ago succeeded in finding the algence and through no fault of ours. It is the cusbrunette. Her great wrath caused her
and
track
luring
the
tom oi through trains to take
regular
the vitriol meant for the
arm to tremble, and
for waiting trains to take the sidings. Tlio call, all
dark, deceiving face reached only a very handaboard, was given by the conductor when the express
It spoiled that, aud burned
some silk dress.
train whistled a mile away, in ample time for all
the arrival of the
the girl some, but not seriously. What followpassengers to get on board before
express train. True, the statute requires that trains \ ed baffles description. It requires a Ilomer to
shall be slowed at highway crossings to six miles an
describe a battle scene.
hour, but this engine struck Pullen rods before It j
Complaint was lodged against the jealous
reached the crossing; and at the station no law nor I
but it now appeals as though the
offender,
or
less
than
at
them
to
Jinary
custom obliged
pass
The youth has
matter is to go no further#
conthe
answered
If
had
Pullen
promptly
speed.
ductors call, "All aboard,” tnere wouiu uave oeeu
promised to marry ouo of the women, but as iu
no cause for delaying the down train alter the up
tne past, lie is distracted oy connicuug puotrain hail passed the switch. Pullen was a drinking
sious anil can’t make up his miud which to
At best, if Pullen had
man intoxicated at the time.
wed, the light or the dark one.
inuocently, temporarily lost his faculties, then this
Names are suppressed out oE regard for &c.
it
where
fall
must
which
happened,
was an accident
It
is
redress.
to
eutitled
legal
and not an injury
Musical Convention.—The Cumberland
damnum absque injuria; a hurt to Pullen, but not a
County Musical Association held its annual
Trank.
Grand
violation of law by the
session at Cumberland Coutre ou Wednesday
Reply—True, he had drunk some beer, but was not and
The folThursday, Jan. 20th and 21st.
iutoxicatcd or careless.
Mr.
were elected:
officers
President,
lowing
that
the
in
substance
The court instructed the jury
PresiVice
New
W.
G.
Gloucester;
Plummer,
was
statute requiring trains to be slowed at ciosslugs
dent, Mr. John T. Merrill of Gray; Corresto protect passengers upon highways and did not ap*
ponding Secretary, Mr. Nicholas Rideout of
ply to this case, but left it to the jury to find as
matter of fact whether the express train ran at careNew Gloucester; Recording Secretary, Mr.
less speed passed the station. On the question ot
Benjamin True of Pownal; Directors, Messrs.
damages, the court said, if Pullen had been injured
John T. Merrill of Gray, D. C. Mclntire of
and had survived, there would be no difficulty in
New Gloucester, L. T. Mclntire of Pownal,
layiug down the rules of law by which the damages
Columbus Kuight of Falmouth, Rafns Chase
That would include bodily pain,
are to be assessed.
of North Yarmouth, and E. K. Sweetsir of
mental anguish, bis doctor’s bill, necessary medical
Cumberland.
attendance and nursing and loss of time he would be
During the rehearsals, and especially at the
disabled from labor, aud to take into acconnt if it
was a permanent injury, how tar he would be disclosing concert, the chorus was full, and the
abled in the future from performing his usual labor.
singing excellent. A fine instrumental accomThat would have been the rule if Pullen had survivpaniment was furnished by Miss Ella Blanched to prosecute an action in his own name; but in
ard of Cumberland, organist; Mrs. O. D.
this case the evidence tends to show that in some
Stiucbfield of Lewision, who played an Engtwo or three hours he died of the injury and a new
lish ballad horn, a rare and superb instrue!ement comes in, in relation to which, after a most
ment; Mr. A. H. Buxton of Cumberland, cordiligent search by myself and by one of my associates
benet; Messrs. Witt. S, Blanchard, Edward Hall
find no direct

ment.

jan25-d&wlw
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1869.
sulting
death, Yarmouth. August 2nd,
remedy was tried by indictment under the statute,
for
tor causing the death of Pullen, and two verdicts
the State assessing damages were set aside; one vernot
dict was set aside on the ground that Pullen was
his
killed outright, but that he survived and retained
the collision that
souses some three hours after
this civil
caused his death. So the plaintiff brings
action under the statute and says, August 2nd, 1869,
in

day in

uuu reiwK/o

Judicial Court.

passed.

Ciiy Delivery.

P

Nil pro me

teriug.
About the time the engines reached the above
The
box 15.
found the fire

place an alarm was struck from
engines started for the hill and
to

be

a

small stable

on

Monument

street,owned

As there
by Martin Flaunagan, the contractor.
was
was no water in the hydrants the building
fire
soon burned down. At the time of this
there were four horses and 18 tons of hay in the
stable. The horses were got out with a great
deal of difficulty, but the hay was burned. No
insurance. The fire probably caught from a
match lit by boys who are in the habit of going
into the stable to smoke.

Snowslibes.—Yesterday

was a

good day for

snowslides. Persons on the streets were constantly in danger of having their heads knocked by snow or ice from some overhanging roof.
The vender of peanuts who stands in front of
Music Hall, was plying his vocation with the
utmost earnestness when a big slide of snow
He didn’t cry peacame plump into his cart.
nuts any more during the day, but took his
home to dry.
A suowslide on Commercial street frightened the horse attached to a pun g, belonging to
Mr. Edward Winchester of Standish, and Mr.
Winchester was thrown out and badly injured
about the back, and the sliafls of the puug
wares

broken.

to get flowers for a sick room, but the proprietor refused to let them to him or sell them because it was Sundy.

English Spabeows.—A gentleman in this
city says that he has seen quite a number of
English sparrows in the city the past few
were
A number of these birds
weeks.
into Boston, to eat the worms and

Congress Square.—The entertainment of
the Union drew a good house last evening and
the actors acquitted themselves finely.

the trees. It seems that
bugs which injure
and our trees will be
they have got down here,
tected by Boston’s birds. Good.

mported

THICKENS.

PLOT

Death of Iluinmoud.

train from
Friday moruiug a passenger outlie
lie
Boston to this city stepped off at Dover,
t\ hen
the
from
lungs.
was bleeding profusely
but
he train started he attempted to get on,
after fell on
was unable to, and a few moments
He
the platform, weak from the loss of blood.
lived
but
only
to
room,
the
taken
was
waiting
of the
about an hour, dying from hemorrhage
lungs.

HamThis mau was the man known as G. C.
Hunt of
J.
Detective
of
an
mond,
employe
to the notice cf Portland
and

Boston,

brought

people

prominently

so

of

late

in

connection

with the robbery of the Cumberland County
that be
Treasury. It will be remembered
and
claimed to hold the key to the mystery,
made
that the arrest of the New York men was
The detective
on evidence furnished by him.
that Hammond was playing him false,

thought

and that he stepped off the train to avoid ap„
that
peering in court here. But it now appears
the man intended to step on the train again,
of
and was only prevented by the sudden attack
in his
hemorrhage which so speedily resulted

death.
which
The nature and value of the evidence
he
he might have furnished in the case, had
informathe
present
lived, it is impossible with
imIf that evidence was
tion to estimate.
his death has
portant, it is not probable that
he knew
wholly destroyed its value; for what
But his sudden dishe told to the detective.
is another striking
appearance from tho scene
feature of a strange affair.
Nboe and Leather

Dealer*’ Exchange.
being made by the tanand retailers of

Arrangements are
ners, manufacturers, jobbers,
and
boots and shoes to bring about a shoe
is a
leather dealers’ stock exchange, which
much needed addition to the business convenThe first step proposed to
ances of this city.
be taken is to hold a conference and supper,
where the matter can be talked over and an
meetexchange of ideas made. A preliminary
was held Thursday
everting in one of the

ing

Middle street,
At
one week.
and an adjournment made
the adjourned meeting it is expected that arand
rangements will bo made for the supper
conference. A hundred or more business men
Will be brought together to discuss the delicaan excies set before them, and to organize
manufacturers
where
room
and
sample
change
to
an 1 dealers in all kinds of goods pertaining
tins brauca ot our industrial uusiuwo
and
their samples aud negotiate purchases

large manufacturing

rooms

ou

Have the milk of 200 cows. i
tion three years.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
The factory rue this year 132 days. Whole
of
milk
number of pounds
received, 402,401;
PROBATE NOTICES.
number of cheese made, 1043; whole amount
intercMtcd iu enlhcr of Ibc
To all
It took one
of cheese made, 40,314 pounds.
OlnleM herein after iiuiucil :
The
man and one woman to run the factory.
a Court of Probate held at Portlaml within
labor cost one cent a pound to make the cheese
aiul for the County of Cumberland on the third
but the whole expense of making and marketTuesday of January in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-five, the following matters
ing, including boxes, and interest ou capital having been presented
for the action thereupon herestock, Is 2 3-4 cents per pound. The cheeses inafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to ail persons interhave been sold in llangor; average price 14 1-2
ested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
cents.
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforeThe
Nominations by the Governor.
said, that they .may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Portland on the third Tuesday ot FebruGovernor has made the following nominations:
ary next, at ten of the clock iu the torenoon, and
Justice Peace and Quorum—John S. Baker,
be beam thereon, and object if they see cause:
Bath.
CHARLES S. PALMER, late of Brunswick, deDexSolemnize Marriages—Hudson Sawyer,
ceased. Waiver of provisions of Will and petition
for allowance from personal estate presented by Sater; Chas. T. Perkins, Portland.
rah D. Palmer, widow of said deceased.
Justices Peace and Quorum—Daniel H. KilELIZABETH POTTER, late ot Brunswick, dehreth, Livermore; MandevilleT. Ludden, Lewiston; Harrison M. Pratt, Lewiston; Andrew ceased. First account presented for allowance by
P. Chandler, Executor.
Horace
F.
Wm.
Cook,
J. Chadwick, Frenehville;
THOMAS JOHNSON, late ot New Gloucester, deCasco; Eli Crosby, Freeman; John Richards,
Petition for license to sell and convey real
Salem; James A. Varney, Vassalboro’; Joseph ceased.
Greeulief Mountfort, Executor.
Burns, Bremen; Chandler Bearce, Bristol; estate presented by
SILAS A. COFFIN, late of Freeport, deceased.
Richard A. Frye and Chas. E. Holt, Bethel;
Petitions for assignment of dower in real estate and
Vespasian Darling and Wm. H. McCrillis,
allowance from
estate, presented by Jane
Banger; Joseph C. Wilson, Orouo; Hiram G. Coffin, widowpersonal
of said deceased.
RichChurch, Levant; Thomas J. Southard,
ELMER W. RANDALL, late of Pownal. decea-ed.
mond; Edwin P. Trafton Georgetown; E. P.
Second and final account presented for allowance by
Viles and Elias Hutehius, New Portland;
A. Randall, Administrator,
Greenfield
Lewis M. Partridge, Stockton; George A.
AMOS OSGOOD, late of North Yarmouth, deHammond and Wm. Hammond, Elliott.
Petition for license to sell and « onvey real
ceased.
Trial Justices—Isaac Hobbs. Hope; Caleb
estate, presented by William Osgood, Executor.
Hodsdou, Bootbbay; Wm. P. Falkner, Ripley.
JOSEPH S. TOMPSON, late ot Standisb, deNotaries Public—L. H. Stover, Brunswick;
ceased. Account of Charlotte P. Tompson as AdLewis M. Partridge, Stockton.
presented for (allowance by Henry
ministratrix,
Coroners—Stinson Peaslee, Orouo; L. M.
Swasey as Administrator of the estate of said Chailotte P. Tompson, deceased.
Moulton, New Portland.
Public Administrator—Winslow Bates, EastWILLIAM SWEETSER, late of Yarmouth, deceased. Second account presented tor allowance by
port.

AT

Railway Accident.—As the midnight Pullman from BaDgor was nearing Conway Junction Saturday night it was discovered that one
of the passenger cars had lost a pair of wheels
and the axle was impaired. The train was
delayed a couple of hours in consequence, and
the midnight Pullman from Boston did not
arrive here until quarter before

should be open to all manuindeed
facturers and dealers in this state,—and
When this is accomplished
to auy other state.
Western jobwe may hope to see Southern and
in quest
bers and retailers flocking to Our city
of Maine made goods, which are deservedly
tried.
popular wherever they have been
wideThe fact that our manufacturers are so
reason why
ly dispersed over our state is one
have not come
purchasers from other states
if the
here in greater numbers for goods; but
is carried out as it

exchange

proposed arrangement
should be it will give an additional impetus

to

which has already become so
dwarf all other kinds of manufacturing in the country.
this

business

enormous as to

The Akt Joubmal,—The first number of
the Art J ournal, published by the Appletons,
is out, and quite meets the high expectations
of those who knew of the enterprise. It is elegantly gotten up. The cover is a quiet gray,
with fine design, and the leaves are of heavy
tinted paper. The number is richly and abunillustrated in both steel and wood, and

dantly
the periodical promises to be one of the most
varied, elegant and valuable art publications
ever undertaken. It contains three steel plates
number of wood engravings. The first
is after Leader’s Tintern Abbey, noticeable for the natural beauty of the scene, its
poetic treatment and its excellent technical
qualities; the second is Marcus Stone’s Edward
I. and Piers Gaveston, representing the King
favorite in the foreground, while
and his
and

a

plate

witty

in the rear are the jealous Queen and the slighted Earl of Lancaster; the third is Foley’s
statue of Sir James Outram. The opening article is the first of a series of papers ou Landsketches.
seer, profusely illustrated from his
this is the first paper in a series on

Following
the

Hudson,giving views engraved from original

drawings made for this work during y*e past
As interesting illustrated pjipsp on
summer.
Lawrence Alma-Tadema is given, followed by
another, also illustrated, on the history of the
eacharistic vestments. A beautifully engraved
the Trenches,” with
copy of De Neuville’s “In
letter press, is the first of a series
works. “The
on the French painters and their
Stately Homes of England,” opens with several illustrations of Burleigh House. A picof the bronze statue of 1? itzture is also

descriptive

given
Greene Halleck, which is

be put up In CenOther papers of iuterest, on art,
to

tral Park.
follow.
This journal is to be a

monthly, and will be
specially devoted to painting, sculpture, engraving, decorating, &c and will supply a
complete illustrated record of progress in the

It will coutain the steel plates and illustrations of the London Art Journal, with ex-

arts.

Among its features are a series of illustrations
and papers on the
on the homes of America,
influence of religion on art It is sold only by
subscription, and the agent for it here is W. M.

Hall, who

can

be found at the Falmouth.

Tme Museum.—The dramatization of Tennyson’s idyl of “Dora” was brought out at the
Museum last evening in a manner which is a
credit to that place of amusement, and which
ought not to fail to attract a patronage that is
richly deserved. The harvest scene is oue of
the best pieces of scene painting that Mr.
Richards has yet produced.
Mr. Arnold as Farmer Allen was admirable,
and his characterization of the stern, opinionated old man was marked by a vivid realism
aud a comprehension of the role and its capabilities, which are deserving of warm praise.
He showed himself a master of dialect throughout the play, aud an accomplished artist in the
stormy scenes where great dramatic power is

required.

notable
Miss Isadara Cameron achieved
success as Dora, and gave a sweet and noble
interpretation of the lovely character of the
a

farmer’s daughter. Her by-play was noticeably

good.

Miss Victoria Cameron, as Mary Morrison,
gave a rendition tender and discriminating.
Her show of anger in the first act, where she
tells William of her distrust of Dora, was

finely done.
Mr. Richardson deserves high commendation
for his impersonation of William. This young
actor shows a steady and wonderful im premia
ment from night to night, and is advancing
very fast in the knowledge aud practice of his
profession. He is developing talent of no

order, and if he continues to improve
rapidly in the future, will soon take rank as
actor of very decided ability.
mean

Mr. Bascomb

as
an

STATE

play

Saturday
The grand jury reported fiually
morning, returned 36 indictments and were

rti.nho rnrml

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Maine Stock Breeders’ Association will
hold its annual meeting in Waterville next
It is proWednesday forenoon at 10o’clock.
posed to inaugurate a series of yearly stock
sales, which should invite the attentiou of the
whole country to what Maine is doing in this

great industry.
KNOX COUNTY.

All aged man named Harmon of South Liberty, cut his throat with a razor on Sunday,the
10th iust., inflicting a gash one and a half
inches deep. It is very doubtful if he recovers.

The primary examination of witnesses in the
claim of the McLoou heirs vs. government, for
loss of ship Louisa Hatch by the pirate Alabama, commenced iu Rockland, Saturday,

Business Notes.

received from Hedry Pollard’s camp a spruce
It is boasted that this
that scaled 1090 feet
will be the largest spruce cut on the Kennebec
waters

PENOBSCOT

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
A fire broke out in the store of A. R. Prescott of Foxcroft, about midnight Saturday
night When discovered the store was all iu
flames ou the first floor. The entire stock was
cousumed, but the ell of the building was
Loss not known; insurance on the
saved.
The books
stock 1200, on the building $1000.
of the store were in a Morris & Ireland safe,
which came out all right.

The Lewiston Steam Mill
Co. will put iu about three million of logs.
They have about oDe million ou hand. Messrs.
R. C. PiDgree & Co. are putting in about five
millions and have about ten millions at Berlin
and elsewhere—making a stock of fifteen mil-

Androscoggin.

lions.
Harris

Bailey, Treasurer of the Six Mile
cheese factory furnishes the following facts:
The factory is 25x35 feet, two stories high,
Cost, with the fixtures, 82,100; been in opera-

RHODA A. HANNA, late of Portland, deceased.
Account presented ror allowance Dy wormy v. oarrowB and Kufus Deering, Executors.
STOREll LIBBY, late of Portland, deceased. Petition lor allowance from personal estate presented
by Rebecca S. Libby, widow of said deceased.
WILLIAM S. PERRY, late of Brunswick, deceased. First account presented for allowance by
Joseph W. Fiske and William L. Putnam, Trustees.

WILLIAM BA LDWIN, late of Portland, deceased.
Second account presented for allowance by Ilcnry B
Cleaves, Administrator.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
Attest, WILLIAM K. NEAL,

GO

For eighteen years the Kennebec river has
been unobstructed by ice from its mouth to
Bath, hut now the river is frozen over below
the city, and the Times calls for an effort to
crush it up.

12

A

WITH

DOZ.

LONG, ELEGANT

Plum

Mil A OEM.

.A.T

ANDERSON’S.
As we lake animal account of stock
next month we will otter for a short time
only, our immense stock of

Corsets!

Champion

ALSO

French and other choice

styles.

Fancy Bress Buttons,

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Good two feet and a half of snow in the
woods in Madison. Signs of more.
The Scotch people at Hartland, numbering
between 30 and 75 propose to invite guests, and
celebrate Burns’ anniversary, Jan. 25th.
There will be a Masonic installation at
Hou. J. H.
Skowhegau, Friday evening.
Drummond will deliver an address.
The weather the first twenty days of Jan.
averaged 30 below zero iu Skowhegan. The
oldest inhabitant shakes his head. He can’t
recall auother so long, so cold, so dry a spell.

and

we

Cottage

to be sold without reserve.
MORGAN A- DYER, Auctioneer.
d5
ja26

GREAT VARIETY.

MORGAN A DYER,

495 Congress Street,
297.

IMO.

OLD

AT

—

<11 w

—

ARABIAN MILK CURE,

Arabian Tonic Blood

of the digestive organs and consequent want
ishment to the system. It commences with small
hard tubercles being deposited in the lungs from tlio
blood, which undergo a softening from an inflammation of the parts, and ends in ulceration and the
opening of a passage from tlio longs to the bronchial
tubes, and the matter passes oil by expectoration.
The spot* thus left vacant unite and become cevities,
leaving large boles in the lungs, and unless this is
will prove fatal.
etopped and the parts healed up, itthe
stomach and
With the lungs thus disordered,
liver are deranged, and cannot digest the food nor
nourish tlio
and
to
blood
strengthen
preiiare healthy
bony. These organs must first bo put in an healthy
of
the
condition by the use
a_r

down to

Hosiery, Glove

on

carried
sale at

announce to our
we shall

uuu

meuus

public that
TO

occupied by

ST.,
Co.

IS. D. Cro*»

until that time will sell

While life lasts there is

of the Milk Cure and Tonic, each. $1.00 per
bottle. Pilis 25 cents per box Sold by all druggist s.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO Wholesale Agts.
SIWU
Price

A

CAE OF

er

very

morning anoth*
large

—

THE

or

Next.
Baker & Johnson,
Your T

SUCCESSORS or

JAMES H. BAKER,
Have filled tlielr principal orders for

“waiting to be gracious” to
friends who wish the best

old and

new

COAL,
scieeued,
well picked and

at

CURRENT_PRICES

I

J.t.ntMU. HAKUKuinv befouudae Ihe
Old Stand to coupm'I Cumomerp.

198

COMMERCIAL ST.,

Head of Richardson’s Wharf.
*3w
JaI8

■
...

D. W. C.

SKILTON, Sec’y.

GEO. H. BURDICK, Asst., See'/.

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
AGENTS,
Street.

WITH

Economical!;

to be
stantly getting out of order.

P.O. B» 30i«, Ntw VOKK.

iic«»13iui.

large lot of

Hold at the very

LOWESTJPRICES.
Also

a

we

SAMPLE MACHINES WITH TABLE AND
TREADLE forwarded to any part ot the World on
receipt ot TEN DOLLARS!!
Special terms and extra inducements to male and
female agents, store-keepers, Ac. Comity rights givSamples ot sewing, descripen to smart agents free.
tive circulars containing terms, testimonials, engravAU
ings, Ac., sent tree.
money sent in Post Office
Money Orders, Drafts, or by Express, are perfectly
our
Sale delivery of
goods guaranteed.
secure.
All orders, communications, etc., must be addressed to

*3m

Real Estate and Loan

Valuable Property on Commercial
Street to be Let.

COLLARS -A.ND CXJE3TS,
They will supply the trade

prices.

EMERSON LELAND & CO.
Ja7d3meod.
Boston, Jan. 1st. 1875.

lease of one or more years.
E*n ) will Ik?
The lot is 73 by, say 350 feet, of solid earth work. The
near
the center of Commercial
property being located
street, and conveniently reached by rail and navigation, offers sjiecial inducements to narties engaged in
If dethe coal, lumber or any extensive business.
sired, lots facing on Commercial Street can be •detained tor mercantile or iut?chamcal business.
For iufoimatieu, please apply at either the office of
DANA A CO.
the Wharfinger, or
decldistf

PICTOU COAL.
SUPERIOR
—

from the

or

A.

D
No.

^™««nU

W HIDDEN,
islm

OF

PURE

Chocolate

Drops

of

our

manufacture at

Wholesale and Retail.
S. A. VLXEK & SON.
titl'd (’.agrees Mirrrt.
al43m

selected Western Municipal Bond*

VaraUhed aad Shipped by
dc9iilsti

Also plain and laucy cakee that can't be beat.
Candy of our own and Boston mannlhcture, warranted pure.
Oysters served at all hours of day and evening.
Hot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.

Bonds and iTIoi (gages.

\ C E
N. d

to

itossibie

at

Druggists'

ICE.

furnish (he very heat quality
or large quantitive

prepared
of Wedding Cake in email
WE
entire.
the shortest
are

Colliery, Pictou,

I'i Uuiou Wharf.

CARGOES

WEDDING CAKE.

COAL

—

Household Purposes,

AcaUia Seam

Ja5

FOB

January next, the very deair-

now
ottered on a

portion

for the City ot Portland.

Steam

BLOCK;

oc27___2peo:)ly
the first of

TONS

Agency,

able lot at the head of *‘Merrtir» Wharf.’* <a
AFTER
occupied by W. E. Dennison,
of which is

WE

Co.

yohk.i(i

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, interest free of Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland ani> Vicinity, if Jadhiioatly
made, are the best and safest ingles of employing
capital. First class securities always ou hand. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all it*
Real Estate InvestReal Estate Loans.
ments and Improvements made on commission
and on shares. Bankable paper bought and sold.

BROWN’S

have this day appointed Messrs. Chadbourn
& Kendall, Sole Agents for tbe sale ol ail our
leading styles of

IOOO

colors,

MADE.

$20,000

offer at great bargains.

jat2eodly

lowest

In

li. If. DAMS,

IttO Middle Street.

our

or

To Loan on First Class Mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit.

largo amount of

SWEETSIR~& MERRILL,

at

Rooms,
—

U. P. BURNHAM,
CO., J.ileclSeodly

Hamburg Edges,
all to be

in

Extraordinary Rates offered to Clubs.

NOTICE.

con-

BERKHAIR’S

J*Y

eodtf

which

SO EASY TO LEARN THAT A CHILD CAN
RUN IT, will do all kinds of Sewing, from tlic tiuest
to the coarsest, wilt Hem, Fell, Tuck, Braid, Cord,
(lather, Embroider, etc., uses sell-adjusting straight
needle, uses all descriptions ot Cotton, Silk and
Thread. Makes the strongest stitch known, the cloth
trill tear, before the seam will rip, uses the thread
direct from the Spool. The Machine is beautifully
ilnished and highly ornamented, and

Hope Manufacturing

3’J fit 3U Kroadway Sc 7 Kirba.,« «'aan,

Exchange St., Portland.

Mimplicit)'
Heanty!!

Complicated Machinery

DAWAGH, BRIDGEMAN ft CO.,

COPIES

SALE

very

margin.

finished in the very best manner, plain

REMNANTS

ami numerous patented attachments.

three per cent

on

MARKET SQUARE,
Sizes, from Card to Life,

OPENED THIS DAY

HO.

The most
A mod-

bought

and Stock
Address

A11

m>-27

a

Only Ten Dollars.
el of combined
Strength and

os

Photograph

II. M. PA YSON &
32

—

BANKERS & BROKERS,

Portland 6’s.
Bangor 6’s*.
Bath 6’s.
Cincinnati 7’s
Chicago 7's.
Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo S’s.
FOB

IN

has paid from 50 to 150
ile
MONEY
month. Small
the

—

—

Nimplenud Compart!

1al8__lsd2w&wtt

BY

FIRST CLASS FULL-SIZED

NEW

KELLOGG, President.
JILLSON, Vice Prest.

98,401.79

..

invested in Puts. Calls and doable Prixper cent profit
or large amounts pay proporpast
Welthiest
The
Operators
protect themtionately.
selves with these contracts, and also use them as
and
sell
stocks
to
Pamphlet
against.
Capital
buy
Gold
giving fall information sent on application.

Wm.

TABLE AMD TREADLE,

No

and other Claims,.

(‘H

BARRETT,

SWAN &

WARRANTED FOR i YEARS

GOAL,
and

Possession

„.tU™
M. G, PALMER.

WONDERFUL!

New

follow*

WAUL STREET.

®8
7’g
8 s
7’*
7’s
7’g
7’g
t»’g

•

to Let.
of Oxford and

jhauujais

n

are am

6»
b’s

...

Chicago

Wanted.

Durable and

Losses

—

corner

three rooms within five minutes walk of
the post office snilable for man aud his wife.
Address C. H. B., care Shaw, Goding As Co., 54 At 56
Middle Street.

ja14_

HENRY
A. W.

®!8

*

•
Cook County
....
Louisville Ky.,
Maine Central It. R.
E. & X. AmerL au R. R. Cold

or

The most

of the Company

ROAD TO FORTUNE

■

Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

XIIEY arcatlhls0fflce-Ja26d3t

BROWN.

Co.

Insurance

LIABILITIES.

Outstanding

dtt

Bangor

FOLLOWING FRICKI*:

CONGRESS ST., COR.

are now

Portland
Bath
Belfast

Cumberland Bar Association wdl have its
TUESJanuary
PER ORDER COM.
jaL’Odlt

—

CONDITION

PORTLAND.

BONDS

Keys Found.

OWEN & MO0P.E,

$15.00.

534 congress at.

at the Falmouth Hotel,
THEannual dinner
DAY.
26tb, 1875 at 8 o’clock P. M.

We Invite especial attention to
this lot. ns the patterns art; all
new, and include some of the finest and broadest ever offered less
than S3,Ob pir yard.

aud

Ja21

Notice.

A

THE
THE

Alpaca Suits

EASTMAN BROS.,

HENRY FOX, Clerk.

Cottage,

OF

Cash on hand in the bank, in hands of
Agents and in course of transmission,.. $395,904,33
Real Estate,. 153,716.63
Bills receivable for loans, secured by Real
1,060.0$
Estate,.
120.000.dll
United States Stocks and Bonds,.
State, County, and Municipal Securities,. 263,286.11
Bank Stocks,. 612,017.75
Railroad and other Corporation Securities, 305,340.00
1,038.00
Interest accrued,...

20 Ladies’ Cloaks from $1 to 10
“
“
2 “ 6
12 Children’s

come

For Sale

BROS.,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
Ou the 31st day of December, 1871

lOO MIDDLE STREET.
37 lodod bl
Mi>24

any

$1(L

!

“

“

10,

FOB SALIC

__Ja26»lw

3, 6, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 37 1-2,
50,621-2,75c, $1.00 and $1.25.

Phcenix

CLOAKS.

them, will be holden at. their Office Franklin
Wlmrf, on WEDNESDAY the 3d day of February,
10 o'clock A. M.
at
1875,

decltideodtf

INSERTIONS

great Reduction.

$6 75, $8.50, $12.00

before

Tor Order

81

LIABILITIES.
Unpaid Losses.$27,600 00
5.140 19
other claims.
and
Commissions
Re-insurance, N. Y. Standard.355,006 54 $387,746 73

The Amet$

Annual Meeting of the Maine Steamship

TWO

andOhio K. R. Bonds
44
Manufacturers & Mer. Bank Stock
Loans Secured by Collaterals...
Premiums in hands of Agents.
unpaid at Office.«...
Interest due and accrued.
Cash in Bank.

Chesapeake

Capital Stock all paid in. is $600,000.
Surplus Over Capital $1,252,302.82.

“

Black

25
00
00
16
00
5,560 00
6,000 00
6.250 00
65,274 SO
7,403 86
4,474 08
33^289 16

30
26
23
18

“

1

for the choice of officers anil transacTHECompanvother
business that may legally
tion ot

THECedar Sts. Gas, Water and Furnace.

AM II

ASSETS.
U. S. Bonds (market value).$316,576
Bonds and Mortgages, 1st liens. 262,360
Real Estate. :
28,500
N. Y. State and Co. Bonds (market value) 55,338
19,400
Central Pacific Bonds

Ja25deoJ3wAS EXfAiVCE »T.

$40

MEETING.

ANNEAL

Pleasant.

•

AGENTS.

IAD1ES~SUITS

WOODBURY & LATHAM,
137 COIHItlERCIAL STREET.
ja26dlw
Portland, Jan. 29, 1875.

given immediately.

Hamburg Edgings

SALE,

Choice Dressed Hogs.

jft2Gdtd

We shall open this

tfjblii

FOR

A\D

RECEIVED

jag

“MHMIRGS.”

ST.,

EXCHANGE

Doors below the P. O.

DRESSED HOGS,

Hope.

Consumptives should Use All Three of
the Above Medicines.

McKENNEY,

AUSTIN

—

a

$200.000 00
750,306.81

•

Asimts,

BARNES

at 40c, 50c and 95c.

our

SOW IS THE TIME TO BUT.

JUST

Cash Capital.

Silk and Wool Poplins

All our Furs at

Y.;

of N.

Company

rendered t.i the Insurance Department
January fat, 1875.

as

Office 49 1-2 Exchange

which strengthens and gives tone to the stomach,
and creates a desire lor lood at stomach prepared by
the Pill lo receive it, which can easily digest it and
ihe system.
prepare good blood and nutriment for
Then the diseased lung of the consumptive needs the
healing and purifying effects of the

ja26

WESTCHESTER

—

Whole Stock at Cost.

4

of the Condition and Allairs ot the

WILL BE CLOSED AT ONCE.

Arabian Tonic Blood Pnrifler,

which strengthens at once the weak lungs and the
whole frame, and promotes expectoration by dissolving the phlegm and assisting nature to throw oft the
In cases of
ion.
unhealthy matter causing the irritai
consumption (when incurable) it not only prolongs
afflicted.
the
burdensome
to
less
it
renders
life, but
Its healing principles act upon the irritated surface
diseased
reto
each
part,
of the lungs, i»enetrating
Uevingpain and subduing inflammation. It breaks up
across
the
relieves
oppressive tightness
night sweats,
the chest, and heals the lacerated and excoriated
surfaces which the venom ot the disease produces.

worth 30c, closing at 20c.

at

BLOCK,

STORE 81 MIDDLE

55

OFFICIAL STATEMENT

GEO. R. CRAWFORD. Secretary.
GEO. J. PENF1KLD, President.
WM. H. BOWNE, Treasurer.
JOHN E. MARSHALL, Vice-Pren’t.
Office's lli & 114 Broadway, N. V. City

ALPACA,

Tbo balance of our stock consisting o!

—

and

M. $ D. are agents lor the sale of “Herring & Farrel’s champion Safes, “Wlegauds” Patent Sectional
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, "Blake*
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Cbenical
Fire Engine.

Net Surplus as regards Policyholders.
$362,560 ©8

entire stock.

the

REMOVE FEB. 1st

Arabian Milk Cure,

COLORED

NOTICE.

Now

Remnants^

LOT

ONE

nuir.

Total...$750,306

former price 40 to 50c, closing at 25c.

$1.00.

jaiiG

the

auldtt

OF

CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND.

respectiuny

I

rrirnir

LOT

All Wool Serge

Corset Store,

&

3 DEERING

We would

45c
38c
30c

Our 50c Thibet closing at
“
“
“
35c Empress
“
50c Fancy Dress Goods

ANDERSON’S

DHL

They cleanse tlie stomach and liver thoroughly, contain no calomel or Inlnrious ingredient, and act upor weakon these organs without producing any pain
The next thing is to create an m>ness 1o the body.
the
petite. This is eflected by

WINTER_ STOCK!
ONE

—

j

STATELIEST

It is the best chance that will be offered this year
to get a supply of corsets much under price.

ARABIAN LIVER PILLS.
Consumption is caused either by hereditary predisposition, tlie efleets of damp or cold, or derangement
of nour-

We take account ol stock Feb.
1st. ami until that time we shall
make a special closing sale of our

marked down to 80

Also a large lot of COTTON HOSIERY
over from last year will be closed out at this
low prices.

Purifier,

A. M. MORGAN,
B. B. DYER.

COMMENCE

TO

AND

Commission Merchants,

Eastman Bros.,

great

corresponding reduction

a

—

No. 18 Exchange 81., Portland.

CLOSING SALE

A large lot of Embroidered French Corsets marked down to $1.20 a pair,
(Farmer price $4.00).
Elegant Embroidered French Corsets at
$S 50 marked down to $2.50 a pair,
and

DR. S. D. HOWE’S

$1.25

AUCTIONEE R S

Just above the Preble House.

One thousand pair of Corsets at 75 cts.
marked down to 50 cts. a pair.

Corsets at

Miret.
21
Sbop,
stories, containing 8 Rooms with baselb
with
14
Lot
33
ieet
wood
Shoo
85
by
ment,
by fret.
All in good
shed.
order, Mortgaged for One
Thousand Dollars for two years, balance Cash, and

House is oft \

NELSON & CO..

1a25

AUCTION.

SATURDAY, Jan. 30th, at 3 o'clock P. M. ,on
ON the
shall sell at public Auctiou,
Premsies,
House and
No.
Anderson

—

INSERT I N (i S
IN

DYER.

Ss

Cottage House and Shop
AT

Hamburg Edgings

of CORSETS being very large we intend
regardless of price.

$1.00

At

MORGAN

Pearl Shirt Buttons.

and Domestic Corsets

Corsets at
cents.

ROOMS 176 Fore Street, on TUFSDAY, Jan.
26th, at 10 o’clock, we shall sell an extra tine
lot of poultry consisting of light and dark Brahmas,
Butf and Partridge Cochins, Leghorns, Polish, &e.,
Rouen and Muscovy Ducks, Pigeons of the leading
varieties, one bound volume Wright’s Poultry Books.
This collection is worthy of the attention of Fauciers
and others. Can be examined on Wednesday before
sale.
F. O. BAILEY Sc €
Auctioneer.
d8t
jal#

Pearl Dress Buttons,

—

Poultry,

DECKS, PIGEONS, &C„
BY AUCTION.

DOZ. MORE

10

REDUCTION IN PRICE.
Our stock
educe it

tf

Navy Blues, Blacks, &c.

Prices Marked Down!

to

Every

Me.

Saturday at 10 A. M

Caterpillar Fringes, Greys, Choice Bred

Thursday, Jan. 21st.

CORSETS

a

Street, Portland,

Auctlou Sale
oc20

PIECES IMORE

lO

Co.,

AUCTIONEERS,
Horse and Carriage Mart,

MORE

37 CENT TIES,
YARD

I

oc3dtf

F. 0. BAILEY k

Rl'MM.

Fire Insurance

OB’

at

Regular sale of Furniture ami General Merchandise
Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street, com-

mencing at 9 o’clock A. M.
Consignments solicited.

MORE

DOZ.

GOING

Register.

6th Annual Sale

Imported

C. W. ALLEN.

0. BAILEY.

5 CENT RUCHES,

w3w4

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

tilling bis houses in Pittston.

the

of said Chase.

«ir«-et.)

(OlUie 13 Exchnniii
P.

every

SEWALL BROWN, late of Gorham, deceased
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Ann Bro^n, the Executrix therein named.

dian of minor heirs of said deceased.
SEWALL C. CHASE, late of Portland, Insolvent.
Petition than Byron D Verrill may be appointed Assignee in place of Henry P. Deane, deceased Assignee, presented by Lynch, Barker «& Co., creditors

Salesroom 170 Fore Street,

—

XELS0N& CO.’S

Trustee.

ELIZA D. GRIFFITH, late of Gorham, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof and for letters of Administration with the Will annexed, presented by Maria P. Griffith, a sister of said deceased
and a legatee named in said will.
LUV1LLE WEBSTER & ALS, minor children
and heirs of Ardelia M. Webster, late of Gorham, deceased. Second accounts presented for allowance by
Charles Johnson, Guardian.
FLORENCE A. WEBSTER, late of Gorham, deceased. Final account as Guardian, also petition
that Phineas Libby of Gorham may be appointed Ad
ministrator, presented by Charles Johnson as Guar-

AT

—

JAMES C. BLAKE, late of Gorham, deceased.
Petitions for assignment of dower in real estate ami
allowance from personal estate presented by Eliza
Blake, widow of said deceased.

saved.

and Smithtown houses. Rich & Lombard are
putting ice into their houses; Barker is also
There is about three-fourths as much lumbering this winter as compared with last, ou

COUNTY.

McPhetres, at
The dwelling house of Mrs
Basiu Mills, Orono,was burned Saturday noon.
Most of the furniture and contents of the
A defective chimney was
house were saved.
There was no insurance and the
the cause.
Through the efficieu t
loss was considerable.
exertions of the citizens, the surrounding
new school-house, was
the
property, including

this winter.

The Knickerbocker Co. finished filling the
Chelsea ice houses on Thursday last.
They
are now engaged in tilling their Parmingdale

Merrill,

F. O. BAILEV A CO„
Auctioneers and Commission Mcrcliaus

IiECEIVEJ)

OXFORD COUNTY.

Af

News says it is estimated that about
0000 cords of wood are used in Bridgton annually for manufacturing and private purposes.
Hoads are drifted badly.
Messrs. A. & P, Coburn of Skowbegan, have

Reuben

The drouth is quite severely felt at Porter, as
some farmers are obliged to drive large stocks
of cattle three-fourths of a mile to water. Business has been almost entirely suspended at the
Palis,
saw mills on the Ossipee river at Kezar
for the want of water.

will run this anu to-morrow even-

The

COUNTY.
on

excellent Luke Schoolhis part throughout with a

India street aud ran to the New England
House before they were stopped. There was a
woman iu the car when they started, but she
succeeded in getting out without injury.

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN

was an

Accidents.—The horses attached to a Spring
street horse car ran away yesterday morning,
on Middle street. The driver left his seat for a
moment, when the horses started on a dead run
down the street. They turned the corner of

o’clock

H

craft, and played
careful regard to its requirements.
This

seven

Sunday mornlog.

for

sales.
This

Tus'T

—

___

AUCTION SALKS

miscellaneous.

CRAM,

and Real
CAREFULLY
Inquiries, Collections

Estate

Mortgages

and Trust Deeds.

aud Remittances promptly atCHARLES M. HAW KKS,
tended
WiMiddleSt.
augl7TuTh&Sly2np
to.

*

————

POETRY._
In Parsing.

_WANTS._
Situation Wanted.
a Housekeeper.
a capable American woman as
at No. 6.
Satisfactory references given. Apply
Horton Place.

Valuable Beal Estate for Sale.

BY

BY HOWARD GLYNDON.

have seen it splendid
Was
As angel Michael’s, shiniug through my dreamfl!
If that

That all

Why.

I

earthlybeself, it

your true
my dreaming should
was

seems

Your own, or mine? liut 1 imagine somewhat
1 ain the victor.—There was such a look
Upon you, as it something in you shook—
Nay, I care not for this late triumph! Come what
wear and change to dim its brightness,
One moment’s passing glance into your face
So dear to me is, God be thanked, his grace!
I love your darkness, as 1 loved your lightness.

Call

come near

cen-

Wanted.
young

BY taining

here for the

lady now

purpose of ob-

Gossip and Gleanings.
Cooke,

This is the sort of notice that an Oregon
lecturer gets from his village newspaper:
“Col. Jo. Meek',has shouldered his jaw hone,
and will tell the people more than they ever
dreamt of about mining. ”
who invents a successful type-setting machine will amass untold riches. But
it will be an insignificant sum in comp arison
to the wealth that will accrue to that individual who discovers a method by which a baby
may be made to consume its own cry.
The

man

The New Orleans Times, speaking of a
man who has lately died, says that he has
“passed to his sempiternal heritage.” This
is a good phrase, bnt, after all, it leaves a
torturing doubt as to the man’s dcsination.

Board.
three boarders can be accommodated with
furhoard in a private family. Rooms newly
nished. Inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.
lwtt

jal3

Front Room on lower floor at
43 PLEASANT STREET.

cuniary.
A Rochester, N. Y., man recently made a
fever of some practical use to the world. He
took thrirteen eggs to bed with him, and
hatched nine chickens from them; at least so

they

say.

first class

shoe-makeure, as
ported,
prolific autheure of dramatic
plays. He accompanies Mrs. Chaulrau.—
Indianapolis Herald.
and not a

Cumberland st., coiner
oc5

T.

in

his

dessert, by distraction, put
spoon
pocket; whereupon the oldest man present
said gravely: “My (riend, you forget you are
a

not at a restaurant.”

j. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
I
and fancy Candle*, 38T Congee**i St,
Portland Me.

TWO

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEV
posite Park.

TO LET.

atr

toward the coal-shovel.as soon as she hears
him burrowing into the front door with his

night-key.

To Let about 1st February*
of second story 27$ Market St., containing
HALF
tour large rooms now occupied by Portland
Suspender Co. JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange
St„

DROWN E, 36 State

_

A Virginia City butcher told a painter to
make him a sign which should read: “Multum in Parvo Sausage.” When he got it,
great flaming letters showed him “Mutton in
Porko Sausage.” It took three men to get
cleaver out of his hands.
%

England, the waist oi a lady’s dress is
called the “body.” A young American girl,
ou a visit to an English country house, which
had the reputation of being haunted, had
subdued her nervousness sufficiently to fall
into a light slumber, when there came a gentle tap at the door, and a sepulchral voice
whispered through the keyhole, “I want to
come in and get my body.”
In

a

First-class

A chunk of a

boy

was seen

studying

free

weather report charts hanging in the Post-office yesterday, and wondering at the lad’s interest, a gentleman approached him and
asked: “Well, my son, what do you wish to
find ?”
Tm looking to see how the old thermometer stands at Duluth,” said the boy; “if
she’s ten below I’ve got to dust for home and
split more wood; it she’s at zero, I can go off
with Bill Jackson to see his dog fight a tame
coon.”—Detroit Free Press.
Mr. Halstead is no chicken, and there is
nothing verdant about his observations. In
personal appearance it may be said that he is
gifted, his physical charms fairly emulating
the virtues of the good Deacon Bichard

Smith. He is also a poet, and has written
much of a sentimental and romantic character for the periodicals of his native country.
His idyl upon “The Young Girl, Maria,” and
that wierd epic beginning:—
A boy stood on the burning deck,
Selling peanuts by the peck;
Beside him stood the gfrl in blue,
Who said she’d take a peck or two,
will long live as evidences of a talent for metrical composition prematurely abandoned for
the unmusical realities of journalism.—Couriier-Joumal.

To Lease.
of land situated on Little Cheabeague Island, consisting ot about 35 aeres. Is a very
desirable location for a hotel, cuts 10 tons at hay and
There are sits well adapted to farming purposes.
uated on said land three wooden buildings which
into
restaurants, etc. Becould easilv be converted
in
ing located" on one of the most beautiful islands in
for
resort
pleasure seekers
Casco Bav and a great
a watersummer, the above oilers special mcilitles as
ing place. For further particulars apply to C. T. INja!2*6w
GRAHAM, 18 Commercial Wharf.

LET !

THE

HF“None gen nine with out the trade-mark stamped
every pair. Manufactured by

on

A

Fellows, Holmes

Clapp, New York

Look for Trade Mark.

No peddlers Employed.

dlawT&wly

iny5-

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
To Merchants and Shipmasters.
notified that

and after the first

YOUday ofhereby
September, 1874, the
the Government of the
are

on

new

regulations

Republic ot
prescribed by
Spam in regard to Consular lees will take effect.
The fees For clearance of vessels are as follows;
For VcmwIh with Cargo*
$15.00
Certifying Manifeat..
Bill of Health.
.4.00—$19.0
For VesMCla without Cargo:
Certifying Manifest.$7.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul
se2dtf

VERMONTJ30PPERAS.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

ALWAYS
—

HOWE

&

IfOR SALE
BY

—

GOODWIN,

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

oc25

FOR
ANY

ly

SALE.

QUANTITY OE

Spruce Piling, Spars
matac

and Hack-

Knees, by

SIMONTON

&

LADD,

Commercial St. Htlyokc’i* Wharf.
deodtt

jal2

F.

A. Plaisted A Son.

MANUFACTURERS of Ntoue Wore
<
have on hand tall assortment of Supe3\ rior Stone Ware at their Store House, 21
Union Wharf, Portland, office 157 Commercial, comer Union St. Manufactory
at Gardiner.
Large or Small orders,
; addressed as above or at Gardiner, will
he promptly filled at the lowest prices.
doolcUm

■$A

PERSONS

db

J. I. BARBOUR, 330Fore Street, Cor. of
Cross, Portland.

Photographers.
A. S. DAYIS A CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. L AMSON, 133 Middle St.,car. Cross.

Plumbers.

REEDER’S

“GERMAN SNUFF

Htrecl*

a perfect cure, and I know of
nothing better for Catarrh.” An-

Is

Rooters.
J. N. McCOY A CO., 38 Spring Street.

Sign and Awning Hanging.
nrAVTWn

IU>

All

Hlaaal

other well-known IB. D. writes as
“When one complains to

follows;

me ot a bad Cold ora Heavy Head,
I at once advise them to procure a

1Q ^ 1 V

supply ol

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 133 Middle Street.

mw ■iii'

Let

Good Tenements to Let. One for $20,
one for $10 per month.
Apply to
W. W. CARR,

one

for $15,
TnREE

B. V.

Stair Builder.
LIBBY,Le. S3!!Fore Street,

Street*.

To Let.
No. 1I2 Pine Street, Key at No. 141 Pine
Street. Lower tenement of house No. 114
Both
Spring Street, open from 9 to 12 and 2 to 5.
these rents have Wen recently repaired. Also one
house in Hull Block, Carroll Streets open in a few
MATTOCKS & FOX.
Jays.
83 Middle St.
no28dtI

HOUSE

___

To Let
double Brick House, ten rooms

I

Agent,
INSON,
Portland, Sept., 30,1874

dtf

To Let.
No. 33

Plum Street.
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
No. 27 Widgery’s Wharf.

Locust Treenails.
100.000 beat Wifi l.ocu.t Treen.il.,
150.000 beat Hawed White Oak da.
20,000 beat quality Cauada Kueea

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

I. W. & H. H. MCOCFFEE, Cor. Middi
& I'nion

St*.__

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all Per*oa» iaterested in either of the
Estales hereinafter named:
a Court of Probate held at Portland, wttbta
and for the County of Cumberland, ©n the First
Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-five, the following matters having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland
aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at said Portland on the First Tuesdayfol
February next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard tnereon, and ohJcct if they see cause.

Whits Oak & Hard Wood Plank Sc Wedges
AT LOWEST CASH PRICES

TAYLOR,

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,
dtf

PORTLAND. MB.

mbI2’74

FOR SALE.
FLOORING

PINE

and

......

EMPLOYMENT—At home
warranted. No
a

week
Male
Female, $30
CONSTANT
Particulars and
or

valuable sample
capital required.
Address with 6 cent return stamp. C.
sent free.
ROSS, Williamsburg, N.

Y._dec311w

FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
TJSE

Wells’ Carbolic

Tablets,
HI.IJE BOXES.

PUT UP ONLY IN
TRIED AND NITRE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists general! r, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
ja5
_ihw

a large live, family paNin, 1 per, full ot stories and good reading.
rril'K' sectarianism, politics, pills, pnfls nor adX XI Xi vertisements. Only 75 cts. a year! Send 10
Splendid
cents for 3 specimens before you forget it !
Map Premium. Agents wanted everywhere. Big
Commissions paid! H. L. Hastings, 538 Washington St., Boston Mass., 608 ArchSt.,Pliila. Pa. ja7t4w

AGENTS’ PROFITS per WEEK.
,lhO i Dll Will prove it or forfeit S500. New
articles just patented. Samples sent tree to all. Address W. H. CHIDESTER, 267 Broadway, New York.
ja8t4w
__

tlfrK'T

HAVE YOU TRIED
.

ARE YOU

or Debilitated?
L>anguid that anv exertion reeffort than you feel capable of

Weak, Nervous,
Are

mo
more of an

you

quires
malting?

Thru try JURUBEBA, the wonderful tonic
and in vigor,! tor, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short lime, only to let the sufferer fall to a lower
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the BowpIn, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system aa
to soon make the invalid feel like a new j>er8on.
Ita operation i* not rioloat; but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually

troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away/*
Thin i* no new and untried discovery, but lias
and
been long used with wonderful remedial results,
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
known
alterative
“the most powerful tonic and

salc°hy GE^GOODWIN & CO.,Boston,Masa.
A

MAN OF A THOUSAND.
Cured.—When death

was

A Consumptive
all remedies
hourly expected from Connumpiion,
having failed, and Dr. H. James was experimenting, he accidentally made a preparation ol IMLIiajn
HEMP which cured liis^only cnild, and now gives
exto
this recipe free on receipt of two stamps
pay
penses. HEMP also cures night sweats, nausea at
the stomach, and will break a fresh cold in 24 hours.
AddresB Craddock & Co., 1,032 Race St., Philadeljal9t4w
phia, naming this paper.

FOR YOU.
SOMETHING
and
it.
Send
F. I).
15 and 77 Nassau

get
Address.
Street New York,

BOEDER’S

SNUFF

HURST,
jal7d4wt

1/"E* SAMPLE to Agents. Ijndiea ComX Xl/XiXi binnlion Neeille Kook, with Chromos.
Send stamp. F P. Gluck, New Bedford,
Mass.
Jal9t4w

real

presented by Samuel Babb, Executor.
AMOS ABBOTT, late of Deering, deceased. Will
and petition for the probate thereof, presented by
Cyrus B. Abbott, the Executor therein named.

dian.
ELIZABETH L. GREELY, late of Portland, deceased. Third account presented lor allowance by
A. Grecly Cotter, Executor.
Will
MARY HALL, late of Portland, deceased.
and petition for the probate thereof and that some
suitable jierson may be appointed Administrator
with the will annexed, presented by Margaret A.
Boyd, daughter of said deceased and a legatee named
in said will.
ORXN HOBBS, late of i-ortland, deceased. Petition lor appointment as Administrator, presented by
James M. Saflord, a creditor of said deceased.
SUSAN E. TWISS, late ot Portland, deceased.
Petition for appointment as Administrator presented by Lewis Pierce, Pnblic Administrator for tbc
County of Cumberland.
MYRICK EMERSON, late of Deering, deceased.
First acconut piesented for allowance by Deborah
H. Emerson, Administratrix.
JOHN A. WATERMAN Judge.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest, WILLIAM K. rfEAL, Register.
W3W2

his

For

lorward hundreds ot testimonials,
but of what avail i Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
ot people who have been by the
use of

estate

JAMES BRADLEY, minor child and heir ot PatAccount
rick Bradley, late of Portland, deceased.
presented tor allowance by John J. Murphy, Guar-

that the

subscriber has

hereby given
been duly appointed and taken upon himselt
NOTICE
the
trust of Administrator with the Will annexed of
is

tne

estate of

CHARLES S. PALMER, late of Brunswick,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having debonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate ot Baid deceased, are required
to exibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
AMHERST WHITMORE, Adm’r.

with Will

Brunswick, Jan. 19tn, 1875.

IIEAO,
and passing to the lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, for the system
has become poisoned, and all because (he Individual did not take
proper care at the commencement.
How often do we hear peeple say,
“My head is thick and I cannot
think.’* Don’t yon know what is
the trouble 2 You have Catarrh ;
it has just commenced to take possession of your bo tip. Now, if yon
take a tew
are wise, you will

pinches
*

REEDER'S

SNUFF

and rid your nose aed head of that
which In time Will kill yon. Do
yon doubt it 2 Well, suffer nvVay.
Use np three or four handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a walking mass
of rottenness, with HEAVY HEAD.
DELE EYES, BAD BREATH, and
OF SPIRITS, a
DEPRESSION
curse to yourself and a nuisance to
all who come in contact with you,
if you must be so obstinate as to
not purchase one box of

Price 35 Cents.

I

CHIROPODIST,
N. Kenison & Sons, 57
Temple PI., 37 Tremont St., and
from Dr.

23 Winter

For sale

by all Druggists.

If you are remote from the city send 50 cents to the
Agents and receive a box by return mail. General
Agents lor the United States, SMITH, DJOLITTLE
& SMITH, Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremont street,
Boston.

oc28

Oijfby

ALLAN LINE.

Eastern Railroad.

Montreal

PER

OIVE TRIP

Steamship Co

Ocean

UNDER CONTRACT FOB TUB CARRYING

WINTER AJRRAJ^GHEIVLEN'TS.

OF

THE

CnnadinnN and (Jailed Slate. Mail*.
Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
jKeturn. Tickets
granted a» Reduced Rato.'.
Tbe Steamship

WEEK!

On and afier MONDAY. Jan.
4fh, the Steamer New IEruu«wirk. CAPT. S. H. PIKE, will
leave Railroad Wharf foot of State
Street, every MONDAY at 6 P.M.
for Eastport and St. John. Returning will leave St.
John and Eastport every THURSDAY.
A stage coach will for the present ruu in connection with the steamer between Eastport and Calais
for passengers.
Connections made at St. John for Digbv, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.. Shedlac, Amherst, Pictoti, Fred crick ton.
received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. W.
While the steamer Belle Brown is under repairs
all freight between Eastport. St. Andrews, Robington and Calais will go by sailing vessel.
A. R. STUBBS. Agent.
dec28is5dostf

PERUVIAN, Capt« Wall*,
Will leave this port for Liverpool

Immediately alter the arrival of the Train of tbe pre
vious day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to acccommodatlons).870 to 8MO
Payable in Gold or its eonlvalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H & A ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts. e*>ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

nol7dtf

Portland, Nov. 15, 1874.

Dr. N. Kenison

Cm is

This is the only Inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

LN—

the

WM. LAWRENCE.

From

B3T*Examination

1840.

AND

—

freight

ington,

or

or

passage to

DR.

Something New and Important to Ladies.
MRS. DR. PALFREY’S

NEW

Steamers

and

lm*

ja6d3m

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD AND
NERYOUS DISEASES.
Every Man.
published by the Peabody Medical Institute;
a new edition ot the celebrated medical work enIt treats upon
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
MANnooD, how lost, liow regained and how perpetuand
of
cure
Exhausted Vitality, Imated, cause
potency, Premature Decliue in Man, SpermatorLosses
(nocturnal and diurnal),
rhoea, or Seminal
Nervous and Physical Debility,
Hypochondria,
A Book for

JUST

Gloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss of Energy. Haggard Countenance, Confusion of Mind and
Loss of Memory. Impure State ot the Blood, and all
outh, or the
years.
book for every man, yonng and
y

lUllJlICVtllllUj'
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duced,

Uallawell House— H, Q. BLAEE, Pro
HABTLAND.
Park House—B. L. Williams, Prop.
H IRANI.
Bit. Caller House,—Hiram Boston, Pro

prietor.

Franconia

LINCOLN VILLE.
Beach House—F. E. Phillips, Proprieto
LITTLETON, N H.
L. Thayer. Proprietor.

Thayers Hotel, H.

LOVELL.
Kezer Valley House, C. H. Harris, Pro-

prietor.
>
91ACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

NAPLES*
Elm Honse, Nathan Church Ac Sons, Pro-

prietors.

no

allusion

even can

prietor*.

dtf

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union Honse—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

PORTLAND

PARIS HILL.
Huhhard Hotel. H. Hubbard, Proprieto

AND

PITTSFIELD.
Lancy Honte—Fletcher Ac Gale, Proprie-

PIIIEAJOEEPHIA.

Stop Taking Mercury
If You Would Live.
Have you Disease of the Lungs, Heart, Kidneys,
Liver or Spleen. Have you Scrofula. Cancer, Piles
Sait Roeum, Nervous Debility, St. Vitus Dance, or
them
any other subboru disease. Mercury makes

Dr. J. Clawson Kelley’s Medicines
cure
Aio tlie only remedies that will positively
these complaints. Call and see tlie evidences o<
in Maine.

DR. S. Edwards of Boston,

the sole proprietor of these Medicines, has removed
eithto his splendid parlors at the Union Honse, and
or himer l>r. Wood, a most competent physician,
self can be consulted every day upon all diseases,
free of charge, Cures warranted.

e<xUf

all

—OF THE—

RAILROAD.

EASTERN

CHARLES F. HATCH. Oen. Manager.
y22tt
July 21. 1874.

BOSTON & MAINE
ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

On and after December 30, 1874,
Passenger trains will leave I'crllor Koaion, at 6.15, 9.10 a. in.
nl>f arriving at Boston at 10.50
■"
»,fc*a. m., 2.00, 8.00, p. m. Returning, leave
Bouton at 8.00, a. m., 12, m. 3.15, p. m. arriving
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45‘ 7.45, p. m.
I'or ■.•well (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15, % 10
a. m.,3.15 p. m.
For Concord and Manchester (via hew
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m., (via Lawrence at) 9.10 a. in.
For Great Falla at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15, j>. m.
For Portanaouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a. m.
Farmington, (via
For Kocbetter, and
Dover) at 6.15, 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p. m.
9.10
a. m., 3.15 p. ni.
at
Dover)
Alton Bay. (via
__

A train will also leave Portland for Keinebnnk and Way Mtationaat5.15p.nl. Kfci timing, leave Menncbnnk at 7.30 a. in., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a.m.
Passengers from any point on the Maine
Central Railroad will change cars at, and l ave
their baggage checked via ifootou <8k Maine
Tranafer Miation.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 3.15, Bos-

8.00,
JAS T. FURBEK, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
__■

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
COMMENCING NOV. 93, 1844.
Passenger trains leave PortIami dalfor Portsmouth and Boston, (Snuexcepted) at *1.00 t9.10 A. M.,
$3.15 P. M.

Leave Portland for Portsmouth and Dover dally,
p. m.
and Boston at$8.00 A. M., *5.45 P. M.
for
Boston
Portsmouth
and
Portland
af $8.00
Leave
A. M. t3.15, *12.00 midnight.
for
Leave Boston
Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John $8.00 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.40,
7.50,10.50 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at $10.27 A. M..
15.45 P. M., *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, aDd by Freight
Trains to Bath, Augusta, and Waterville, at t7.00 A.
M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington,'Waterville and Skowhegan at 11.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
$1.10 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta and for
Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Belfhst and Dexter (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars.) at *5.00 a. in.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 18.00 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at 17.55 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at 18.00 A. M., reurnlng at 5.00 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. M. in season to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 I*. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonlngton and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
at 9 P. M and 9.30 P.
tor New York via
M. train via Shore Line.
P.
M.
trains from Portland
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Fails and

(Sundays excepted),at 19.10 a. m. and $3.15
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth

Springfield

Conway Railroad.

The 8.00 A. M. tTain from Boston arrives in Port-

land in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.

Through

tickets

are

Baggage

sold in Portland and

through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft. Rockland, &c.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
This
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B.
train on Saturday night ruus to Portland only.
t Accommodation train
tFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH,
General Manager.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland, Me.
checked

dtf

tors.

Iron Line of Steamers

Clyde’s

_
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turn
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an

Proprietors

»'»*~**-»

BOSTON
—AJTO—

Steamship
Leave each port every

Line.

Wharfage.

No

l

eng

Proprietor.

prietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congreu and Green St.
J. H. martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congreu St.Gibson&C*.,
Proprietors.
St. Julian Hotel, Cor. middle and Plans
at*. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
B. s. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. E. Cram dt Co., Proprietor.
Commercial Home-E. O. Sanborn dr Co.,
Prop! ietors._
HIJHNCANE ISLAND.
Calderwood House.— E. A. Calderwood,
_

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heselton, PropriWILTON.
Wilton House. II. N. Green.

Proprielo

AGENCIES.
WHEELER,

C. J.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washington Building,

Wharf, Bofon.

PROVIDENCE. R. I.
LNIE

MAIL

Halifax Nova

TO

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,

Scotia,

With connections to Prince Edward Island, (jape Breton and St. Jehus, N. F.
The Steamship “CHASE” will
leave Portland every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for HALIFAX,
making connections with
—1),‘>
intercolonial Railway, for
■
mim
Pictou, and
Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and also
at New
steamers for Prince Edward Island;
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns

^direct.

Breton,
F.
8^- RETURNING wil. leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. M.
M
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day of sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
JOHN PORTEOUS. Aeent.
oct28dtf
N.

FOR BOSTON.

Fare

Only
Jk

ADI ERTISING AGENTS
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

DIRECT1

50 Cents.

Portland & Rochester R. R.
Shortest and Most Direct Route
—FROM—

Cortland to tne soutn ana nest.

American Home, India St. E. Gray, Pro

_

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Sout
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
TO

Albion House, 1 IT Federal St. J.G Perry

etor.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 u.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Pnila
delphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate
sailing vessels.

ju23-lv

I

Proprietor.

Wed’s’y & Sat’U’y.

Bobhinson,

_

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam

•*“

Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central aird the Phil. & Heading R. R’s., and to all
tibe principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission lor forwarding.
Full information given by J>. D. C. MINK,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
VVM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
anil ly

PHILLIPS.
Honse, Adams Ac

Barden

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
to ana
direct communication

and

Dealers in

Printing Materials of

every

description

No Transfer! No Change of Can

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Unlied States and British Prov-

inces.

DODD’S

Dee.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7.50 A. HI. For Rochester, Nashua and Worcester, connecting af Rochester with Eastern, and

Boston & Maine Tra’ns lor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Wolf boro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connecting at Aver Junction with trains for Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, ni..
connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, and
Norwich Hne Steamers for New York, and with
Boston & Albany trains for Albany and New York.
1.45 P. HI. For Rochester and way Stations.
5.15 P. HI. Express lor Rochester. Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester a;
9.15 p. in., connecting with Night Train tor New
York.
Leave Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
Express Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a. m.
connecting with Norwich Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
Express Train leaves Worcester at 4.40 p. ra.f
connecting with Express trains .caving Albany at
10 a. m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester, Concord,
lx well, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, ami
Springfield Route, and to all important points South

and West.

Tickets to all the above points for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at the

Depot

WM. H.

TURNER, Supt.

utf
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Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.
ALTERATION IN TRAIN)*.
AKKAM GEMENT.

WINTER

On and after Monday, Septeml*er 21st.
trains will run as follows:
7.00 a m. for Montreal and Quebec,
tru'in
Express

rui.unDBn

Auburn, and Lewiston.
Passenger train for Auburn and

Lewiston

at 9.30

a. ib.

for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
with
mail train for Quebec,
connecting
night
Pond,)*
Montreal and the West.
Lewiston 5.45 p m.
for
Auburn
and
train
Express
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40
Mail train at 1.20 p.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121

WORCESTER.

Train* commencing
91, 1874.

S. M. PETTENGILL & CO.’S
ADVERTISING AGENC*

AND

PORTLAND

—

Arrangement of

Office No. 41 Park Row. New York.
ES TABLISHED IN 1849.

BETWEEN

—

*V[M‘, Presses, etc.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisements recelued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any Information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuuruished.
DODD.

_HORACE

T. C. EVANS,
ADVERTISING AGENCY A PRINTERS’ WAREHOUSE,
IOC WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

m..

a. m.

Express front Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. m.
Mall from Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 ]>. m.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted In any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
Dealer in Wood

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.
BATES
Superior Sea Going Steamers
FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as tallows:
The

Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, at 7 o’clock P. HI.* and INDIA
WIIAKF, BOSTON, daily at 5 P. HI
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this Line are reminded that they prothe excure a com foi table night’s rest and avoid
in Boston late
pense and inconvenience of arriving

"^Through

Tickets to New York via the various
Sounil Lines, for said at very taw rates.

Freight

J. R.

taken

as

usual.

COYLE, J R.. General Agent.

LOCKE,

Advertising Agents,

Newspaper
34

ft

J. H. Bates, late ot
S. M.

Pettengill

Send

for list of 100

AND

Locke, o Locke A
Jones, Toledo Blade.

choice newspapers.

Tlie first class

Steamships, “OEO.

WASHINGTON*’ and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
•will form a semi-weekly line.leaving Boston & Maine R. R. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
Pier
9
North River, New York, every
and leaving
Wednesday and Satnrdav at 4 P M.
line
will
connect
at Portland with the princiThis
pal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwel. Steamship
line for New Orleans and ?tlier piincipal lines tot he
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accomindations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.

ADVERTISING

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements In all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns of the United States, Canada
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

Portland

Daily Press

Job

Printing

Merchants and Manufacturers
will please remember that the

rates of freight by this line are the
same as by any other direct line,

whether special or regular
For freight or passage apply to_
J. N. MAGNA, Agent.
or

jy28tt

Office on the Wharf,
CLARK * SEAMAN,
86 West street, New York.

all rotate in tie

Southwest

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is In splendid
condition, is wen equipped with tirst-clas* rolling
•took, and Is making the best connections ami quickest time of any route from Portland U. the West.
KTPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
>-e21dtt
Portland, September 19. 1874.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURU R. R
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter MONDaY, NOV. 10,1874,
and until further notice trains will run
follows :
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 2 p. m.
ng.iiimiMi

___

Steerage passage,(meals and births Included),$3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGECROMWELL”
Leavwill tie the only steamer sailing in this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every
P.
M.
Wednesday

and

Northwest, West and

S. K. NILES,

—

HEW YORK.

briron, I'hicii*., .ttilwua
Cincinnnii. Ml. I.aaU, Oaiiihn,
Hafinnw, Hi. Pail, Mall Cake lily,
Denver. Man Frnncinee.

krr.

D. K.

Oo.

&

p»oitTrLA.isrr>
—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
T« Canada,

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

octl874

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

be found in any

may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bui finch St. (opposite Revere Hoose), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author aud consulting physicians can be
consulted on all of the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
eodly
no2

_

NOBRIDGE WOCK.
Daniortb House, D. Danforth. Proprietor
NORTH STBATFOBD N. K.
Willard House, C' S. Bailey Ac Co. P

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.

ocl

_

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House,H. B. Wing, Proprietor

J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.

ous

dec9

CO.

Book

to which

__

HA 1,1.0 WELL.

taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For farther information apply to

other works in our language. All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such as probably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given
in full. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
aud the medical facultv generally highly extol these
extraordinary and useiul works. The most fastidi-

cures

prietor.

A 1 ICC g-.UU.

for Everybody.
The Peabody Institute has also just published a
new book treating exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound n
substantial muslin, price $2.
Either of the above books are sent by mail to any
part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid ou receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
Here is ofat the same time on receipt of only $4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
and best printed and bound popular medical |science
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to ail,
It
for only $4—barely enough to pay for mailing.
should be borne in mind that these great Medical
Works are published by the Pvab«dy medical
Institute, au honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works ou_Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained, and many matters of the
most important and interesting character are introA

FOXCBOFT.
Exchange, P. 91. Jeffords, Pro-

Eoicroft

drffT’Freigbt

It is, indeed, a
middle-aged men in particular. 300 pages, bound m
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $t.
A Book for Every Woman,
Entitled. SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated ot Physiologically and Pathologically, in health and disease, from Intancu to Old Age. 350 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth. With the very best prescripIUUB

ELLSWOBTH.

City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins A Sons, Props

Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.

Remedy f.r nil wenkincident (• Females.

OFFICE VI TEMPLE STREET.
Hours 10 A. M. to 5 P. M. Consultation free.

Simpson,

D.

W.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall. Grand Trunk Bailway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

Chesapeake

—

Hotel,

Proprietor._

their passage te and from New York.

on

RAILROAD.
on

THROUGH TRAINS

_

International

Will until further notice leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland every
and
J.
MONDAY. THURSDAY
I
►SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and
dfarSfeirg
leave Pier 38 East River, New
York.evcrv MONDAY,WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built lor this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haveu during the summer
months

—

no21

CALAIS.

YORK.

Eleanora,

GF Tit*

A 1^1 A INI'
Will be taken

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean Houae—J. P. Chamberlain,Propri-

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

World Renowned

This is the only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all cases of Ulceration, Leucorrbtea, Dropsy, Knlargment, Prolapsis,
Congestion, Inflammation and Weakness. It has
saved thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
Many who have been suffering for years, with no
prospects of relief, have been cured by this wonderful medicine. Also Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.

Proprietor.

A Ikir
ivirv MY L-

TO

—

BOSTON

BRUNSWICK, MB.
P. 4k K. Dining Rooms, W. R. Field,

Norlolk, Baltimore, Wash-

STEAMSHIP

H. D. Parker 4k

Mt. Jame* Hotel— J. R. Crocker, Proprietor.
Tremoat Houae, Tremout Ni.-Chapin
CiSurney 4k Co. Proprietor*.

H A

____

Medical.

Parker
Co., Proprietor*.

E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Centra* Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, R. I

no2dtf

TO AND FROM BOSTON.

ton

BOMTON.
Houae. Mckool Me.

—

other information apply to

of the feet

G. A. CLARK would respectfully inform his
friends and patrons that he has returned home
and may he consulted professionally at his office, Cor.
Park and Congress Streets.Office hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
jaltitf
Portland, Jan. 15, 3875.

arising from the errors of
^Meases
indiscretions or excesses of mature

tors.

Agents.
For

Proprietor

BELFAST.
American Houae, Clark Bro’a, Proprie-

BLACKSTONE.
KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
WEDNESDAY
Providence
every
From
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, anil Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. B. C'ark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 70 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R„ C. A. Chipley, Agent, 87 Wasnington street,
Boston. And Chesaneake & Ohio R. R., W. B. Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through hills of lading given by the above named

free.delOeodtf

uchsch

week.

WM.

Passage $12.50.

Mi., McLaugh-

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer,

Boston direct every TUENDAY
and SATURDAY.

All diseases of the feet treated
in the most skilful manner without pain.

Since

a

Franhlin House,—Harlow
lin 4k Daria, Proprietors.

LINE

P1IILADELP1IIA

day, Thursday, Friday,Saturday
in each month.

BOSTON

Washington

WM. CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.

JOHNS HOPKINS.

H O T E I.,

second Tuesday, Wednes-

H. Cony. Proprie

A. 4k

tors.

First Clan Steamship

—AT THE

S.

AUGUSTA.
State St. Harrison Huk

Augusta House,
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, CS.

BANGOR.

& Sona,

U.

AUBURN
Elm House, Court, Ml. W. M. 4k A. Young,
Proprietor*.

dly

VISITS PORTLAND

Chiropodists

ALFRED.

Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
D. S. BABCOCK.
L. \V. FILE iNS.
President.
Gen. Pasenwer Ag’t. New York.

Four timet*

Red and the Yellow Tickets

__

checked through.

STEAMSHIP

and ailer July 22, 1874, and until
the

RAILROAD.

Embracing tbe leading Hotels In tbe State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.

Tuesday,

Baltimore &

On

iS'SggwSfurtlier Notice,

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence K. R. Deuot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stouington with the entirely now and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stouington every
Thursday and Saturday, .urivmg in New York always in advance of all other linen. Baggag

Noif'olfe,

__

HOTELS.

OTHERS.

Afjli

OF

NOTICE.

8PEC1A1L

on

SATURDAY, January 30th, I8V3.

EP^Freiglit

St., Boston,

worse.

—

particular*._a!6eod3m
PRINTING of every description neatly
executed at this otlice.
JOB

I

GERMAN SNUFF.

Ja20dlaw3w*W

TEN PER CENT. INTEREST.

of the

GERMAN

annexed.

815,000. COOK COUNTY ILLINOIS. 10 per
cent. School District Bonds. Coupons payable Jan.l,
also other
in New York, or at our office $5W0 each:
securities.
seven eight and ten per cent, municipal
the
entire
on
first
claim
property
These* represent the
Counties
and the combined wealth of Cities, Towns,
no loss; security
and School Districts; well selected;
WM. BALnhsolute
Bought and sold by GEORGE
Boston. Wnte
LOU Banker, 72 Devonshire Street,
for

DR. KEIVISON,

blessing to mankind, tor its low
price of §5 cents places it within
the reach ol all.” We might briug

LIQUID

SETH BIRD, late of Portland, deceased.
Copy
of will and petition that the same may be veritied
and established as the will of said testator; also petition that George E. Brown may be appointed Administrator de bonis non with the will annexed, presented by Elvira Brown, a daughter of said deceased.

Boston, Sept. 14, 1874.
Dear Sir—
Mr. William M. Giles, Chemist:
S.
Your Agent. Mr. Gny
Frazey, called on me early
in July last to introduce your Liniment Iodide of
Ammonia. Being a skeptic in legard to the great
variety of articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases, I had no faith in your Iodide, but, after a
long discussion with your agent, it occurred to me
that I had a horse I was using for private that had a
I told him if he
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
thought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.
Suffice it to say that I have used it very persistently
till the present time, and I now find it nearly
removal. and think it will shortly disappear entnely.
FroVn this trial of your remedy I cheerfully recommend its use to any one who has a horse or horses
afflicted in this way. I would further say that, while
using it for the above, the same horse started another buuch on the off leg; the Liniment was applied immediately, and the buDch h%s disappeared.
J. H. HATHORNE,
Proprietor of Citizens' Line C oaches.
GEO. <J. GOODWIN «s oo, Agents, Boston, Mass
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Me
eodi&wGm
del2

a
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rruv CHRISTIAN,

JURUBEBA

GERMAN SNUFF

GERMAN SNUFF

convey

Boston, July 13,1874.

Mr. Wm. M. Giles:—In the match between the
of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
played July 13th, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
my left knee cap. Your agent fortunately happened
to be present. He instantly applied your Liniment,
and with instant relief.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.

Athletics

on

REEDER’S

for license to sell and

New York, June 1st.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist-. Sir—Your new disof
Iodide
Ammonia, surpasses
Liniment
covery,
anythingfor splints, strains, lameness in the limbs or
and
hard
wind
galls
bony swellings on
shoulders, &c.,
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
RALPH
Yours very truly,
OGLE,
Veterinary Surgeon, 330 West 25th St.

LOCATED

HENRY BARNES, late of Harpswell, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and couvey real estate, |
presented by Mary W. Barnes, Administratrix.
WILLIAM P. BIBBER, late of Harpswell, deceased. Petition for allowance out of personal estate
presented by Mary O. Bibber, widow of said deceased.
saved as it were from the grave,
EMMA A.BROCKLEBANK, minor child and bei
are liying witnesses oi it* great virof Nathan C. Brocklebank, late of Bridgton deceased.
tue. At this season of the year,
Second account presented for allowance by Caleb A.
when people, by undue exposure
Chaplin, Guardian.
PAULINA YARNEY of Bridgton. Account preand the sudden changes in the
sented for allowance by James Blaisdell, Guardian.
weather, are liable to catch cold,
ABRAM W. CHUTE, late of Naples, deceased.
we advise them to carry in the
First and final account presented for allowance by
pocket a box of
Harrison O. Knight, Administtator, with the will
annexed.
CROSBY CLARK, late of Naples, deceased. First
and final account presented lor allowance by David
H. Cole, Administrator.
ISAAC LAMBERT, late of Freeport, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of personal estate presented by Caroline C. Lambert, widow of said deceased.
so when they suddenly take cold
GEORGE H. MITCHELL, minor child and heir
and leel all the orgaus of the nose
of George G. Mitchell, late of Pownal, deceased. Account presented for allowance by Azor Mitchell,
and head stopped tip. they can
Guardian,
take a remedy to at once
promptly
ANDREW LIBBY, late of Gray, deceased. Petiloosen the mucous, which if altion for license to compound a note due from Martha
lowed to stay becomes
J. and Patrick H. Knight, to the estate of said deceased, presented by Jacob Clark, Administrator.
ELISHA B. MITCHELL, late of Standish, deceased. Petition that Henry W. Swasey may be appointed Administrator, presented by Rosanna K.
Mitchell, widow of said deceased.
SEWARD TITCOMB, late of North Yarmouth,
deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof
and that letters of administration with the will annexed be issued to Jeremiah K. Morse, presented by
Judith B. Titcomb, widow of said deceased.
CHARLES QLINBY, late of Westbrook, de
Petition

WOODS,
Veterinary Surgeon, Bamum's Hippodrome.
L. B.

BADER’S

POISON

A

In stiffness and soreness of tho muscles and joints,
rheumatic pains, I have experienced immediate relief
from Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
THOMAS BAKER, WallaclTheatre.
For headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
Liniment, Iodide of
joints of the feet, Giles’relief.
Ammonia gave immediate
I. HENRY MAGONIGLE. Booth's Theatre.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue :—
I suffered with rheumatic pains in my limbs and
joints, and found no relief until I tried your Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relief.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
Am now cured.
Head Pantryman on board Steamer Jesse Hoyt.
Giles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is a sure
cure lor ague in the breast, and removes all swellings
A NURSING MOTHER.
and hard lumps.
New Haven, Aug. 7, 1874.
Dr. Giles:—While on duty a? fireman on engine
47, about ten miles from this city, on Shore Line
Road, was accidentally thrown off against a rock,
train under full head, about thiity-live miles an
hour. Was very badly bruised. Your agent was on
board. He furnished me with two bottles of Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, from which I received
the greatest possible benefit, in tour days I was able
to sit up, and am now readv to commence work. My
aged mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
JOHN GAFFNEY.
which it cured.
Barnum’s Hippodrome.—We have never found
auything|equal to Giles’Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
Bruises, wounds stiffness, lameness, pains in
the muscles, swellings immediately disappear. It is
we long wanted, and we now use nothing
what
just
else. In thirty years* exjterience in Europe ana
America I have never met anything like it.

have

word is authority on all medical
questions, says: “I call the compound known to the world as

Suffering.

is a recognized remedy. No stable should be without it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is
not supplied with it.
We append a few of the many testimonals bearing
testimony to the universal favor with which this
medicine has been received by the public.

a

GERMAN

—ALSO—

L.

practice of near twenty
daily been pleased
with its results.” A Doctor whose
for in

years I

ONEPleasantly situated Danfortb Street. No. 33. AT
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROB205 Middle street.
Real Estate
on

an«l *t- John,
WiuiUor and Halifax.

Monday,

When a remedy is productive of such relief as to
excel all other remedies in its curative results, it is
as general as possible. This
a duty to make it known
consideration has actuated the proprietor WM. M.
the
public Ids LINIMENT
(HUES to bring before
IODIDE AMMONIA.
it
has effected classes it as
The remarkable cures
and valuable remedies
one of the most important
cure
and relief of pain in any
ever discovered for the
Face Ache, RheuNeuralgia,
cures
It
form.
matism. Goat, Frosted Feet, Chilblain*,
Bruises and
Wore Throat, Erysipelas,
Wounds of every nature, in which the effects of
extenal applications are almost magical, and in
which its internal administration is found to be most
efficacious. Physicians prescribe it for their patients
and accord it their unhesitating approval as an invaluable discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA is an
essential appointment in all well-regulated stables,
and where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and where there is a liability to the visitations of a
class of epidemic diseases for which this preparation

GERMAN SNUFF.

cor.

Heleno’* Mill.
Craw St.,
«. L. HOOPER, Cor. York & Maple
in

dec21dtl_197NewburySt.

STORE
se!5dtf

this horrid complaint can be
cured. It may not be generally
known, bat most ot our lcadiug
Physicians are prescribing this
wonderful remedy, well knowing
that its results are so certain that
by its use the person will be
brought back to perfect health.
An old Doctor says:

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

ABOUT

stamp

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 1G Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidoc29tf
and
fancy-work in wools, &c„ &c.
ery

Pattern and Model Maker.

nu

February first the Stores and Chambers
od Union St., now occupied by Caldwell «
and
Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
Hodsdon,
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

CRESCENT SPECTACLES SOUTHERN

now
Crescent p—^Spectacles
offered to the
Public are guaranothers in the mar
teed superior to all
Ket. For clearness
ami distinctness of
vision they are nnrivaled, the total absence
of prismatic
colors and refractoJjfoun d in Pebble*
ry rays a l to ay «i
renders them e*pee- Trade Mark] i a 11 y desirable.
Being ground with
great care, they are
free irom all imperfections and impurities. They are
mounted in Gold, Silver, Shell, Rubber and Steel
frames and will last many years without change.
For sale only by our Agent*.

GERMAN SNUFF,

J. R. DURAN A CO.. Ill Middle and
116 Federal Street*.

0014_-

a

REDEB’S

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and
Carpet-Bags.

JAMES MILLER. No. 91 Federal Street.

Room in the Second Story of the
Primers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. TUBBSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

half of

remedy,

A. KEITH.

J, A. XISKIL

LOT

To

And if you doubt the tact, look
back and call to mind how it was
tlrst a cold, then Catarrh, and last
Consumption. Why will people
sntTer when by the nse ot the

J, A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.

Helovr the Post-Office.
Inauire of SHEPHF.RI) & CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
J»20tf
Mass,, Box 117.

STEP
BOARDS .in lots to suit purchasers, for sale low
to close a consignment
RYAN & KELSEY
No. uncommercial Street
my28

Improve Year Sight.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

NOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

TO

Catarrh killed them.

ABNER LOWELL, 153 Middle Street.
Auents for Howard Watch Company.

To Let.
“You have a pleasant home and a bright
fireside, with happy children sitting around
it, haven’t you?” said the Judge. “Yes, sir,”
said Mr. Thompson.
“Well,” said the
Judge, “if the happy children sit around the
cheerful fireside until you return, they wii;
stay there just forty-three days, as I will
have to send you up for that time.”

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.
Horse Shoeing.

OVER SHEPHERD & CO.,
Wholesale Fancy Goods,

A

_

Horse
By S. Young A Co. Experienced
ocl5
Sheers, at No 103 Fore street.

Jobbing House,
v

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade,
IS Free Street.
CEORCSI a. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kind*
done to order.

St._Ja22»2w

LET.

TO

j

Catarrh
ten the disease known
was the forerunner of Consumption, which, when fastened on a
the grasp ot the
person, is like
liideons anaconda. There is no
eseape until death relieves them
ti om its torture and they are laid
in the grave. Friends may say
they died ot Consumption. 'TIS
FALSE.
as

No.

To Let

DOOM !

Yes, tlie medical records show
plainly that in nine cases out of

MEANS, Pearl Street, op-

Fnrnitnre--Wholesale and Retail.

If nice House to let, on Congress St., opH. A. LAMB, M. D.
posite the Park.

J.

YOUR

Confectionery.

Board.

3 Floors fitted up for

She walks in beauty like the night
Of cloudless climes and starry skies,
cannot always be truthfully said of .a man’s
wife who sails nervously across her bed-room

C

_

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
and
be accommodated with first class Board
my!9dtt
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.

AVER

BE

Street.

TWO

or

WILL

Book Binders.

ST._

ja25

BEST

P. MeOOWAfif, *54 CeagreH St.

WJI. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’*
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
■MALL A SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plum

Rooms To Let.
Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
wnR
single gentlemen can he accommodated
octtf
street,
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free

-------

One of the Bohemians of the Paris Bourse
recently gave a dinner to some of his friends
at his own honse, and in the course of the

DEATH

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, Sc FOOti ,N..01 Middle rttreet.

BOARD, a suit of rooms at 37 corner of
HIGH & SPRING

is a

OR

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

To Let.

saileure,
incorrectly re.

*

on

_

Boarding.

a

!

Real Estate Secuilty, In Portland,

A

C. W. Tayleure, who used to be

A Message to the

SNUFF !

PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.

tf

WITH

monia.

GERMAN

G.

Street.

2231
Wilmot. Also table board.
Boarding

TRADEMARK

GILES’
Liniment Iodide of Am-

RAEDER’S

to Loan.

RAILROADS.

FOR NKW YORK,

Estate

or

To Let.
Board, large, pleasant Rooms, furnished

no30

j4

ON vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, <£<'.,
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.

ja4tf___

at

It costs $50 to kick a (log in Fitchburg, but
when the dog is sensitive and pugnacious,
aud reflects that you are old enough to know
better, the damages are not exclusively pe-

Money

Eantporft C’nlai*

STOUINGTON LINE

WITH

the west side

No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

To Let vvttli Board.

62 Free

on

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

F.

eodeow&weow4

CATARRH

ONE

or

the

SEdTH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Sold by dealers generally.

ja25

For Sale or to Let.
of the most desirable Lots in the vicinity of
Portland, containing about 11 acres situated in
the city. Will
Cape Elizabeth, within one mile from
be sold at a Bargain, il not sold, will be Let. For
JOHN C. PROCTER.
particulars inquire J
93 Exchange Street.
n04tf

board.

bottle; large bottles much

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

AHEAD

for^

mar29

a

Mass.

a

WEDNESDAY

WITH
and unfurnished.

W5o ’ct'». andSl
cheaner.

feet deep, and plans Lave l*en drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient resi®
tlie sain e
dences, and adapted

Lost.
evening, January 13, a LEATHER POCKET BOOK, containing a sum of
reward will
money. Railroad tickets, etc. A liberal
be paid for its return to J. B. Curtis, cor. Foie and
jalotf
Deer streets.

PLEASANT

Ntmegenuine

SALE~

LOT of vacant land, situated

LOST AND FOUND.

TWO

Shop.

A of High, between Pleasant and Dan forth, Sts.
This lot has front of-about 61 feet and is abjut 194

an

thin standard remedy, as is
testlmodials it has received.
unless signed “I. BUTTS on the

by a timelv resort to
nrnvedbv hundreds of

dtf

FOR

g^'jEf PortSnd

English “lecture-woman,”
asserts that children are being bribed with
currant-rolls by Romanists in Protestant garb.
This may be called a jam shame.
Miss

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

Work8 known

jal2

musical education, some light emto beginners
ployment. 'Would teach the piano forte
^children, or wonld do
P. 0a

removing

ritation,

Foundry

Portland. Jan. 19 1875.j*21*”

a

Iron

THE

responsible party,
located for term of years. Address
BY trally
A. B. C., 533 Congress St.

Appleton's Journal.

__

as the Portland Machine
Works are ottered for sale. This property ocland on tide water on Comof
acre
an
about
cupies
mercial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
and Pattern
Boiler
Machine Shop,
Shop and Blacksmith Snop. There Is a full complement of Towlaffor heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
large and constantly increasing list of customers iu
New England, and Canada, and Is now running on
full time on orders. A more favorable opportunity
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

Wranted.
the lease of a house

Pain* or
Moreue*» inftlie Clie«t
>r Wide, Rlc«»ding at
the liUiagH, and every
artectiou of the throat,
lungs and chest, are
speedily and permanently
cured by the use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
not dry up a cou^li and
Wild Cherry, which does
the case with luout rernleavu tUe cause behind, an in
tlie lungs and allays ircleanses
edien, but loonenn it,
the cause of the complaint.
thus

SALE.

FOR

Wanted.
AGENTS—To sell the “Life and
Kxploration* of Dr. LiTiugatane,’’
complete, authentic; a fresh book; price suited to
B. B. RCSSELL, Publisher, Boston,
the times.
ja21eod3w
Mass.

a

Complaint,

Valuable Iron AVorks

to

J. A. RUSSELL,
120 Exchange St.

address

or

ja22*2w

a

ye, Christ me giveth,
Take my forgiveness, would-be scornml eyes!
1 know the wistful heart that ’ueath me lies:
I know the hunger that In two breasts liveth!
to

Agents Wanted
$5 to $10 a (lay. It costs nothing

make

CANtry.

man

WANTED

Still may of

more

A

sharply ended.

Just glimpsed in passing. Am I wiser for it?
How thick the ice has grown ’twixt you and me!
Yet, from the tirst, we knew it was to be.
Which is the most unconquerable spirit?

If no

competent to take charge of
IL KENT,
the furnace ovens.
107 Fore Street,
ja23(13t
CAPABLE

State street

op

THAT

CURE

containing about 12000 feet of land, with commodious dwelling house in good repair, is ottered for
sale. The house can be seen every Thursday and
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
jalSdtf
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.

_

Baker W anted.
that your face?

well-known Deane property

THE

Coiigh*.Col<l*,Rronchiti*, Wore Throat,
Influenza,
Croup,
Whooping
Cough,
IloarMeoesM, Liver

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL._

MEDICAL.

REAL ESTATE.

as

OFF ICE,

Returning.
Leave Bemis
at

WM. M.

MARKS,

M A NT A G E R

8.45 a.

for Portland and

Leave Upper Bartlett for Port land and in termo.
diate stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland and 9.15 a. m. from Bemis

will be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2.00 p. m. from Portland tor

Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls. Freedom, Denmark
Brklgton, Lovell, Stowe ami Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Portland.

Portland, Nov. 13, 1874.

Posters,

Hand

Bills, Bill Heads,

Cards, Tags, Ac., printed at short
notice.

intermediate stations

m.

J*

HAMILTON, Si pt.
uoildtf

Feed for CaUle.
of feed tor Cattle and Hogs at Casco Browery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland,
w«*
P. McULlNCHY, Ptot>.

LOTS

6m

